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The

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Now in Session at the North

Church, Belfast.

The seventy-tirst annual meeting of the
i'HEP EVERY THURSDAY’ MORNING BY THE
General Conference of the Congregational
Churches of Maine opened at the North
church in this city Tuesday,land the sessions
will continue until noon to-day.
he Journal is the paper for Maine sea
The first delegates arrived by steamer
faring people.
Silver Star Monday afternoon, and others
came by the Penobscot from
Bangor and uprest Circulation in City and County I river points, and by the M. and M. from
liocklaudand way. The train Monday evenbsoription Terms. In advance,$2.00a year;
ing had a special car and brought nearly a
tor >i\ months; 50 cents for three months.
The remainder came by
•' kk using Terms.
For one square, one inch hundred delegates.
n_ith in column. 75 cents tor one week, and teams from
near-by points, or by train Tuese'.its for each subsequent insertion.
day. Messrs. II. M. Prentiss and W. R.
Howard of the committee on entertainment,
contents of To-Day’s Journal.
went to Watervilie by Monday afternoon’s

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

traiu to meet

delegates and arrange for their
entertainment while here.
A numerous
committee met the visitors at the station au<l
saw that each oue was provided for.
The audience room of the North Church
in which the meetings were held presented
a cheerful appearance.
At each side of the
pulpit aud on a table in front stood a large
bank of green leaves, ferus, and bright, blosA handsome
soms, artistically arranged.
lily stood on the pulpit aud a basket of
llowers was suspended above.
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Tuesday morning meeting was called
to order at 10 o’clock by the Moderator, Rev.
J. S. Williamson of Augusta, and was opened by the congregation singing the hymn,

■.o-rials.
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and Peri-

“The Church’s One Foundation.”
The Moderator then read a Scripture selection, Eph. 4, and Rev. J. G. Merrill, D.
! >., of Portland offered prayer.
The Moderator appointed Hon. E. \\\
Woodbury of Bethel, Rev. E. H. Newcomb of
Richmond anti Rev. W. C. Curtis of Brownville a Committee on Credentials. The Committee will be unable to report until near
the close of the meetings.
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Rev. E. M. Cousins of Gray, committee on
Necrology, reported that three Congrega-

Conv ention.

"be first annual meeting of the Central
e Association of the Y. P. C. U. of the
versalist church was held Tuesday with
Universalist society of this city. Owing
:ie threatening weather the
Unions at
well, Gardiner, Augusta and Pittsfailed to be represented. Oakland,
serville, Fairfield and Skowhegan deles
joined with the local Union in a seof meetings full of interest and helpful
very way.
:e church
was very neatly and
approitely decorated under the direction of the

pastor, Rev. C. H. Wells.

Above the

hung large gothic letters, Y. P. C. U..
ale blue, suspended by invisible cords.
A and pale blue
draperies were sus-ed at the rear of the pulpit and on the
f the balcony. The floral decorations
pulpit were very pretty and approprit

the

.<•

J

■'

colors of the Y. P. C. lb. white and

predominating.
meetings opened at 10
Union hymns.
Miss

a. in.

withsing-

Hicks of
f- nion delivered the address of wellin' response by Mrs. J. F. lihoades of
•M demonstrated to all that the visitA. A.

legates appreciated in full measure
■v*le-siailed welcome of Miss Hicks in
f the Belfast l nion. The
papers read
discussions incident to them, were
with

deep

•I the papers

interest.

Following

is

a

:

Christ and His Church," Ralph
Waterville.
yp^ruinity the Measure of Duty.' writM ss Ad.lie Lawrence of Fairfield
:- ad by .Miss Man Evans of Fairfield.
A
V ord about Junior
Unions," Miss
‘h Brown, Be fast.
ij"cr written by Myra Wells, Oakland,
read by Mrs. Marion Leslie, Waterville.
W. E. Gaskin, Waterville, Rev. J. F.
ides, Fairfield, Rev. W. W. Hooper,
-i br. ok, joined with Rev. C. H. Wells in
ussing the several subjects which came
r consideration and
gave zest to the oca through their
eloquent and timely reks.
The discussions brought out clearhe fact that the Junior Union
project
;» warm
place in the hearts of the UnionG. (r. Winslow, pastor of the Methosocietv, was present at the afternoon
-o n
and was invited by Rev. C. H.
is to speak.
Mr. Winslow was atteny listened to throughout as he expresses views upon the
thoughts presented
tfie reading of Miss Lawrence’s
v.

1

q»er.

evening devotional meeting, led by
Marion Leslie of Waterville, was well

he

nded and

full of iuterest.

W. W. Hooper’s address, “Is it Worth
the solo, “Heart of Hearts," by Miss
ry C. Evans, contralto, of Fairfield, and
singing by the choir, filled out the pro:ui of
the day—a day of pleasure ami
ev.

lie ?’’

t

for all

present.
At the business meeting the
following
ers were chosen for the
ensuing year:
H.
F. Totman, Fairfield.
"resident,
ice President, Ralph Reed, Waterville.
Secretary, Miss Clara Varney, Skowhegan.
reasurer, Miss Caroline Littlefield, Warville.
‘siting Committee, the President: Miss
tiiche Fairbrother, Skowhegan; Mrs. E.
Stevens, Oakland, and Mr. Chas. Blake,
dlowell.
The next meeting will be with the Faird Union.

Transfers in Real

Estate.

I'he following transfers in real estate were
filed in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
the week ending Sept. 22, 181)7: Muriel
Lois P. Hutchins, by guardian, BelAddie C. Webber, do.; land and
idings in Belfast. Annie Hutchins, Bel,SL to Addie C. Webber; laud and buiUliti Belfast.
Wm. Q. Spinney, Belfast,
B. B. Toothaker, Searsmont, land and
Wm. H. George,
idings in Belfast.
nspect, to Geo. W. Partridge, Searsport;
id and buildings in Prospect. W. H. Beal,
>t,

to

Montville, to L. S. Wiggin, do.; land and
Hidings in Montville. D. W. Bennett es>te, Montville, to Eli J. Stevens, do.; land
Montville. Benj. Thompson et al., Mal‘'•u, to Tobias J. Thompson, Nebraska; land
Winterport. John Moore, Belfast, to
Martha B. Marsh, do.; land and buildings
Belfast.
News in a Nutshell.
f'cace has been restored in the anthracite coal
rt*gion and the miners are returning to work_
io ary has arrived at Sydney, C. B., on his return

from North Greenland
The frigate Constitution, “Old Ironsides,” arrived at Boston Tuesday
‘Kht from Portsmouth,N. H—The great lasters
strike in Brockton, Mass., has ended in a victory
for the strikers.... President
McKinley is in Massachusetts. He arrived in Boston yesterday.
—

!

tional ministers have died in this State the
past year: fourteen former Maine pastors
have died elsewhere; and that two wives of
ministers have died. The list is as follows:
Charles E. Harwood, for the past three
years the missionary pastor at Cranberry
Isle, died March 22, 1897, aged 54 years. He
was formerly pastor at
Presque Isle and
special missionary in Aroostook county.
John D. Emerson died at Acton, April 18,
1897, aged 08 years. He was pastor of the
Second church, Biddeford, from 1808 to 1870
and resident of Maine most of the time till
his death.
Benjamin Tappan, D. D., died at Norridgewock, Dec. 28, 18!>0, aged 81 years. He was
the son of Rev. Dr. Tappan and was horn in
Augusta, graduating at Bowdoin and Bangor Seminary. His first pastorate was at
Hampden for ten years. This was followed
by a pastorate in Massachusetts when he returned to Maine and was pastor at Norridgewock for 28 years.
Benjamin Dodge, born at Brooksville and
preached many years in Maine before beginning in 1884 his successful educational
work m the Tennessee mountains, died at
Pleasant Hill, Sunday, July 18, 1897, aged
78 years.
Merrill Blanchard, Mr. Dodges son-inlaw, who was pastor at Wiuterport and
Pavilion church, Biddeford, died at Shoreham, Yt., Sept. 1, 1897, aged 45 years.
Henry T. Cheever, born at Hallowell,
1814 ; graduate of Bowdoin and Bangor, and
and for a year a pastoral supply at Old
Town, died at Worcester, Mass., Feb. 13,
1897, aged 83 years.
Mark Gould, born at Wilton 1811, pastor at
Andover, Staudisli, Monmouth, West Minot,
died at Worcester, Mass., Aug. 7, 1890, aged

84 years.
Amurv H.

Tyler, pastor
Falmouth, NorMunson, South Freeport, died at

way,

at

Koslindale, Mass., May 13, IS'.Hi, aged 72
years.

Crosby
was

ary,

H. Wheeler, the honored missionborn at Hampden, graduated at

Bowdoin and Bangor Theological Seminary
and had a pastorate at Warren before enterHe
ing upon his life work is Asia Minor.
died at Auburndale, Mass., Oct. 11, 1890,

aged

73 years.

Lincoln Harlow, born in Turner, died at
Post Mills, Yt., Oct. 9, 1890, aged 58 years.
William H. Beard at Freedom in'1806*09,
Wilton, '72; died at South Killinglv, Ct.,
Oct. 2, 1890.
Jesse Bailey, born at, Woolwich; graduated at Bates College; died at Buffalo Creek,
Col., Sept. 9, 18‘.H>.
Dauiel S. Campbell, born at Temple; died
at Pine River, Ga., Juue 16, 1890, aged 73

years.

George DeF. Folsom, born at Bucksport;
died at San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 8, 1895.
Henry E. Parker, acting pastor at Fastport, 1847 to 1850, died at Hanover, N. H.,
Nov. 7, 1890, aged 75 years.
Nathaniel Richardson, acting pastor at
Norway, Brownfield, Biddeford, died at
Providence, R. I., Dec. 3,1890, aged 90 years.
George Spaulding, born at Frankfort, died
at St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 20, 1890, aged 79
years.

Bradford Pierce born at Franklin, graduatBangor Seminary, pastor at Eastport
1871-73, died at Bromfield, Mass., March 18,

ed at

1897, aged 51 years.
Ephriam W. Allen, pastor at South Berwick, 1858 00, died at Newark, N. J., May 17,
1896, aged 82 years.
After singing the hymn, “Hark, Hark, My
Soul,” by the congregation, Prof. H. L.
Chapman, I). D., of Bowdoin College, preached the conference sermon. His text was
from John 18: 37, and he showed by the life
and sayings of Jesus the unity of the divine
and human in His nature, the union of God
He closed by making a personal
application of the words of the Saviour,
“Whom say ye that I am?”
and

man.

ane session ciosea wiin

singing

me

nymn

“Rock of Ages,” by the congregation, and
the benediction by Prof. Chapman.
The music is led by Rev. T. P. Williams
of Winslow, Mrs. J. W. Jones of Belfast,
presiding at the organ. The selections are
from The Hymnal, special pamphlets with
appropriate hymns having been published
expressly for the occasion.
The afternoon session opened with a halfhour devotional service, led by Rev. H. J.
Wells of Vinalhaven.
Rev. E. M. Cousins, Corresponding Secretary, read his report from which we take the

following

extracts:

year ago the General Conference met in
Aroostook County and was brought face to
face with all the stirring needs and problems
of that rapidly developing portion of our
wide State. This year w e meet in one of the
older parts of the State, and while we may
find little in the attractive city that welcomes us to remind us of the fact, yet in the
wider field of Waldo County and Conference
we shall be compelled to face problems different indeed but equally important and trying with any that are to be found elsewhere
in the land.
While from 1850 to 1890 Aroostook gained 37,000 inhabitants Waldo lost in
the same period nearly 20,000, or about 43 per
cent, of her population. This fact introduces
into the problem of evangelization anywhere
factors that are as difficult and disheartening
as can well be conceived.
It is easy for a
committee to recommend to the General Conference “the complete abandonment of some
of the churches where we are now spending
missionary money, where there is no present
or evident future prospect of growth,” but
it is another matter to come into these
weakened communities and declare that the
churches shall be abandoned: is also another
and more successful matter to hold the
ground there and do what our nine churches
of Waldo Conference have done during the
past year, add a net gain of six per cent, to
their resident membership.
A

The following is a summary for the
year
emlmg Dec. 31, 1896:
Changes from last
year-book s list of churches: Added Ash
land, North Bangor, Portland, Bethlehem
mission
(Scandinavian.) Omitted,—None
Name changed,—St. Lawrence Street to St’
Lawrence, Portland.
Churches: Whole number, 245.
Ministers: Whole number in the
State,
of whom 43

The Maine
Missionary Society
In account with John L.

—

are not in the
195,
pastorate
Church Members : Males, 6,193; females
15,454; total, 21,647; including 3,911 absentgain, 104.
Additions: By confession, 760; by letter
372; total, 1,132.
Removals: By death, 391; by dismissal
344; by discipline, 174; total, 909.
Baptisms: Adults, 572; infants, 143.
Sunday Schools: Members, 22,809; loss
341; average, 12,773.
Young People’s Societies: Number, ISOmembers, 9,007.
k, Families:
202churches reporting V(207 last
year,) 16,983; loss, 85.
Benevolent Contributions : 198 churches
reporting (213 last year,) Foreign, $11,301;
Education, $3,256; Church Building, §s 677
Home, .$15,589; A. M. A, $6,270; Sunday
school, $1,063; Ministerial Aid, $757; other,
$29,545; total, $76,452; increase, $5,058.
Home expenditures: 205 churches reporting (208 last year), .$245,258; increase, §19,-

Crosby,

33
73
54
09
26 50
104 61
327 27
2,500 00
1,534 16
1,034 13
8151

trustees’ expenses.....
notes

for

bonds.
fund.
miscellaneous..
trust

$20,103 92
Balance

on

106 01

hand.

$20,209 93
CR.

Balance of account. $
Rec. from churches and individuals...
Woman's Missionary Aux..
income on investments.
legacies.
notes.
bonds.
railroad stock sold.
temporary loan.

16 07
77
89
42
31
1,800 00
600 00
422 47
200 00

5,619
1,949
2,436
7,165

$20,20*.) 03
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: President, Galen C. Moses,
Bath ; Secretary, Rev. D. P. Hatch, Bangor;
294.
Treasurer, J. L Crosby, Bangor. The folFrom these figures it may he noted that
the additions to membership are about three lowing were elected trustees for three years:
j
hundred less than the unusual figures of the Rev. Geo. Lewis, Rev. B. P.
Suow, A. C.
previous year, but are fully up to the regu- 1 Sibley, Prof. Geo.
rurringtou, M. P. Hublar average from year to year. The other
changes, except in benevolence, are not bard.
Several missionary pastors reported. A
enough marked to show more than the variations that may arise from
incompleteness resolution that the churches should use care
in reporting from year to year.
In benevoin the employment of itinerant
evangelists
lences, while we have a smaller number of
churches reporting than for 1895, we find a was passed. A motion to increase the numincrease
of
about
gratifying
The ber of trustees was referred to a special com$5,000.
gains are, for Foreign Missions, in round mittee.
Money was collected to extinguish
numbers, $700; for Education, $1,400; fur
Church Building, $0,700; for Ministerial the church debt at Ashland and to greatly
Aid, $200; for other objects, $1,800. The reduce the debt at Bingham. The meeting
losses are, for Home Missions, $5,800; for
then edjourned to next year.
Sunday schools, $150, while the A. M. A.
The Woman’s Missionary meetings openhas practically the same figures as last
year.
The increase of $19,000 in home expenditures ed at 11 o'clock Weduetday forenoon and
is more than covered by the St. Lawrence
were in session wheD The Journal went to
church, Portland, in connection with their
press.
new church building, while the marked increase
in benevolence under the heading
The meetings of the General Conference
church building is, in a large pari, account- were res-lined
Wednesday afternoon,but The
ed for by the generous gifts from sister
churches to that same worthy undertaking. Journal goes to press too early to give a
We note again that cur churches are supplied further report this week.
to an unusual degree with regular minisMany ladies of the Conference took
ters. There is no self-supporting church in
buckboard rides Wednesday afternoon, visitthe State without a minister ami our missionary churches are supplied more fully ing the Girls’ Home and other points of inthan usual. This condition induces fewer terest.
changes in the pastorates than in ordinary
years, and thus theoretically is an advanThe Belfast .Schools.
tage.
Practically, the question may be
raised whether there is an advantage in
continuing a pastorate that has lost its pow- Address of the Superintendent to the Teachers.
er and significance.
The public school teachers of Belfast met
Rev. Charles Harbutt of Presque Isle pre- in the
High schooi room last Friday aftersented the report of the Secretary for Sun- noon to listen to an address
by the superinday Schools, Dea, W. A. Robinson, the Sec- tendent, the schools having been dismissed
retary being absent.
Following is an ab- at the dose of the morning session. Mr.
stract:
Brick called the meeting to order and then
The conference recognizes the importance proceeded to address the teachers on the
of the Sunday school by the office of Sunday work of the schools.
school
and
The
committee.
In regard to our school buildings he said
secretary
churches recognize the importance of this
that while, perhaps, our buildings are not
branch of their work, but they should show
their recognition by a more generous finan- all that we could desire, vet good teachers
cial support of their respective schools and a can make good schools even with poor
more hearty provision for the needy schools
buildings and other accessories. We should
throughout the State.
The secretary and S. S. committee have make the best possible use of what we have.
sought during the past year to learn the He advised the formation of a book club
needs of the Sunday schools connected with
among the teachers similar .to those now
the weaker and missionary churches, and as
existing in the city, the literature to be defar as possible meet those needs.
The needs were found to be mostly library voted to education. He tfevors professional
and singing books. As the committee had reading, but advises a different system from
no money at its disposal, the question came,
that attempted last year. Later he expects
How shall we meet these needs? This questo give a talk on child training.
He recomtion was met partly by aid of the Congregational Sunday Srhool
Publication Society mended three books for teachers: Roderick
of Boston, and partly by soliciting books
The Evolution of Dodd, and Cleg
from the larger schools and distributing to Plume,
the needy. About 800 library aud 100 sing- Kelley. Teachers should study child life
ing books have been received aud distribut- and should know their pupils individually.
ed by the committee. Conference secretaThey should know of the home life. The
ries have been elected at the request of the
State committee in all the local conferences home lias great power to help or hinder the
but three. These are to co-operate with the work of the teacher. Teachers and parents
State committee in their work.
should work in harmony.
The SuperinThere are some needs that can only be met
by the use of money anil t.lie report recom- tendent believes there should be a paper
mends that, all churches be asked to make
published in the interests of the schools, one
an annual offering to a fund to be known as
that shall give the ins and outs of the school
the State Sunday school fund to be used in
business ami be placed in every family havthis important work.
The hymn, “Lead, Kindly Light,” was ing scholars. He believes the school rooms
should lie made attractive by the use of
sung.
riowers and pictures.
an
Rev. C. H. Cutler of

Bangor presented
Prophet aud Preacher," in
which he showed many points of similarity
in the work of the prophet of old and the
preacher of to-day. As a man with a message, he said, they are essentially one. A
preacher is a prophet. He speaks of the
church and through the church to the world.
The question was discussed by Rev. Chas.
Harbutt of Presque Isle; Rev. H. W. Kimball of Skowhegan; Rev. Geo. A Mills of
address

on

“The

Dennisville; and Rev. Geo. C. Juukins of
The Forks of the. Kennebec.
The congregation then sang “The Son of
God goes forth to War.”

Congregational Church
in Relation to Modern Thought and Modern
Methods,” was ably presented in interesting
addresses by Rev. J. L. Quimby of Gardiner
The

subject,

“The

Rev. E. L. Marsh of Waterville.
A letter was read from Dea. E. F. Dureu
of Bangor, who was for many years Secretary of the Conference, but who by reason
of age and failing eyesight wa.4 unable to be
and

present. He says: “I should love to be at
the meeting of the General Conference at
Belfast, but it would be an embarrassment
to me on account of my want of sight. I
think the dimness increases. But my general health is good, and I have many
mercies.
My love to the Conference, at
whose meetings and fellowship I have had
real pleasure and help.”
Miss Emily Wheeler made brief and spirited remarks on the duties of ministers and
church members. Miss Wheeler is a daughter of the late Rev. Crosby H. Wheeler, D.
D., a Maine man, who for 40 years was a
missionary to Turkey and president of Harpoot college in that country.
The afternoon session closed with the
hymn, “Fight the Good Fight,” by the conL. D.
gregation and the benediction by Rev.
Evans of Camden.
The evening session opened with a praise
service led by Rev. J. S. Williamson. Able
and interesting addresses were made on the
of Foreign Mission by Rev. J. L.

subject

M-,
Barton, Secretary of the A.
Geo. S. Mills and Miss Emily Wheeler.
The address on “Jubilee Years of the A. M.
the DisA. and Jubilee Responsibilities to
tressed Peoples in America” was given by
who
Mrs. Ida Vose Woodbury of Boston,
B,

C. F.

Rev.

spoke largely from personal experience

as a

whites of North
Missionary among the poor
The
Tennessee.
and
Kentucky
Carolina,
session closed with a hymn and ben-

evening

ediction.
with a
The Wednesday meetings opened
hy
sunrise prayer meeting at 0 o’clock,
Rev. C. L. Parker of Ashland.
MissionMaine
The annual meeting of the
at 9 a. in., the President,
ary Society opened
in the chair. The
Galen C. Moses of Bath
P. Hatch of Bangor,
Secretary, Rev. D.
exhaustive remade his report, giving an
the society for the year.
sume of the work of
John L. Crosby,
The report of the treasurer,
and accepted. We make the

led^

was

presented

following abstract:

About one hundred members of the 19th
Maine Regimental Association met at Windermere Park, Unity, Sept. 14th. The day
was pleasant and by ten o’clock a goodly
number of veterans, with their ladies, had
arrived. The forenoon was spent in shaking hands and greeting old comrades, and
only those who followed a regiment like the
19th can realize what a reunion means. Dinner was served in the dining room by a
member of the 19th, and it was a good one.
At two o’clock the President, Dr. A. J. Billings, called the meeting to order and the
minutes of the last meeting were read. The
committee on place of next meeting reported in favor of Belfast, which was accepted.
Remarks were made by the President and
others.
A campfire was held in the evening, at
which remarks were made by Dr. Billings,
J. O. Johnson, Fisher, Cunningham, Silas
Adams and others. After singing the following letter and poem were read:
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 5,1897.
My Dear Comrade: J little thought, when
as a little, red cheeked girl I visited a camp
of soldiers in Bangor, that the time would
ever come when I should be called upon by
the Maine Veterans to write poems to commemorate their deeds of valor, but it is even
I had the honor in 1889, when the
so.
Maine monuments were dedicated at Gettysburg,to stand on Little Round Top that bright
October day and read my poem in the presence of the aifgust personages, who represented that occasion.
Again, when the 5th
Maine Regiment Association dedicated their
beautiful building in Portland harbor I was
honored, and also at various other times. I
remember with great pleasure the various
expressions of gratitude which have come to
me from the veterans all over the Union,
even from
far California. Only last Memorial Day our own dear Gen. Chamberlain
took my hand and said: “You are a sweetsouled woman.” That was absolute flattery,
pure and simple, and yet withal pleasing.
It gives me particular pleasure to be remembered by the Waldo County Veterans,
for I was born in Winterport, and there and
in Belfast rest my kindred. It will probably
be my lot to be buried afar from my native
town and :t is many years since I have visited there, but my memories of my birthplace

missionaries and pastors.$10,158
general missionaries. 2,008
Secretary’s salary and expenses.. 1,814
Treasurer’s
375
expenses missionary rally..._
priuting, etc.
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Treas.

DR.

Paid

23, 189U

very tender.
seems like a dream to me now when my
brothers went away to the w'ar. One
uever came back,
but sleeps with the unknown dead at Antietam.
I trust you will have a successful reunion.
1 have just returned from Buffalo where I
saw 45,000 veterans in line, marching in solid
lines for 5 hours. It was a grand sight. With
many kind wishes for happy returns of the
day you celebrate, I am fraternally yours
are

It
two

Helen N. Packard.

HAIL

AND FAREWELL.

Reunion Vdth
Like

an

Maine Regiment Association.
eloquent tale from a book that’s well

worn,

That we've lain on the shelf with its pages
thrice read,
Like a play that we’ve seen in the years
Or

long

agoHe,

dream that we dreamed in the days
that are dead ;
Like an echo that sounds from the far disa

hills,
Or the faint babbling murmur of fresh mountain rills,
Come the notes of remembrance, sounding
tant

nearer and nearer,
As the light from the past blazes clearer and
clearer.

It seems so far off, that fierce battle we held,
And as faint as the breath <>f the comrades
who died,
And as dim as the, scenes on that smokeclouded field.
When the pride of the North stemmed the
fiery tide.
The cycle of years iinds us grizzled and scarred,
j And the rungs of life's ladder are battered
and marred,
And the bugle that calls us sounds clearer
and clearer,
And the. camp that awaits us looks nearer
and

nearer.

And yet it was real on that terrible day,
When we marched ’neath the pitiless burning sun
| Hour after hour on the heat-burdeued
way.
Till the night shades fell anil the day was
done.
Did we rest then .’ Ah, no, we kept up the
march
He discountenances corporal punishment ’Neath the soft Southern
stars, and the
heaven’s blue arch,
in the schools and does not wish it adminisarid
till the conStraight
onward,
onward,
tered at all in tue third grade or below.
flict came nearer,
When corporal punishment must be adrniu- And the dread notes of war sounded clearer
and clearer.
istered the teacher should be sure of lmr
ground, and should wait at least 5 hours l We were jaded and fagged with our march
after the commission of the offense before
and our load,
indicting punishment, in order that both And hushed was the jest and the light spoken
word,
teacher and pupil may be in a proper frame As we
tramped through the dust of the bat=~
of mind.
tie-lined road,
Mr. Brick believes a course of study can- And scarce a complaint or a murmur was
heard.
not be made up at once; it must develop and
The hush that preceeds the wild tempest
Teachers
be adapted to circumstances.
was there.
should know what has been aud is being And each of us muttered alow silent prayer,
As the deep annonade sounded nearer and
done in the other grades below them, and
nearer,
thus be able to more intelligently deal with And the smoke from the batteries showed
clearer and clearer,
their pupils. He then gave some practical

j

advice in regard to teaching arithmetic,
grammar, etc. In arithmetic accuracy should
be the first aim, then rapidity. The rules
learned in the study of language should be
applied to other branches, for instance, a
written lesson in geography or history
should be in good English and correctly

spelled.
After a brief talk on flag days, and some
minor details of school work, Mr. Brick
closed, and an informal talk on the subjects
discussed was held.
Yachts

and

Boats.

How we met Pickett’s charge with invincible force,
Mid the terrible onslaught that swept us
tike rain,
How the pride of the North turned the battle’s fierce course,
Has been told and repeated again and again.
How the chivalrous hearts hat marched up
the hill
In the cyclone of battle, lay pulseless and

still,

Wm.Cottman’s naphtha launch Jennie was
to Belfast last week and will be
to New York by sailing vessel.

brought
shipped

Mr. Folwell was in town Monday, coming
from his summer home, Isola Bella, in
his sloop yacht Scaudia.
up

pinky Nancy Hanks, Capt. T. J. Hopkins, is making some good trips. She left
here Saturday morning for Carver’s Harbor,
The

call there started on the return
trip, reaching Saturday Cove that evening.
Sunday morning she came up the bay under
double reefed mainsail and jib to her moorings below the steamboat wharf.
and

after

a

Dig down to the cause of your sickness, if
you want to get well and stay well. Most
likely it’s indigestion. The irritating poisons
of

fermenting, putrid food, left in the stomcause headache, neuralgia,nervousne88,dizziness, stomachache, nausea, irritability, and all other well known
symptoms of indigestion.
They also cause many pains and disorders
ach by indigestion,

which are often laid to other causes and
hence are not easily cured. But as soon as
the poisons are removed, all these symptoms
and disorders disappear, because there is
nothing left to cause them. Nothing succeeds in this like Shaker Divestive Cordial
because it prevents the undigested food from
fermenting in the stomach and helps the
stomach to digest its food.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00
per bottle.

came nearer

ami

nearer,

And the rainbow of promise glowed clearer
and clearer.
Now the heart, of the Nineteenth is turned
once

Toward
There was a yacht race on the river at
Thomaston last Saturday, the Ida winning
in the rirst class and Scratch It in the second
class. It is said to have been one of the
prettiest races that ever took place there.

giau cry ot victory

±iow me

again

our

onr

own

pride.

Waterloo,

boast and

our

ty’s fame)

Mark the spots where in honor onr own heroes died.
They sleep, but the story shall be told and

re-tohl,

Not the faint mystic legends of
a

Gold,
bright

M. J. Spear of Augusta

page in

lost Age of

a

history, shining clearer

and clearer,
As the call of the reveille sounds

nearer

and

nearer.

Gone the years like the shadows that fall
when the day
Sinks to rest on the calm tranquil bosom of

night,

And the lithe forms are bent, and the, dark
locks turned gray,
And the “boys” are fast dropping out of our

sight.

But yet, we can hear the old rallying cry
When the lads stood ready to do or to die.
The vears roll away, and clearer, and

clearer,

Sounds the bugle that calls ns,

nearer

Our ranks are unbroken! They press to our
side
In a long blue line, touch elbow and jest,
Again we close up in our stalwart young

pride

Afiush with the hopes running high in each
breast.
******

Ah no, they sleep well on hillside and plain,
Where they fell by the w’ayside, grows
clover and grain,
But the old voices echo, nearer and nearer
And the light from their campfire glows
clearer and clearer.
Helen N. Packard.
A poem by Mrs. M. A. Sargent was read,
ind a recitation by Miss Edith Frost brought
iown the house. This closed one of the
[nost successful reunions the 19th has ever
A Stinson.
held.

last

in town

A. W. Doe is spending the week at Bar
Harbor.

Samuel H. Lord went to Boston Saturday
for a short visit.

a

Florence A. Gilmore left Thursday
New York.

Miss
for

C. J. Hall of Mt. Desert
day on business.

was

in town

Mon-

Mr. and

Mass,,

on

was

business.

Mrs. C. Aug. Brown returned M unlay
from a visit to her daughter, Mrs. T. E.
Hale, in Castine.

Frank B. Mathews went to Bostou Saturfor a few days, on business.

Mrs. E. C. Woodbury of Northport. went to
Bucksport Yesterday to visit her daughter,

day

Mrs. Jennie Cooper of Roxbury, Mass.,
visited friends in Belfast last week.

Mrs.

Pitcher was in Waterville a few
of the week on business.

Mrs. Eu it it*- March of Bangor returned
home Saturday from a visit of a week at
Mrs. Frances March’s.

first

Mrs. Charles O’Connell visited her father,
Robert W. Clark of Castine, last week.

Axel Hay ford left yesterday morning for
bis home in St. Johns, N. B., after a visit of
three weeks in Belfast.

William Hiil of Rockland visited friends
in Belfast a few days the past week.
Mrs. George West and daughter Edith
turned Saturday from a visit in Boston.

W. II. Mathtt.

Mrs. Edith Graves is visiting friends in
Massachusetts and expects to be away until
after Thanksgiving.

Mrs. Annie L. McKeeu left last Friday for
her winter home in Waltham, Mass.
H. C.

Mrs. A. D. French of Waltham,
in Belfast.

visiting friends

Mrs. William Dyer and daughter Ella of
Portland are visiting relatives and friends
in Belfast.

Arnold Harri.s and family left Monday for
their winter home in New York.

days the

are

An original widow's pension has been
granted to Annie S. Sheldon of Searsport.

Mrs. C. P. Hazeltine returned home Monday from a short visit in Boston.

Joseph Williamson, Jr., of Augusta

is visit-

Angier Jacobs of Kingman has entered
the employ of Ginn & Field.

Patrick Brogau and wife arrived Tuesday
from Salem for a short visit.

in Belfast Saturday

Elisha H. Conant returned Tuesday from
Aroostook.

week’s visit in

Mrs. Georgia Knight of Bridgton
ing friends in East Belfast.

S. V. Jones went to Blue Hill Monday for
visit of about two weeks.

a

E. O. Thorndike of Ilarriman, Tenu., is
visiting relatives in Belfast. Mrs. Thorndike will join him here soon.

re-

Bert Harmon arrived home Monday from
Dark Harbor, where lie spent the summer.
Miss Kate Haugh returned to Lyun Thursday after spending her vacation in Belfast.

Mrs. Loren Fletcher left yesterday to join
her husband iu Middleboro, Mass., where
they will spend the winter.

fast.

Charles W. Mace and daughter of Cumberland Mills, formerly of East Belfast, are
attending the Congregational conference.

Mrs. Mary J. Pitcher went to Portland
Saturday for treatment at the Maine General
Hospital.

John N. Stewart, W. T. Howard and Mrs.
Nellie Howard went to Rockland Monday
to attend the funeral of Fred T. B. Young.

Elmer A. Hanna and wife of East Sullivan
returned borne Monday from a visit of two
weeks in Belfast.

train

Edward Johnson, Jr., returned to Boston
Monday after spending a few weeks in Bel-

Mrs. Amanda Muzzy of Searsniont left by
yesterday morning the join her children, who are attending school in Boston.

Mrs. M E Luce and daughter Bertha 0.,
of Merrimac, Mass., arrived on the Boston
boat Tuesday and will visit friends in Belfast, Waldo and Brooks.

Miss Ellen Sheldon returned to Boston
a vacation with her

Saturday after spending
mother in this city.

R. C. Johnson and daughter left for their
home in New York Monday, after spending
the summer in Belfast.

George W. Burgess was at his printing
office Monday for the first time in six weeks
but lias been able in all this time to keep the
run of the business.
He is improving rapid-

Mrs. J. M. Hinchinan left last Friday for
Detroit, Mich., after visiting her mother,
Mrs. Margaret White.

ly.
Mrs. Sarah E. Durham attended the Stat>*
Convention of the Maine Spiritualists m
A ! ill
Augusta last Saturday and Sunday
report of the meetings will be g v. :i next
week.

and Mrs. IF. C. Marden are spending
the week in a carriage drive in Kennebec
and Knox counties.
Mr.

Miss Annabel Morse left last. Monday for
Massachusetts. She expects to spend the
winter in Boston or Lowell.

Messrs. H. E. McDonald and Ben Ha/
have not yet made anydefii; !•• art» genie nts as to their trip to Alaska.
Ti. okas
Ilaugh and John Hurley will gi by ru
Seattle, and expect to leave there by so-aiuer
for the Yukon Mar. loth.
tine

Rev. Ralph Gillaui called on friends in
Belfast Saturday. He is conducting a series
meetings in Rockland.
Hiram P. Farrow went to the Fox Islands
last Friday to survey cottage lots at the
Thoroughfare for Boston parties.
of revival

Diusmore. left last Thursday
for the New England Conservatory uf Muse-,
after spending her vacation at lu> ne.
Miss Sits an E.

■

News

of

the

!

Oranges.

f-r
Equity Grange used its new
dance after the close -f busuo-.s Saturday
■*. iA-s
night. The addition :o the ha

B. P.

Sawyer, formerly express messenger
only for the .■••g b t.the mixed train of the Belfast branch, ! great improvement, t.
work but for dan «•* and bt-rary : -rt dinow on the Dowr branch, was in town
yes-

on

j

terday.

luents.

r
It was
g( -d fortune, w *.> s«-\-»wa
Cntohett left Saturday i
others from i>ir:go Gran"'. Freed'";!
o
to visit Mrs. C.’s mother, Mrs. Smith of I
tend the Kelim-b»-e Pone mi Grang>- ;if AlCaudia, N. II. Mrs. Smith is so years old, I
bion, Sept. loth. The weatho: was e- iinbut smart and in good health.
rue
attendance g oil, and the meeting-»mH. M. Prentiss is taking a week's vacation
m*»st proritable we ever -Ao.-i.
TA-re
to attend the Congregational State Conferb>
was a tine ad ‘r.-ss of w*-'
<:st»-r
E. C. Purringtou of Bath is acting in
ence.
\lbion Grange tnd A reMay Crosby
his place as railway postal clerk.
".
was
bu'-ther \o k.
1 11
r*-

Mr. and Mrs. O. G.

Brooklyn,

with

N

her here.

home from the

Mrs. Lucy White of Idaho, who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Levi L. Robbins, left
last week to join her husband in Boston..
They will leave for Idaho after a short visit
in

Massachusetts.

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson are spending a week with relatives in Searsmont. Mr.
Wilson recently bought a high bred beagle
hound of Virginia stock and has taken him
train in the Searsmont woods.

J. W. Dougan and family of New York
returned home last Friday after spending
the summer at their cottage at North Shore,
Northport. They left earlier than usual,
Mr. Dougan having business which called
him to New York.
Thomas E. Shea is meeting with a very
flattering reception in New York. At the
opening night of “The Man-o’-Warsman”
the Grand Opera House, with a seating capacity of 2,000, was crowded and many were
turned away,

unable to gain admission.

Mr. Luther S. Mason of Belfast, who has
been clerk at the Crow’s Nest, Mooseliead
lake, for the past two years, was in the city
on Saturday, the guest of Mr. Herbert W.
Kowe, on his way home, w here he will pass
a short time before leaving for the University of Pennsylvania to resume his medical
studies. [Bangor Whig.
of

Hon. Frank Jones entertained the agents
the Granite State Fire Insurance Com-

pany at The Wentworth, Portsmouth, N. H.,
Sept. loth. It was the 8th annual banquet
and was a grand success. Among the Maine
agents present were Hon. Fred Atwood of
Winterport and C. B. Haskell of Pittsfield.
Mrs. Cynthia Sewell of Bucksport, who
recently celebrated her 100th birthday, was
born in Portland, Sept, ti, 1797. Her husband
was the nephew of Rev. Jonathan
Sewell, a
famous preacher of Maine’s earlier
days. She
has three children living, Mrs. Cheever of
Massachusetts, aged 68; Henry Sewell of
Bucksport, aged 70, and Mrs. Olive Fickett
of Bangor, aged 78 years. Mrs. Sewell is
remarkably well preserved, physically and
mentally. Her eyesight is so keen that she
can see a pin on the floor across a room.

<•••

thundred pound cow” was a proiAne;'
m- icri.g
ture, one or two of the brothers
i
that no farmer should keep otn- Hat a
i.
a
make less than that min unr >f b;;:tyear. The benefit of. agneu’Tnral fa rs -.vas

war, 34 years ago.

S. S. Foster and E. E. Chandler of the
Boston police force are taking their vacation
on their wheels, and
passed through Belfast
last week en route for Deer Isle, Mr. Foster’s native town.

It

discussed. The first, “To wha; s mb
bn ig
and grain crop of 1 si«7 be f.-i
quite a lively discussion in wlm-ii t A

C. Woodbury of North port attended the
reunion of the 19th Maine Regiment at Unity
last week, and was then on steam cars for
came

op-

>

Y., who had spent two weeks

time since he

■

seemed to be the genera', fpi-ong that
:-•••*
worst was over and that bo-ter
coming. Abountifuldiuner was pr *d♦ f
the sisters, after which the thn-*-top.

E.

the first

>

apt and timely, uealing with t ie last
pression and the o ltlook forth;- futm

Mrs. Abbie McKnight left last Thursday
for her winter home in New York, accompanied by her friend, Miss Louise Middleton
of

by

sponse

and Mrs. R. W. Messer of Rockland
and Mrs. G. A. Collins of Salem, Mass., returned home iast week from visiting Mrs. J.
H. Stinson and Miss Fannie Welch.
Mr.

still

nearer.

PERSONAL.

was

Friday.

to

While the bronzes and granite (sweet Liber-

But

PERSONAL.

next

brought up,ami

many g>

..J h:r.t.-

-*

..

j

_

o
but the last topi*, “How n o
g
benefit the farmers
came very m-.i
ring up a hornets’ nest. Some of A
laws were alluded to and the eftA"r
t:
farmer shown to be by emptying Abook and tilling some one else's One m
er said: “Tiie farmer asks for no spe< la
gai
islation; all he wants is a fair show
that seemed to be the prevailing senna.rid
We are sorry it s s«
among those present.
but Kennebec county Pomona takes tl.*- *;ul

Waldo, in our opinion. There
precious time wasted listening to
school girl recitations, that perhaps

of

was
a

t.

.ot ot

ah ha\*‘

heard two or three time befoie. While a
little nonsense may he all right, the most f
us go too far, and time is too short, i*» waste
tiie greater part of it on such things. At
Albion all seemed to be m earnest, tnd to

regard farming as a profession to be proud
of, and to want to learn something That
would help them in their business, while
the many bright sallies and quAk ret. ts
kept the discussion from being dull, and
A- d
beautiful music left nothing else t
sired. [Com.
■

■

Bi knham. There was quite a heavy frost
Sunday morning. G. E. Sherman w us taken
suddenly ill Saturday night, but was somewhat better Sunday. Dr. Downs was called.
....The Good Templars held a picnic at

Weed’s grove

on

the shore of Windermere

lake, recently_Mr. Mitchell
fine store.

front

are

building

is

finishing

a

panes of glass iu the
six by seven feet each and the
The

looks

two

more

like

a

city

front thau

a

country store-The two high schools are
progressing finely with a large attendance.
....Mrs. Hoxie and son went to Pittsfield,
Sundav, to visit friends.
Harrisou, Wood & Co. have a crew of nine
cemetery work. They do their pol-

men on

ishing, grinding, etc., hv steam power.
Among the orders lately received are two
large sarcophagus monuments of Quincy
granite for Islesboro parties; a sarcophagus
with black die for John Clark of Liucolna sarcophagus all of Quincy stock for
Hon. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville; au Oak
Hill sarcophagus for Robert G. Campbell of
Winterport; Oak Hill markers for the

ville;

Swazey family of Bucksport; and
number of smaller jobs.

a

large

IMF.

LOWELL TEXTILE

SCHOOL.

\

The
I

In

\

\\ hat fits suits

Many Shapes

A strong

—

point,

and

one

worth

looking

vantage of highly trained and industrial
population. All the leading European nations are spending fabulous sums in the

into.

Sole Agents, Beifast.

establishment

kinds,

of

trade

schools

of

all

not

Fashion

Fancies.

Yachting suits of white flannel, trimmed with gold braid and buttons.
Skirts of black grenadine, showing
flounces edged with velvet ribbon.

necessarily all in textiles, but
in every branch of industry, realizing the
great advantage that nations like Germany

hats having a soft crown of gray
taffeta silk and a brim of straw.

have received in the possession of specialized trade schools during the last 20 years.

Gowns of pink and white, trimmed
with black velvet and pure white lace.

The Lowell school is

the result of

a

the part of American manufacturers to lead other nations in the

movement

on

of

Bicycle

able the

sons

of manufacturers to learn

the business in

.u_v

is

■'»-

always
f

a;

v

■

;i

v

exp

::it■

>n.

the attenti

Mulcted

by

m

'

of

the premises,

on

tlie textile

humidifiers,

and

a

com-

fire protection, and everyIn* considered at all neces-

plete system
«*ic is
something iu tlie series thing that can
i :i »1 v e»t in corny rting the sity ;Y>r tin equipment of a school or mill.
The instruction is divided into several
yarn, or in the swiftly runing elaborate fabrics sections. The principal departments are the
a:

ol

1

a

greater variety than is

possible in any one mill, and to give the
young men who enter the textile business
the best advantages.
The trade school,
and

especially the textile school, is essentially an institution for giving a young
man an earning capacity.
A better investment cannot be made than the fees

classes for

regular

a

dust

washing

Alaska!

powdkr

Klondike!

No need to go there for

when you

can

get it

at any

grocer's. 1

F/yj

It Makes the Dirt
MADE ONLY

BY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
\
Chicago, st. Louis. New York. Boston. Philadelphia.

vet-

inmate of the Confederate
near Little Hock.
This
veteran got a leave of absence fiom the
home, and while on his furlough engaged
in pearl hunting in the Saline River.
He
was so successful that he applied for an
indefinite absence from the home to hunt
pearls. This started others, and before
long every stream in the State was being
searched for mussels.

Tiny collarettes or capes of mousseline
plaitings, ribbon and artificial flowers.
A fashionable coiffure for evening still

Trimmed skirts increase in favor as the
sleeves grow smaller.
Especially is this
true in evening gowns.

was

an

“1 have nothing in the store that sells so
w,‘M or gives such general satisfaction as Dr.
Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry.
I always recommend it in ea.esof summer complaint or bowel trouble of any kind." [C. A.
West, Rainsborough, O.

Black Brussels gowns, with velvet belt,
very Frenehy, but the old-fashioned
figured net has not yet returned.

are

Beautiful loving cups iu silver gilt, with
fine porcelain inedalions set in the side,
are among latest and most attractive novelties.

I

li

-.

The total length of
graph system lias now

the world's

tele-

1

,>y.

1

—

~

1

?

^

fii siNEvSs StieitTimn English.

i

reached 4,!His,!igl
miles, exclusive of ISO,440 miles of submarine cables.
Of this Europe lias 1.704,700 miles; Asia, :110.0s:, miles: Africa,
On,410 miles; Australia, l'17,471.' miles,
and. America, 2,1>10,A4s miles.
I'nited
States Consul Germain who sends these
figures to tlie State Department from Zurich, says they show that notwithstan 1ing the steady increase in the building of
telegraph lines all over Europe, America
leads the World and has almost double
the European mileage.

students and the

U8 iriir*

Three Courses.

America Leads the World.

ic

••

who

eran

■

.«>

gold

soldier’s home,

payable at such a school, for the instruc1 {tu bes of mousseline de soie orchilTon1
est
evening classes for the people employed tion gives a capacity for earning a sub- ette, or many thin materials which look
alike, are a necessary adjunct to the toitlie
whi eh is the subject of in the mills. In the day classes, which are stantial salary in after life.
lette.
i.
t
Lowell Textile school, held both morning and afternoon, arrangeThe school is the admiration of all visitFull effects will be retained and worn as
'•
w. .!.
muc is a permanent eolments are made for the training of stuors, and it is thus gratifying to note that
much ns ever for fancy waists for autumn.
b t •:
! t< \ It
it
dents
in
with
all
forof
in
caone
four
courses.
compares advantageously
iahinery equal
any
Fancy shapes in yoke effects also will be
a:i
1
variety to any collection that
First, the cotton manufacturing course; eign schools. U. IS. Consul Monaghan, of very popular for these waists.
!
o;
,i
1 ior exposition pur- second, the woolen
manufacturing; third, Chemnitz in Saxony, lias recently written
Homan stripes, broclie figures, haird whi' ii has tlie advantage of be- the designing, and
fourth, the dyeing. \ a letter in which he welcomes the estab- lines, checks and French plaids are some
: eni.au ’it collection for the use of
a
These courses overlap to a considerable lishment of the Lowell school, and a re- of the taffetas offered for waists and
with a soft finish now-a-days.
he
..errs in the scliool.
extent, so that a student in any one cent visit by Director Brooks of the Lowell gowns
Both black and white satin will figure
!■•
a textile school is not a new
Textile school to Europe, and his inspecbranch attains sufficient knowledge o
as
on winter gowns; lace-coveris one in existence in Germany, other branches so far as
they appertain to tion of European textile schools for the ed trimming
yokes, jackets and vests rival full vests
: wi
i-i two years celebrate its both his own section, but the work is
special- fifth time during the last eight years, and frills of chiffon and mousseline.
day

'’lib attention and inter-

Arkansas.

ficial's correspondent, started, by

high grade textiles.
requires the assistance of jeweled pins
New England textile manufacturers are and combs.
now
recognizing fully the necessity of
Brown and violet are predicted to be the
such schools in order to qualify workmen fashionable combination, par excellence,
of the coming season.
to take the positions of overseers, to enmaking

in

In the White River a party of pearl hunters took out 2000 mussels in one
day without finding a single pearl.
That same
evening a number of colored boys who had
been attracted to the scene found some
mussels from which they took half a dozen
valuable pearls.
A resident of Camden, Ark., writing on
the pearl-hunting craze, says that it has
become so violent in that vicinity that it
is seriously interfering with the gathering of the crops. The pearls which are
being taken from the streams around Camden in large numbers are said to range in
value from >1 to $2.">.
The pearls which
are being found are what are kuowu as
“orient pearls,’’ on account of their line
tint.
The pearl craze in Arkansas was, according to the Interior Department of-

F. II. FRAIMCI^ & CO.,

^

Craze

ple of Arkansas for pearl hunting. His
letter says that nearly all the streams of
the State are being dragged for mussels.

but what suits does not always fit.
The Crawford Shoe for men is made on lasts that combine comfort and style rather than style alone. The
shape
that suits you will probably lit you—in the Crawford
Shoe.

Pearl

Ad official of the Interior Department
has received some interesting information
about the craze which has seized t he peo-

tybest Revile instruction.
l VAtCN

m

I! g

ofUiihoiv

cst equipped roonrs

iWk

l>wpcu> first lucHLwrScj'T
C&llor>cml ivTUU\kv;
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>

«

ized

as far as posable, so that at the end
of the three years’ course u the
school,
the student will have the
of a

w
there are many more
hooU in that and >thei Euro■oi:ti n-s,
i here is even one in Uom<-

-it

'•

ba\.
•1

t

■'

c
r’i

the

t:

n

knowledge

'alia, and another textile school at practical manufacturer in one of the four
«u.
11: America, there are only important branches.
'til. schools, but these are importin the evening school the work is much
-iinl it has been the good fortune more specialized, as the
students

further confirms

the opinion that the
Lowell school is up to date in every respect, and is as well equipped as any for-

eign school.
The Lowell Textile school oilers

o

evening

Textile school to be in a posieelip>e all other existing scliool sin

i.■

t

w.•

have

i

less time to

than the

the comj leteness and \ariety
and excedent arrangement of its equip-

devote

to the work

day

textile business to the best

students have

are

chinery

in

manipulating the mataking the same subjects of

and

Tiie collection of power looms includes st ud v.
The school is fortunate in
representative machines from almost all
having a very
of the American loom makers, and looms strong board of administration. The truscapable of weaving all varieties of fabrics. tees include mill treasurers, agents, and
Among others, are noticed a group of superintendents from various parts of the
errimack valley under the
jacquaids from the Knowles Loom
of

Works,

very !

young
of the

Southern and Western States to learn the

students.
The evening students have all the advantages that the

day

ment.

advantageous opportunity for the
men of New England, and also

a

to

advantage,

and

take

advantage of opportunities that
provided.
Catalogues giving course of instruction
seldom

and other information may be had from
Brooks, Lowell, Mass.

Director

The
The

presidency

W.

energies

C.

I.

U.

and

War.

of the Nebraska branch of

In black satin duchess reigns, followed
by brocade and moire velour; then taffeta,
peau de soie, a tine, a soft gros-grain. etc.
Designs are medium for separate skirts or

CARTERS!

VlVER

The little straight-up-and-down matithat hang full from the yoke are
effective and easily made for morning
wear, being alike becoming to both slender and stout figures.
nees

I., and

KK ^

SICK HEADACHE
cured by these
Little Pills.

|

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.
--—-i

The

Happiest Person

Alive.

The advice and experience of
trustees,
sucli as tile above, is not
only a benelit to
the school in its
equipment, but it is also

shop.
elegant polished machinery

Machine
The

advantageous for a young man to be educated under the supervision of men who
have it in their power to
practically recognize ability and progress in studies. This

is all

of modern type and is actuated like all
the other machinery in the school by electric power.
one

practical feature of the school is carried

of the most attractive rooms is the

throughout. Almost all the members of
teaching staff have been practically
engaged in the manufacture in which they

woolen room, containing as it does a complete set of machinery for the purpose of

producing
this

room

In
yarn from the raw wool.
the pickers, cards, mule, twist-

instruct.
The director of the school, Mr. 0. P.
Brooks, has for many years held the position of mill superintendent. Mr. Fenwick

from the works of the Davis
Furber Machine Co. of North Andover,

er, etc.,
A

the

are

Mass., while the Burr picker is from the
A tlas Machine Co. of Newark, N. J.

Umpleby, the instructor in design and
woo! manufacture, has had charge of
large
mills in Pennsylvania, and has also been
designer for well known concerns. Mr.

'I'lie chemistry and dyeing section of the
.school is one of ths most important. Several thousand dollars have been spent this
summer in equipping the room with all
the apparatus that experienced manufacturers on the board of trustees of the
school could

recommend,

or

that experi-

enced instructors found advisable.
ot art tc ratines

application
of the most important subjects that is
1 lie

be dealt with in

a

textile

school,

is

one

to

and in

the Lowell school arrangements have been
made for the art instruction to form part
of

the

regular

every branch of
any degree be

printing,

Shop,

and Mr.

Ainley

has had consider-

able experience in textile mills in this
country, as have also Mr. Nelson, Mr.
Holt and Mr. McDermott, and other members of the staff.
l Here

is

the world

between tlie
a

leading

nations of

continuous industrial warfare

Masts.

and

etc.

The arrangement of the school is admirable in every respect, and its equipincludes passenger and freight elevators, electric lights and power produced
ment

j

Hedrick is well known in connection with
his recent duties at the Lowell Machine

existing. Tariffs and treaties are of great
ultimately importance in modifying the conditions
under which this war is conducted, but
applied art, which can in
considered applicable to no tariff can keep out the highest productaught here, whether ap- tions of art, or make up for the disadcourse,

textiles, will be
plied to the artistic adornment of the
fabric or in any subsequent process, such
as

1

Old Ironsides’

One hundred years ago the Constitution, “Old Ironsides,” was launched at
Boston, where it is now proposed to take
her from Portsmouth.
According to report the Constitution’s three masts were
cut in the town of Malta, now Windsor,
on the north side of the Augusta road between Cooper’s Mills and Bryant’s CorThomas Cooper of Newcastle and
ner.
one Gray cut the trees, swamped a road
to Puddle dock in Aina in the winter of
1790-97, and hauled them into the Sheepscot river, and in the spring took them to
Wiscasset, where the government agents
yoked them at both ends with pieces of
white oak, 5x8, slipped through mortices
in the trees, and then towed them to Boston.
[Kennebec Journal.

vantages that exist in the lack of a population of artisans thoroughly well trained
in eye and hand.
worth of textiles

There are

imported
all of

try every year,
special advantages

which represent

that are

another country, and

*100,000,000

into this coun-

possessed by
principally the ad-

Little Bob.
“Aw, I could walk the
rope just as well as the mau in the circus,
if it wasn’t for one thing!”
“What is that?”
Little Willie.
Little Bob.
“I’d fall off.”
[Harper’s
Bazar.
All those creeping, crawling, stinging
sensations that combine to make up the tortures of any itching disease of the skin are
instantly relieved aud permanently cured
by Doan’s Ointment. Take no substitute.
Doan’s never fails.

Taffeta silks

very smart, indeed,
evening gowns, and those of black
are

A Generous
Loaf \
,

(seems

a matter of course
when you use Rob Roy
Flour.
A goitrous flour—
full of nutrition and all the
qualities that produce light,

Little Clarence (after thinking deeply).
“Pa!”
Mr.
Callipers (wearily). “Well, my
son?”
Little Clarence.
“Pa, why is it that
two-headed girls are so scarce when twofaced men are so common?”

“Why, Nellie, dear,” said the little
girl’s teacher, “I haven’t seen you for
several days.”
“Nome,” replied Nellie; “I've bhen on
an exertion
with mamma."
[Harper’s
Bazar.
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an
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reports.
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old,

everywhere to everybody
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Address a'i orders to
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wholesome, sweet-tasting
bread, biscuits and rolls.
Xone but a very poor cook
could get any but the best
results from using

Headquarters

FOR

Tinware and Kitchen Goods.

OB BOY

Blue Flame Oil Stoves,

FLOUR
Milled from the finest qualwinter wheat by the
latest and best process in
the finest of modern mills.

LampfStoves of all km

GARDEN HOSE,

ity

ALmiNUn TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOD RANGES.

Ask for it when next you’re out
of iiour
Sold everywhere.
WJI. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich.

|

ENAMEL WARE.

I

M, L.

I

■"

Mitchell,

Broken down Health

X

are

Iu royal purple a charming costume is
made with the skirt trimmed with many
rows of black braid of different widths,
and the jacket, which is tight fitting, is
also braided.
The fronts of the jacket do
not meet, and are finished with rows of
round gilt buttons, over which are placed
lacings which hold the jacket together
and yet reveal a glimpse of a purple and
white blouse front.

rr«*i*i*ii

or

Manhood,

Trno

important
important

tfe Furnish The

for

made into all sorts of fancifully trimmed
skirts, to be worn with waists of the
same tone or different
This
coloring.
skirt, with a low-cut bodice of black chiffon, or any color one may choose, makes
an ideal dress for
evening functions.

FOR Nohl<»

IT GIVES all

iT GIVES satisfaction

takes

pm pose. This machinery was built at the
of the Lowell Machine Shop, the
Mason Machine Works and the Kitsou

in

Kduoation,

IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and

back.

works

in

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.

The neck-bands and bows of the waists
this coming season will be very much reduced in size.
Many of the French bodices just imported have an extremely narrow folded
band, with very small frills of
lace or chiffon in the back.
The trimon
ming
them, though, continues in the

The person who lias always been well
health as a matter of course, and
A new skirt is trimmed with six nardoesn’t appreciate it. The happiest persons row
flounces placed at equal distance
are those who have been cured after they
from the hem to the belt.
These flounces
have considered themselves incurable; they
become anxious about their fellow-men, and are arranged in a novel way, however;
spread far and wide the good news of their they dip low in front, rising at each side
regained health and the means by which it in a graceful curve, and then dipping in
was accomplished.
There is a great army the back again to the bottom of the hem
of such people to-day who owe their present
in the back.
happiness and health to Dr. Greene and his
and
the
medical
testimony
discoveries,
great
Accordion-plaited underclothing nowthey bear of relief from the grip of de lay and ! plays a primary part in the trousseau of
death bears out the broad statement "hat all
of fashion.
Fine mull and
the diseases arising out of the nerves and every girl
blood can be quickly and permanently con- cambric, soliel-plaited and attached to
quered by this famous specialist. Among yokes of real lace, are effective to a dethe potent remedies discovered by his regree; narrow lace is sewed on the edge of
Dr. the material and tiny insertions are set in
search is the world-famed Nervura.
Greene’s office is at 34 Temple Place, Bos- before the plaiting is done.
ton, Mass., anil he may be consulted either
Tea jackets in delicate shades of pink,
personally or by letter free of all charge. To
lie told exactly your ill anil what to take to blue and cream white, made very simply
be well by this great physician, free of all
with feather-stitched hems or lavishly
cost, is the privilege of rich and poor alike.
trimmed with lace, are altogether charmA letter to him will receive instant, atten- j
for morning wear at home, and are
tion, and his reply and advice will be abso- j ing
especially dainty when worn with lightlutely whithout charge.
colored or white dress skirts.

GIVES all

IT GIVES

s

[Harper’s Weekly.

villsigfo

IT GIVES brilliant and instructive1 editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories.

is

sponsible.

101*111,

KVERY

FOR

II

on

R Yl'ilO'

FOR

Positively

Ostrich feather boas which are quite too
becoming and useful to become passe, are
still in style.
Black and gray are the two
fashionable colors, and from a yard and a
quarter to two yards long.

s

criticised than Miss Frances E. Willard reports that it never happened; or if it did
happen, that tne W. C. T. U. was not re-

Ikm* oi

iomiI>

KVKR^' Stato

carpet, looms from the
ton- Knowles Loom

v

in <*m

KVERY

■ Hus

Black shoes and stockings are the rule
with children, though white stockings
which reach about half way up the leg.
and little black-strapped slippers are
often worn by wee maids.

TRiBUN

FOR

Kittle

entire costumes.

the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
some handsome
Wide and fancy collars are a feature of
Agent A. G. Cumnock, of the Boott cotare reported to be engaged in an attempt the latest fall waists and
jacket bodices,
shops of the Cromp- ton mills, and the capital invested in the
and
are used regardless of the
to prevent the use of real weapons by the
material,
Works, Worcester, mills they represent amounts to about
whether it is soft silk or stiff serge, or
M ass. : with plain looms,
high-scliool cadets in the State public whether the bodice is a round waist or a
dobby looms, $25,000,000.
At present the State provides coat.
leii' looms. lappet looms and other masThe clerk to the trustees is MV. Janies schools.
real muskets for the boys to drill with,
of weaving machine
terin'
A delightful cape to be worn during
making. In T. Smith, secretary of the board of trade but these ladies are said to maintain that
.me room is a collection of
ti e
machinery of Lowell, to whose initiation and energy the young men of the State should be bright, crisp mornings of the autumn, esshowing the various methods of preparing the existence of the Lowell textile school taught peaceful methods of settling dis- pecially for strolls about country walks,
putes, and that exercises with fire-arms where the gay leaves are rustling under
and dressing warps, both for cotton, wool- is largely attributable.
foot, is of mossy green, with a warm
are not conducive to that sort of instrucen. worsted and silk fabrics.
Director t. P. Brooks, who
manages the tion. In this position, if it is really true touch of red in the silk lining of the hood.
’i he cotton spinning room is
very.com- school, has had thirteen years experience that they have taken it, the Nebraska
White gros-grain blouses are not so explete ill this department it is possible to as instructor and examiner of textile Christain Unionists seem to show them- travagant as they seem, as they clean
selves not quite up to the times.
The
take a ba e of cotton and convert it into
schools, ami is also a practical manufac- modern idea of the use of trained soldiers easily and are so remarkably smart that
they are generally worn with a constant
a t\ it!
it il
is to prevent lighting and to compel the
leaving the school for any turer.
sense of
I
responsibility, so that carelessof
All
settlement
disputes.
ness is
rarely to blame for their becoming
I peaceful is
not
for
or
to
Europe
armed,
conquest
soiled.
bring about the rule of the sword, but for
fear some one may commit a breach of the
j Fancy buttons of all kinds will be a faWhan there is a railroad strike or vorite waist garniture, not the rows and
peace.
any sui t of eruption of the workers or the j rows of any metal or porcelain ones used
unemployed in Nebraska, and the militia so much, but now out of date, but quite
are called out, what are the armed soldiers
good sized ones in fancy shapes and deused for? To settle a dispute by force? signs in horn, gutta percha or mother of
Not a bit. To compel a settlement by legal, pearl.
peaceable methods. So the modern idea j
Accordion-plaited white silk makes
is that to teach soldiering to schoolboys is ;
charming frocks for little maids, hung on
not to make warriors of them, but men of
yokes of fine lace and insertions. When
peace.
the baby face is shaded by a “lampAfter all, though, to make instructive
shade” hat—that is, a hat with an overcomments on the actions of the Christian ;
lace-decked brim—the effect is
Unionists in the West is a thankless task, j hanging
since no sooner is an apparent indiscretion picturesque beyond comparison.
K.

Providence,

The NEW YORK WEEKLY

may be restored it you start
right. It takes fuel to run

Notice of Foreclosure

H. H. LAMSON,

Umr.KKAS

Licensed Auctioneer,
I\

O.

ADDRESS,

engine, and you must burn
it right to get the power. To
regain health, yon must have-

tf7

an

good
H

food and

digest

it.

p » Atwood’s Bitters begin
I p
right here. They restore
■■II I digestion, regulate the
|

bowels, purify the blood.
35c.

a

bottle.

Avoid Imitations.

FREEDOM,

MAINE.

James Pattee &. Son,
Fire, Life
OFFICE

and

.MKI VII.I I A K11> 1 >I; 1:
li If, ill till* County of Will.:
i,
gage deed dated the 7th day ot A *i :.. \
and recorded in tlie W d« Legist r\ ..t
Hook, 235, I’age 204.
eved !-• mo. f
signed, a certain lot
laud with he
thereon, situate in said C-wu .d ! n
a.
hounded as follows, t« wit: Heginning
>ide d the r*nd leading
'in the Hea*
den at F. i; huncan'- tnrtheusl corn*
westerly, on said Dunum's I me t the In
H- Freneh; thence nortlierlv. on s;i;„ 1
line to line of I; W
I'ern
them e east*
said Ferry's line to the cad hist
mo
thence southerly, on said road to hounds t
tinned, containing one acre, more or les»
Ami wlieieas the conditions of said m
have been broken, now therefore, bv reabreach of Mu.mlition thereol, 1 elaiu
closure of said mortgage.
Lineoluville, Sept. d. I s*»7
3w37
GRANYII.LE A. FPo

Accident Insurance,

<

••

HASONIC TEMPLE.

MAIN STREET ENTRANCE.

53tf

BELFAST, MAINE.

STEAM BOILER
about 25 II. I'., with
*
all connections comBelplete, has been but little used by
1
fast Coliseum Co, Call on
ASA to RIGGS or
N. F, HI SION,
A

WORMS

In Children or Adults. The safest and
effectual remedy made is

most

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR

In use 46 years. 35c. Ask your Druggist tor it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

Belfast, May G, 181>7.—IStf

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

SYRINGES,

Bottles,
Etc.,

FOR SALt BV

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Rail and Hule

p\
m

in Costa

Rica.

surrounded

“Holy Spirit of Hope” Town to San
Jose. Hamlets and Village* en Koute.
mI Correspondence of The Journal.]
ibe

Jo>k, Costa Rica, July 31, 1S'.»7.
fore stated, the distance from Punta

-n

by orchards and gardens, are IflIIIIVAII’C Fe,male furs <s indeed
A few miles north of
I
U That
ti1'Vc'
’V/“■°1,iankind.
very attractive.
W
tired
feeling, pains
ill back and loins
quickly relieved. Munvon's
Ateuas are the gold fields of Aguacate—
Remedies, a separate cure for
believed to hide a veritable Klondike in each disease, for sale at all drugF
gists. When in doubt, write to Prof. MunyJn iS
the depths of the earth, for lack of proper
to 15.15 Arch
Confidence,
A
PPM
L P Street, 1
r blrl Mkb
kiladelpliia, Pa

IflUH

development.
Only three miles

Ifll

for free medical advice.

and voice in calm defiance of his unjust
persecutor, and patiently awaited the
hour of his deliverance. He stands to-

day,

in the records of

Pagan genius,

The Farthest Yonder.
Oh, friend of other years,
Do you remember
Those glorious autumn days
When distant hill-sides flamed
In all their splendor?
I whispered, “Speed us, love,
To beauty yonder.”

as a

giant type of mortal endurance.
we

But if
in the reign

turn our eyes to

For

Calvary,
Ateuas,
of Tiberius, we
perceive a still grander
the bottom of a dark ravine, is La Garita
PATIENCE.
7 and more human example. He who had
Your voice was low and sad:
del Kio Grande—a place famous in the
“Those lulls of splendor
renounced all things from His love of hunee
By
took,
Lady
of
the
Tennessee
as
Are
the
far and steep, my owu ;
location of the
llama.
past
<jula, :>C miles, where you strike the history
Whose
whole
life
had
The light will hide ere long,
manity,
been
spent
Patience is an excellent
tal division of the parti a iy ■ornplet- Custom House.
In that remote spot, bevirtue, and one in innocence and beneficence
And darkness gather,
and the high,ius-eoiitmental railway, which takes fore the days of railroads, the duties on of those most difficult to acquire. Woman
And we shall yearn for rest
est exercise of
condemned
for
patience,
This
side the yonder.”
to San Jose, (about 13 miles), and on all foreign goods that entered the country possesses it in a far greater degree than
the impure lips of those He
blasphemy
by
and
this
has
been
one
via
the
Pacific
man,
of
The
the
were
and
from
there
her
terminus.
This
comyears have swiftly flown.
present
artago,
levied,
wished to save, hangs bleeding ou the
Alone with wonder
utral Railway, as it is called, to dis- alone could such merchandise find its way pensations for long ages of servitude.
It
I
gaze upon the hills
Cross. But, in that hour of
supreme
uish the division from the Pacific rail- into the inhabited portions of the country. was necessary to her to endure or die, and
A Master’s brush has touched
His patience rose above His
torture,
WTith newer splendor;
she
has
pain.
learned
to
Between
Bunta
and
endure.
on the west and the Atlantic
Arenas
the Garita
Yet in the face
railway
My eager eyes would search
‘•Father,-’ He cried, “forgive them, for
he east, though only 27 miles long,
stretched a vast wilderness, penetrated by of all the difficulties and trials which bethe yonder.
Beyond
they know not what they do.”'
set us through life, the
wrongs and in> far the most important road in Cos- a single wagon road, rocky, dangerous and
And you in higher realms,
it connects the principal towns robber-infested.
.ica.
Thanks mainly to the juries, the diseases and disappointments
You <lo remember;
For through my soul I feel,
Literary News and Notes.
cities of the Republic, all of which enterprise of foreigners all this has been which are incidental to all, patience is
Persuasive, sweet, your call,
situated comparatively near together changed within the last decade, and now essential to every one, irrespective of sex.
Thrilling and tender,
Octave Thanet, Stephen
We admire courage always, but seldom
Past earth’s most perfect scenes
Crane, and
in' highlands of the interior, and also incomers are fleeced by the custom ofother well known
writers will conTo farthest yonder.
story
admire passive fortitude.
But courage tribute to the October number
■fishes an outlet for a rich agricultural ficials before they have fairly set foot on
of Mc- [Harper’s Bazar.
Clure's
be
a
mere
animal
Magazine.
instinct, and usualriot and the gold mines of Aguacate. shore, at the end of the iron pier at Punta may
A wilder place than the Garita ly is, whereas patience is a high intelArenas.
Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
t was dark when we entered Esparza,
lectual quality, and is the fruit of reason October will contain a well-illustrated
“Holy Spirit of Hope" town—and would be hard to find, imagine a stuA GREAT SURPRISE IS IN STORE
article ou Franklin’s Kite
or religion.
Chaucer wrote in his “Per- with
Experiments
k at the other end of the day when we pendous ravine in the heart of a forest; a
Modern Apparatus. Alexander Mc- for those wlio will go to-day and get a package of
it: so may be that is the reason w hy roaring river at the bottom, and across sones Tale,” “The Philosophers saytli Adie, the author, is
widely known through GRAIN-O. It takes the place of ooll'ee at about
that patience is the virtue that suftereth Ins views
regarding the possibilities of this 1-4 the cost. It is food drink, full of health, and
appeared to us as the most uncanny the chasm a stone bridge of one bold arch,
with a gate ami a covered causeway, link- debonairly all the outrages of adversitee, apparatus in scientific experimentation can be given to the children as well as the adult
we had
seen in
Central America,
and for commercial use are iieuce
of great with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and
What armour,
the roads descending on either side. and every wicked word.”
r
ing
"settled"
for
the
interest.
iu
the
being
night
looks and tastes like the finest grades of Moclia
can be so effectual
against tire disand negotiations concluded for mules Across tins image an wnyiarers must then,
Java coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
A Brothers announce for
asters of Fate as this (lod-like
Harper
of
enpubli- Grain-*» is better for the system than a tonic, tiegift
which to continue our journey on pass, and pay well for the privilege; and
cation on
cause its benefit is permanent. Wliat eoll'ee breaks
24:
September
Studio
“My
during calmly.
Grain O builds up. Ask your grocer for
morrow
any attempt to ford the river, above or
we sallied forth to "do" the
Neighoors,-- by the late William Hamil- down
Grain-* >. 15c. ami 25c.
'lhe fretful, fussy individual is con- ton
n—and a veiy few minutes sufficed for below, used to be looked upon as proof
Gibson; "White Man's Africa,” by
temptible to others and a misery to him- I oultney Bigelow, and “Three OperIts low, white casas and conclusive of a disposition to defraud the
purpose.
the librettos being written
self.
Whenever a woman is destitute of ettas
by the
late H. C. Banner, with
2 white church, the latter topped b\ a ! government and was punished with 10
this most womanly quality of
characteristic
enquiet
at hard labor.
Becharm
*
and
!
years
imprisonment
looked
like
the
and
the music beiu>'
bet-shaped belfry,
humor,
very
durance, nature or education has robbed furnished by Oscar Weil.
■sts of houses in the
sickly smiling of I yond the bridge, shaded by a splendid her of a
distinguishing virtue of her sex,
moon—the more corpse-like because grove of cocoa-palms, is along, low woodThe September number of the
and she becomes one of those sour and
Ameriwhich
roofed
with
red
tiles
en
can Kitchen
building,
untenauted, the people, to a man,
Magazine opens with a procreatures
querulous
that
are
able
to
drive
fusely illustrated paper ou “Domestic
man and child,
being out iu the streets project six feet beyond the front walls to any man from house aud
home unless he Science in the Agricultural
Colleges.”
strolling in the plaza. Men, old and a row of cedar posts: behind it, a pigsty, has the
Ella IE Richards writes of “The
Place of IN
patience of Job. Its cultivation,
mg. lounging iu the moonlight and
Science in Woman’s Education.”
poultry yard and banana patch; and in
Mrs.
therefore, is of primary importance, aud G. IE Preston describes
the
courteous
the
on
mandolins
latter,
or
“Child Diaries.”
inspector, swingumming
guitars, starshould begin at the earliest
of life. Among the
stage
articles
are
“Exremaining
at us. open-mouthed, as upon
strange ing in his hammock. This is all that reBut when we see how young infants are periments With Fish and Meat,'’ “From
mains of the historic place where for
catures from the nether world; while
Kitchen to Parlor," and
Studies
“Dietary
permitted by the indulgence of foolish m New
women removed their
Mexico.” Mrs. Lincolu’s departcigarettes long many years Costa Ilica's principal revenue mothers to
defy them and their nurses, to ment gives many timely hints.
and
which
has
was
collected,
to
their
probably
and
■ugh
ejaculate
surprise
struggle and scream and kick in parox-picions as to the business of las Ameri- caused more profanity on the part of
McClure’s Magazine for October will
whenever they are
ysms of passion
contain an article by Mr. Bernard P.
than any other spot of equal
mas.
I strangers
and
thwarted,
habitually disobey as they Gienfell, one of the two discoverers of
1
OF EVERY DESCRIPNext morning, an hour
Having become
b tie day- size on the face of the earth.
v
TION done in the best
older, we need not wonder that the new “Sayings” of Christ. It will
manner.
ak. we clattered out of town, having crossed the Kio Grande, one of the largest
possible
give the first complete account of the re^
with such a training they should
grow up cent
taken of bread and chocolate in the inn rivers of the country, whose head waters
discovery, in the Egyptian desert, of
without self-control and be
to
subject
what
lias
1 been duly commended to God and are enriched with miues of copper, gold
proved to he the earliest by at
criminal outbursts.
So long as parents least 1.10 years of all
existing records of
angels by the host and hostess; and and coal, ascending and descending by a
Christ's
life.
The article will be fully iltheir
duties to their offspring, so
neglect
MADb INTO
as it was, unkempt men and women
picturesque but very trying bit of almost
lustrated
flora photographs taken
by the
long will wretchedness and vice roll on. author himself on
I
ed to their doorways and a chorus of perpendicular road, the highway divides
the scene of the discov- STYLISH
and many a man whose evil
passions con- ery.
COLLARETTES.
and gamin felicitated our departure. at the top of the gorge, one branch turntrol him would be
tempted, if he knew
:e highway from Esparza, wide and well
ing oil northeast toward Alajuela, only
Appletous' Popular Science Monthly for Goods sent ou approval and orders by
all, to curse the irrational fondness of the October
the
the
leads
will contain a criticism of the
awa\
the
other
into
ed,
traversing
mail promptly attended to.
up
hills, from nine miles
mother who bore him.
methods of teaching drawing bv
present
cnee looking backward, Xicova gulf is
PRICES LOW.
Lancs, (plains) del Carmen and the disThe origin of our word denotes its Mr. II. G. Fitz.
The great value of this
ill view with white winged ships, iike : tricts of Cruca and San Antonio de Belem.
when
study
meaning: “Patiens,” suffering, or learn
properly taught, aud more LYFORD & WOODWARD,
at birds sailing upon it.
We met a ; We followed the former, through a region
iug, that is to say, calmly. We have lost especially its importance iu training the
.''taut procession of coffee carts going of luxuriant vegetation, half forest, half
powers of observation, are dwelt upon,
FURRIER!*!,
the old English verb "to
patient," which lue results of some curious tests made to
'Vi to the port, and
occasionally a party pasture land, dotted with hamlets and was in
down to Shakespeare's time. determine the relative accuracy of ohMAIN K.
vogue
BANGOR,
uvalleros and their servants on horse- isolated vegetation.
The roadsides are
"Patient yourself, Madam,” says Titus! Sfi-vatiou produced by various studies and
The horses of Costa Rica are un- bordered with
tiades
are
splendid trees, mango, Andronicus. Ours is a
graphically shown by means of
sterling, solid diagrams, and give the paper a
:e and scrubby looking,
but >aid to bamboo,
breadfruit,
orange,
practical
papaya,
which has sustained its
word,
value
for
the
teacher.
significao.-markabiy tough and sure-footed. X
guava, calabash, tamarind, cocoanut and j
tion for ages, and has seen
good service
an do justice to the
As before mentioned, the
extraordinary loyal palm.
Harper's Magazine for October will be
in the life of
rn>i e-ta bia:.
humanity. The martyrs for particularly strong in fiction,
of their riders.
We thought we chief cities of Costa Pica lie in these
containing
j philosophy and religion, to say nothing of the first instalment of
On and after June20,1 >0 7, t nuns connect mu.- at
a
John,”
?en g<>rge ms
“Spanish
ian
quest
p irapher- central highlands, comparatively close toothers, gave notable examples of its mean- stray of adventure by William McLellau Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
•etore, in Mexico, Chile and else- ]
and continued instalments of “The (treat and from Bangor, Waterville.
niand and Bosgether. They begin with Alajuela, 45 ing when they
cheerfully endured all the Stone of
c. •■at never had we beheld
anything miles from the Pacific coast, at an altiFrank K. Stockton, ton will run as follows
Sardis,”
by
agonies that tyrannous intolerance could and of “The
•a could
“put a patch on" the caKentuckians,” bv John Fox,
Ht"M
the Pacific port, to Costa Rica’s
is 02 miles.
You may go by rail
*parza, 14 miles: tlience in the saddle
•»>.
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tude of 4,500 feet, and continue with
mming of Costa Rican steeds! How- Heredia, bail Jose and Cartago, in a dionly rich and proud hidalgoes rect line, almost due east. The classical
horses in this country: “common ;
including travelers and ser-j

“ii

put up with the less aristo-

must

'.

mule.

ic

tin-

It makes one's lieart ache

that

names

Cartago,

world,

of the
is

abound,

etc.,

bug

Alajuela, capital

the rule.

oxen

cl to the horns and forehead, in such
a> tout neither of the beasts can turn

Athens,

bparta,

sound strange in this part
where saintly nomenclature

toiling along, each yoke province of the
by means of a heavy crossbar
town, laid out in

't-c

is

of

the

name,
large
the usual checker-board
same

a

indict upon them.
best Pagans,” says

"The virtue of the
Becky in “History of

European Morals,”

“was

high

order

perhaps

of

as

that of the best Christians.” And tlte
patience of Pagan
philosophers under persecution was no
an

as

way inferior to that of the followers of
the Cross.
Both have proved thousands
of times over how sublimely men and

macadamized women
can suffer and die when sustained
streets which cross each other at right
this noblest of virtues.
by
"Pound the
head without the other, and then
angles, and one-story houses, stuccoed
body of Anaxarchus for thou does not
This cruel custom is prac- and
>hglniy.
whitewashed.
In the middle of its
ab over Spanish America, where the
pound his soul,” was said to the tyrant
is a handsome bronze

pie

seem to

have

their animals.

no

feeling

whatever

with

fashion.

narrow,

plaza

one

fountain;

side of it

a

line, but rather too

on

new-

Think of the pain it
bar bound tightly

of

Cyprus by

ed alive in

a

the

philosopher

stone mortar

when

bray-

with iron ham-

looking cathedral; on another, the curatel,
mers to satisfy a mean revenge.
"Follow
or barracks, said to be the best of its kind
ai tin* head, bowing the poor creature’s
was one of the most
frequently rein « osta Pica; and on the third an impos- God,”
"e ill 11 ost to the ground, while
"A God
pulling ing municipal palace. Alajuela is a young peated of Platonic maxims.
uttermost pound of which his strength
(what God 1 know not) dwells in every
town for bpanisli-America, having been
apable, up lib: and down, all day long founded as late as 1824. It is beautifully good man,” said Epictetus. And Marcus
i>t

indict—that

heavy

the excessive heat.

Xo wonder

they situated,

stagger along, blind and dizzy, alinsensible t<- the savage prods of the

m to

-t

.-t

pole tipped

is the

s.

with

iron spear.
I. miles from Esparza, as the crow

ver s

erably

village

more

an

of San Mateo—but conthat distance if all

than

steep ups and downs between were
uted.
The road dips deep into a sncssiou of small green valleys, set like
kets in the hills, and out of them
dn, and leaps many streams on fine

bridges approached by long causeThe country is thinly settled and
i.vs.
arsely cultivated; in fact, hardly oneie

ntieth part of this fertile section spurs to be put to
The
any use at all.
mboo houses, thatched with palmetto,

plainly

the abodes of contented poverAbout every third cottage has at the
of its little veranda an oven of mud

stone, fashioned

exactly
picture-books; and these, like
ovens of
savage Africa, are each finished with a mortar and pestle for
.nding the corn. Often that staple
is piled up high,
showing no lack of
uure tortillas, the favorite food article
the country—but not a garden or vegepatch wasin sight. We breakfasted
■sau Mateo, a thousand feet above the
and then pushed on to Atenas, on the
'her side of the Aguacate mountains,
here the mules aud mozos expect a long
mi-day siesta. Beyond San Mateo the
minus rice-lands begin, and the prineimining section of the Republic is near,
has beeu produced here in the probation of 78 to 1; that is, for every 8
omegas sown, 024 have been reaped. The
■I

ves

like the bee-

of

i.

||

in

crosses

several rich mineral veins

volcano, U,000

the twin

Alajuela
both

it

ano,

Monte de

t

feet.

Aguacate,

to

The panorama presented
one of majesty: on

lie iaBt, a misty view of three of the chief
ties of the Republic, in the centre of an
umiense

cultivated tract and

coffee-groves

far as tie eye can see; on the west,
-irginal nature, bordered by the ocean,
which at this distance looks like a silver
as

md stretched along the horizon.
‘town we go again to Atenas, a

Then

village

uly 2,400 feet above sea-level, and as unexpectedly beautiful as Esparza proved
disappointing. Its inhabitants are mostly
engaged in rice growing, and its delightful climate, sparkling streams, cosy homes

fertile

plain

perhaps

the most

important

education-

partment of Alajuela, about ad,000.

Here

the Central Division of the Trans-

continental

Railway,

which

runs

from

this point to Cartago; and midway between, only IS kilometres from Alajuela,
is San Jose, the capital.
The railway is
narrow-gauge, with cars and locomotives
of American

capital
village

that is

in thee

soldier

adds, ‘Offer to the God
manly being, a citizen, a
post, ready to depart from

a

his

at

soon

feet

al center of the Republic.
The population of the city is 9,000; that of the de-

begins

Aurelius

as

high. The
National College, teaching

Institute and

make.

On the way to the
pass through Grecia, the chief
of Grecia Canton and the centre of
we

life as

tne

Another
trumpet sounds.
of the Stoics was “the duty of

tlie most absolute and
mission

to

unquestioning subthe decrees of Providence.”

“To weep, to groan, is to rebel,” said
Seneca.
“To fear, to grieve, to be angry,
is to be a deserter,” said Aurelius.
“Re-

member,” wrote Epictetus, himself a
cripple, “that you are but an actor, acting whatever part the Master has ordain
ed.

If

He wishes

poor man, do

so

magistrate,

or

a

you to

represent a

heartily; if a cripple, or
a private
man, in each

case act your par; with honor.
God
does not keep a good man in prosperity.

He

tries,

He

Kendrick Bangs, George Hibbard aud
Alice Drown. Among other
interesting
features tin re will be an article on “The
Strategic Features of the Gulf of Mexico
and the Caribbean Sea,” by Captain A. T.
Mahan.
Chi rles F.

Lummis contributes a ston'd unusually thrilling interest to
Harper’s
h”und Table of September list, under
the title of "The Silver Omelet.” It
gives
also
vivid suggestion of some of the
characteristics of silver smelting at Guanajuato in Mexico, one of the oldest and
largest silver mines in the world. In the
same number Franklin Matthews
writes of
the “citizen-soldier” iu an article, entitled
“The Seventh’s Regimental Field-da' ,"
which is liberally illustrated from
photographs, and Lieut-Com. J. D. Jerrohl
Kelley continues his discussion of naval
administration. There is also another instalment of that excellent short
serial,
“The Washington Vane,” as well as a
budget of interesting facts about Alaska,
and another of Sandboys’ funny yarns
by
John Kendrick Bangs.
The interiors of one thousand of the
attractive homes in the United States
have been photographed by The Ladies'
Home Journal.
One hundred of the best
of these pictures will he reproduced in
that magazine.
The first article of the
series—“Inside of a Hundred Homes”
will appear iu the October Journal. Bedchambers, reception and dining rooms,
bathrooms, halls and apartments of every
kind will be pictured" just as they are iii
daily use. Each picture contains dozens
of suggestions. Every woman is interested in taking a peep into the most attractive homes iu the land, to see how they
are furnished and arranged.
She wants
to get practical hints and new ideas for
furnishing her own. The houses photographed by the Journal are those occupied by persons of moderate income.
Their interior arrangement shows what
perfect taste can accomplish with a little
money and the touch of a woman’s deft
Homes in every State in the
lingers.
Union—from Maine to California—were
photographed for the Journal’s unique
and useful series.
most

—
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rich
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Cicero declared that “all virtue is in ac-

tion.”
Portland’s

New

Theatre.

Portland’s

magnificent new theatre,
Jefferson,” was thrown open to the

14th under the management
of Fay Bros. iV Hosford.
The seating
capacity of 1,000 was tested to the limit.
Previous to the performance of “Half a
King” by Francis Wilson and company,
ex-Gov. Cleaves made remarks and introduced Joseph Jefferson, the eminent actor, for whom the theatre was named.
Mr. Jefferson was very happy in acknowledging the compliment. He mentioned
the fact that the first public reception
tendered him was in Portland, when Mr.
Blaine presided.
The new play house
was built with money subscribed
by Portland business men.
Its total cost was between $150,000 and $200,000.
It is as absolutely fire proof as possible and is pronounced by theatrical men one of the
handsomest and best arranged theatres in
the country.

“The

man,” said

a

proper study of a wise
great modern philosopher,

die, but how to live.
subject on which the

“is not how to
There
will

is no

think

less

than

death.”

sage
When

Antonius Pius was dying, and the tribune
asked him for the password of the night,

Emperor replied “Aequanimitas!”
(patience!)
Action, feeling, and resignation form
the

the three components of the worthiest
life, but the crown of all is patience: to
know how to endure and how to wait; to
render the mind superior to all accidents
of time or place. The imagination of the

imaginative
anything grander

most

race

never

than the

conceived

lonely

Titan

chained to Mount Caucasus with an eagle
from year to year ever gnawing his vital
and chilled
organs. Beaten by tempests
the eternal snows, he lifted his eyes

by
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1897 Models,

tFlag station.

7 percent. Nickel

ol the

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via ;ii! routes, for -ale by F. E. Ckowlf.y,
CFORCE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Ceneral Manager.
F. E. Booth t v. C.ett’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. June 1*‘>, 1307.
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Steel 11 biny, St.1nd.1rd
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1896 COLUMBIAS.
Models 40, 41 and 44, known everywhere
superior except the l.'UT I'olumhius,
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,

Hartford
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Bicycles

1897 Models reduced from $75 to $50
h»jual tv* any bicycles made except, (dumb.as
We ask experts to examine them piece by
piece.

Other

Hartfords, $45, $40, $30.
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Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

Chestnut Coal,
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CALVIN AUSTIN, (Jen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (jen’l Manager, Boston

Take

You never know you
a pill till it is all
over." 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
Propiietors. Lowell. Mass.
The only pills t.o take with Hood’s

F irst

Buy Your Winter s Coai.
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3 45

SEDGWICK LINE.

Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man

said:

Now is the Time to
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Fannie Brigham Ward.
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BELFAST.

■Jr., together with short stories bv John

strengthens him,
him for Himself.”
When Anaxagoras,
agricultural and grazing district,
the preceptor of Socrates, Pericles, Euripwhere are flourishing plantations of sugar
and many other famous pupils, was
and coffee, and much attention is given to ides,
tbe breeding of fine cattle; also San condemned to death because of scientitic
he ridiculed the sentence, and
Ramon, one of the new railway towns, research,
Commencing Holiday, Sept. 0, 1897,(steamers
Minnesota and the two Dakotas will are
due to leave Belfast
which has already its public library, two said it had long been pronounced upon
For Boston, via Caimlen and Rockland, Monsend to market this year 144,000,001)
him by Nature.
He
refused
to
have
his
and Fridays at. about 2.30 i*. m., Tuesdays.
newspapers, and other ear-marks of the
days
bushels of wheat.
The farmers there deborne to his own country, for,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
serve their good fortune.
Kuglish road-builders. The last town on corpse
stood by
For Bucksport. \V interport and Bangor at from
They
the line before reaching the capital, said he, “the road that leads to the other sound money and saved their States, with i 7 to 8 a. m. on Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday.
side of the grave is as long from one place the exception of South Dakota, in which Saturday and Sunday morning.
For Searsport ami Hampden, Wednesdays and
Naranjo, (Spanish for orange) deserves
the mining element managed to get a pluas the other.”
Nor were these fnere preSundays at about 8 a. m.
not
for
the
special attention;
only
beauty
of 183 for Bryan.
But South Darality
KK TURNING :
and luxuriant vegetation of its surround- cepts, for he, like numbers of the Stoics kota will not repeat the mistake.
and Epicureans, had renounced wealth
From Boston, at f> p. m., every day except Sunin
the
of
the
midst
famous San Carings,
day and Thursday.
No need to fear the approach of
From
los valley, but for the progressive spirit and honors for practical philosophy.
croup if
via way-landings, except Hamphave Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the den and Boston,
yell
Searsport, Mondays and Fridays at 11 a.
himself taught that “all good
of its inhabitants.
It has grown remark- Epicurus
house.
Never was a case that it wouldn’t m., Tuesdays,
m.
Thursdays and Saturdays at 2
if
From Hampden at 11.20 a. m., and Searsport at
ably during the last decade, and bids fair and ail evil consist in feeling, and what is cure used at the outset.
2 p. m., Mondays and Fridays.
death but the privation of feeling?” And
to out-stretch both San Jose and Cartago.
CHAS. F. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
a

grim volthe height public Sept.

Bom this altitude is
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supported by the government, make
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among the hills of the Barbe mountains,
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JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897-3«tf

Boston S Bangor Steamship Co,
Commencing flay 25. 1897, steamer Rockland, Capt. M. L. Abbott,
will leave Belfast at 8 o'clock a. m., (or upon arrival of steamer feom Boston) daily except Mon- j
day,
For C'astine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
ami Brooklin, and when there are passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
«fl

K

RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Fri-

days).
Through

rates

Harbor and all

for passengers and freight to Bar
on Mount Desert Island.

landings

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Bo® ton
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Missouri should

down her Vest.

pull

Ilei Senator of that

name

is

doing duty

as

patent medicine advertisement.

a

The
rives

that

saying “higher
added sign!ficanee

than

kite” de-

a

from

the fact

kite has been sent up 10,010 feet
fiom Blue Ilill Observatory. Mass.
a

The telephone people of Staunton, Va..
whose experience with pretty telephone
girls has not been altogether satisfactory,
advertised for ugly girls, and there were
25 applicants.

“Ugly girls”

strangers; delegates

the

to

al Conference to the C.

Inn

felt as

was

Congregation-

naturally arises,
horns, or did the

navigate our coast in time
what possible use can they be

of

peace, of
time of war?

in

trackless wilderness.

a

Now

Cosmopolitan Magazine

we

for

the

new

of

State

South Dakota.

The

souri

did the

and

river,

fifty miles
crossing the State

It has another

apart.

officers

peculiar t" itself.
employed and more space oc-

:

More
are reported by druggists.
More people art' taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
today than any other, and more are
taking it today than ever before.
More and stii.l mork reasons might be
given why you should take
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The Waldo and Penobscot Fair.

[Reported for The Journal by

E. C. Dow.J
The annual fair of the Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural Society was held on the
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The

man knows the more he is
be modest.
[Fielding.

proposition

true—the less

equally

tht

of this

converse

di■ i:h1

settled prairie country, which grew up as
their construction advanced, and they

uc a
to

a man

is

no

"ic

he is inclined to be blatant and

asst-;: Ac.

If excess in this direction also

weight,
Mice

there

from their

grown
tan says: “The transportation* of the
wheat crop from the two Dakotas to Min-

of colossal igabroad dinning the public

ever

cases

are

neapolis and Chicago

ear.

new creamery at Ellsworth, John
idon proprietor, is doing a line busiFrom a small beness .a buttei making.
_m id; g it now has the patronage of over
Ten
w>.
The product is chiefly markett
in the eastern part of the State.
<

ceipts.” These are among the facts which
bring a realizing sense of the greatness of
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enough
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crate aud

by

are

satisfied,

the

professional
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The grower delivers his crate
the depot, gets the price and closes
The

shipper

loads

his

cars, chooses his market and takes all
risks of getting even or ahead.
One of

cost.

these

buyers the past

season

Centralia five and six

\iew of the present agitation regard-lie just valuation of .real estate for

ing

developed. Up to
shipped from

there had been

the transaction.

has raised

pay for his land at over

to

grown
Within six
are

buyer.

time and labor
or

fields.

has

for

just right

Nutmegs

the risks are assumed

acre.

oaiming also for his

station'a few
tract of land

day.

cars

shipped

from

of berries

a

These wonderful fruit farms have

of taxatiou, David A. Wells’ been developed ou land where a grain
Existing Methods of Taxation, grower could not compete with adjacent
Appietou's Popular 8 ience Monthly sections. The case of G. II. Perrine is
:■
October, will be of special interest. In cited as a practical illustration of the
it i <• i d ms that the trouble is not by any great change that has come about.
pur]

uses

paper

or.

■“

>

Ur. Perrine came here from a State
farther east and turned his attention t >
farming. He lias been in this part of
a
Illinois twenty-live years,
lu hS'.'L'hewas
sumption that it is necessary to assess heels over head in debt. He was confused
e\vii.ing in order to tax equitably; the | and discouraged, lie told some of his
friends he felt like giving up.
That year
-u*‘>.-me of this being a system which
he had sixty-five acres of strawberries.
t< i.< > to arrest natural development and
His crop pulled him out of debt aud gave
i“
him a margin from which be built a resi•rruj.t society.
dence costing $10,000. He lias been makThe Turf, Farm and Home recalls with ing money ever since. One day this year be
to strawberry pickers $1520.
lie lias
piide the fact that it “lirst suggested to paid
wliat is believed to be tlie largest strawthe farmers of Maine that the tide had
berry patches in tlie State, and. he lias one
turned and that tiie proper thing to do of tlie
largest apple orchards.
was to begin to stock up in all kinds of
live stock, particularly neat stock, sheep
Wreck of the Catboat Inca.
and swine.”
This advice appears to have
limited to this

one case, but is a
system of taxation as
whole; which defect exists in the

mc;:n>

diral defect in

r.

our

as-j

|

■
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generally taken,
prime young Jersey

with the result that

rn

bought

at

what

heifers

cauuot be

few months ago was a
In fact, there is a scarcity
a

liberal juice.
of desirable dairy stock. The demand has

caught dealers with low stocks, and it
cannot be fully met unless by importation
or

until the animals

are

here;

grown

and

prices must naturally rule higher. Turf,
Farm and Home says:
The high juice of veal and the discouiagingly low juice of butter the past
few seasons has caused many a Maine
fanner to deplete his herd altogether too
much and as a result now that choice
young heifers are in such demand they
cannot be had and good sales at remunerative prices have been lost.

flushing out of gutters is not
T)t an undertaking in a city

imwhere
pel
modem metliodsof sanitation are in vogue
in New Orleans, which is now
rs it is
threatened with a yellow fever epidemic.
All the sewage of the city flows into and
tt
ii'ih the open street gutters in New
Oibans, and there is naturally a good
<
d oi anxiety as to the condition of
t1>ej*e sources of pollution,
[boston Ilerpid
The

so

■

That does not tell the

whole story.
These open gutters empty into drainage
canals which extend to the shore of Lake

Ponehitrain, in the

of the

and

city,
they are at a lower level than the lake
<’*e drainage has to be pumped out of the
Then
canals and emptied into the lake.
the gutters are so near a level that they
( Mry off water very slowly, and in heavy
rains the streets

impassable

rear

are

so

for a time.

flooded

as

as

to b£

With the Missis-

sippi river in front and Lake Ponehitrain
at

the rear at

higher

levels than the streets

it will be seen that proper drainage is
difficult thing in the Crescent City.
We printed last week
the New York Herald

an
on

a

“A National

in the navy falls far below the normal percentage which should be available in a
commercial nation

the outer jib. Under this reduced canvas
she beat down the bay, but before encountering the worst of it the party concluded to
return.
Soon after the Edna reached her
mooring, S. B. Holt’s catboat Inca wu
the harbor under full
beating
sails. She was making pretty good weather
of it, but the full force of the wind and
sea would not be felt until
she got out
into the bay.
It was noticed that there
down

seen

was some

and those

difficulty iu getting
watching her from

her
the

about,
shore

expected soon to see her put back. She
kept ou, however, and later in the day
it
ed

learned that she had been wreckou Sears
Island.
Two men, one the
mate of a schooner iu port, had hired the
boat to go to Fort Point. It appears that
when near the west side of Sears Island they
attempted to go about, but the boat mistayed, and in wearing the main boom broke and
the sail was rendered useless. There was a
heavy sea running and the Inca was
soon pounding on the rocks ou Sears Island.
The men got ashore iu the tender and hired
was

to briug them home. The Inca was
later in the evening and reported to be
breaking up, but Monday A. L. Robbins
went over and got out the ballast so that the
craft floated and Tuesday morning he started with her for Belfast. The wind was so
strong he was obliged to anchor off Moose
Point. She was towed in yesterday afternoon and will be beached for examination.
a man

seen

Papers

in which it was said that

possessing

sources

of

and

good to look at and no doubt good
The display of plants and flowers
was much better than usual and much credit
is due the ladies for the interest they took
in making up this part of the show.
The races were well conducted and passed
off to the general satisfaction of everybody.
On the whole, the fair of 1897 will be remembered as one of the best the society has
The receipts were large enough
ever held.
were

to eat.
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to

ed

to pay
Below we
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tees in

PALMERS,

the full amount of all premiums.
give the awards of the commit-

the leading departments and
of the races:

a

brief

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,

summary

HORSES

AND COLTS.

Trotting stallion with stock—I. F. Gould,
Prospect, 1st: Bay View Stock Farm, Belfast, 2nd; E. C. West, Monroe, 3d.
Torouglibred stallion—W. S. Edminster,
Knox, 1st.
3- year-old stallion—II. E. Haley, 1st.
2-year-old stallion—L. E. Prentiss, East
Troy, 1st; W. W. Dolloff, Dixmont, 2nd.
Breeding draft mare—W. W. Dolloff, Dixmont, 1st; John Gibbs, Brooks, 2nd.
Breeling trotting mare—B. F. Chase,
Jacksou, 1st: I. G Reynolds, 2nd; W. W.
I
Dolloff, 3d.
4- year-old draft colt—J. W. Nickerson,
Swan vi lie, 1st.
2-year-old draft colt—W.B. Goodwin, Monroe, 1st.
4 vear-old

driving colt—A. H. Hauscom,
Winterport, 1st; 1. G. Reynolds, Brooks,

HEATERSand

2d.

2-year-old driving colt—E. C. West, 1st;
I. F. Gould, Prospect, 2d.
Matched horses—C. R. Brown, Bangor,
1st; C. N. Batchelder, Troy, 2d; Josh.
Crockett, Winterport, 3d.
Family carriage horses—W. B. Goodwin,
Monroe, 1st; A. I. Fellows, Winterport, 2d ;

w

ANNOUNCEMENT,

and Periodicals.

Many will be glad to know that editor John
M. S. Hunter of the Farmington Chronicle
has so far regained his health as to resume
his duties. In announcing his return to the
editorial chair brother Hunter says:
It is needless to say we take up our old
work again with joy and thankfulness in
our heart—and hope that a long time may
elapse ere we are again compelled to take a
similar vacation.

Dr.W. L.West
VETERINARY SURGEON.

Growing

port, 1st.
jersey

cow—w

2 year-old

w

uouu.i,

isb.

Durham heifei—Henry Lane,

Children

1st.

2-year-old Devon heifer—W. W. Dolloff,
1st; F. L. Bickford, 2d.
2- year-old Hereford heifer—C. M. Conant,
1st.

1-year-ohl Durham heifer—E. C. West, 1st.
1- year-old Jersey heifer—F. L. Bickford,
1st: S. A. Thurlough, 2d ; N. L. Littlefield, 3d.

Durham heifer calf—E. C. West, 1st.
Jersey heifer calf—W. L. Littlefield, 1st.
Hereford heifer calf—C. M. Conant. 1st.
Herd of calves (not less than six) Herbert
Black, Searsport, 1st; E. C. West, 2d; F. L.
Bickford, 3d.
Fat cattle—H. Black, 1st; F. Fogg, 2d;
Levi George, Prospect, 3d.
Fat calf—H. Black, 1st.
Fat 1-year-old—F. Fogg, 1st; Lewis Kingsbury, 2d ; James Kimball, 3d.
Fat 2-year-old—D. H. Wing, 1st; J. Kimball, 2d ;1L Black, 3d.
Fat 3 year-old—H. Black, 1st; B. F, Simpson, Dixmont, 2d; D. H. Dodge, Jackson,
3d.
4-year-old oxen—John Gibbs, 1st; H.
Black, 2d.
D. H.
3- year-old steers—H. Black, 1st;
Dodge, 2d; B. F. Simpson, 3d.
J.
2- year ohl steers—G. H. Wing, 1st;
Kimball, 2d; H. Black, 3d.
1-year-old steers—H. Black, 1st; J. Kimball, 2d; Lewis Kingsbury, 3d.
Steer calves—D. Munsey, 1st; H. Black
2d.
Fat Durham, 3-year-old—Henry Lane, 1st
Fat Jersey, 3-year-old—N. L. Littlefield,*
1st; same, 2d.
Fat 2-year-old Jersey—C. M. Conant, 1st;
Fat Durh am, 2-year-old—Henry Lane, 1st;
Jersey, 1-year-old—N. L. Littlefield, 1st;
same, 2d.
Hereford 1-year-old—F. L. Bickford, 1st.
Jersey calf—F. Ricker, Monroe, 1st; W.
W. Dolloff, 2d.
Jersey bull—N. L. Littlefield, 1st: Daniel
Dyer, Winterport, 2d; W. W. Dolloff, 3d.
Holstein bull—W. W. Dolloff, 1st;
Durham bull—Henry Lane, 1st; E. C.
West, 21.
Jersey bull (3 years or under)—N. L. Littlefield, 1st; S. A. Thurlough, 2d; F. L.
Bickford, 3d.
Grade bull—Geo. O. Holmes, 1st; J. D.
Kingsbury, 2d.

■
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T. A. Ritchie, Monroe, 2d.
Driving horses—Ed. Moulton, Unity, 1st;
Sunday morning a strong southwesterly I. A. Drew, 2d D. H. Smith, Winterport,
wind prevailed, increasing in strength as the | 3d.
Heavy draft stallion—W. B. Edminster,
day wore on, and meeting the ebb tide it
1st.
soon created an uncomfortable chop in the
NEAT STOCK.
bay. It was not a day for pleasure sailing,
Herd thoroughbreds—E. C. West, 1st;
but between 1* and 10 a. m- the Edna started
for Islesboro with quite a party ou board. Henry Lane, Frankfort, 2d.
Durham cow—E. C. West, 1st; Henry
She left the mooring under full lower sails,
but anchored off the lower shipyard and Lane, 2d.
Hereford cow—C. M. Conant, Wintertied two reefs in the mainsail and stowed

article from

Reserve,”
Despite the liberal inducements offered
by a government service afloat the number of American sailors seeking enlistment
Naval

average quality.
There was not a cabbage in the hall (and
by the way we have not seen a good cabbage
head this year) and only one pumpkin, but
the show of squashes was very tine.
The table supplies were out in full force

meet all expenses and leave a surplus
with which to make needed improvements
a large and profitable one.
In the earlier on the grounds. All purses and premiums
years of the strawberry industry the prices will be paid in full, as usual. This is one of
were as high as $5 aud $0 a crate.
Now the few societies that can always be depend-

average of twenty-four bushels per
After allowing $200 for seeding,
hai\* sting, threshing and marketing,

an

a
a

Alma the present season 222 car loads of
The berry business is also

bushel, raising they get

cents per

industry

be

to

apple-growing
industry o£ that

there being the largest and best display ever
seen on the grounds.
In the fruit department there was a falling off from last year, but not so much as
was expected.
It has been a hard season
for fruit of all kinds and a large exhibit
was not expected, but there was a creditable
display of apples of good quality. The exhibit of vegetables was also poorer than
usual, but very good for the season. Potatoes are a failure throughout the world but
those on exhibition were of good size and

these melons.

land last year for $80, and who has just marketed from this tract 000 bushels of wheat

seventy-five

At Alma,
Centralia,

years the
Sept. 2nd

and other fruit; and they are telling of a
Kansas farmer who bought forty acres of

at

fertile

has been found

the

on

Hut

successful

only
region.

inter-

some

letter

a

is not tlie

the nutmeg melon.
there in forty-acre

'i in* farmers appear to be having their
ini; ngs this year.
In Illinois they are

re;.lining bonanzas from

belt of Illinois.

miles north of

try again?

not

give

we

esting extracts from

success, and the market for
goo. 1 butter is never overstocked.
Why
en:ei

country.

On another page

that the

creamery in Belfast was
It was shown that there

enough

cows

our

a

unsuccessful.
were

regretted

for the last sixteen

years has given to the railroads at least
fifty millions of dollars in freight re-

1 d<

C

in receipt of rich revenues
earnings in carrying the wheat
here to market.
The Cosmopoli-

soon

weie

knows

13 OAK

$^TCMflOP

diagonally from the Iowa state line on grounds at Monroe, Sept. 14, 15, lb, and
have them?
the Southwest, to near the middle point was, as usual, attended by a large and orderThe show of neat stock was large
Kl’.swoith does not know what to do of the lino separating the two Dakotas. ly crowd.
wit!
Le big freshman class of the high The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul road and the quality of the animals shown was
well up to former years. Horses and colts
!:•■•'!. hut for tht present some of them has three
nearly parallel lines crossing the
were out in good numbers, considering the
will ! uvo to learn their lessons at home,
State from east to west, and intersecting
flu i" not being room at the school.
fact that the interest in horse breeding has
lines connecting these main lines.”
In
1
a
lias had, and is having, a like
been on the decline foi the past few years.
addition other companies own spurs of
>
once.
The fact is we have outSheep were shown in larger numbers than
road of greater or less length.
These usual, and there seemed to be a
good interschool facilities, which really
go wii c
roads were not built to reach existing set- est in this part of the show.
bt h uig to a past age.
tlements, but were extended into tire unPoultry was out in full force this year,
T
n
iiu lined

cfc

^JEWELERS,

Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier.

l

A NOVELTY IN ADVERTISING

CHASE;

Hood’s

the

about

only

YOUR

has

from the Minnesota line to the Mis-

State

Combination Ice Water Set

cn.’ii d
ts T.-ibor-'tory than any other.
lerful < nresi ..cted and n. re testimonials received than by any other.
sales and more increase year by year

More

Sep-

tember that “Two great railway companies operate about 2,500 miles of line in

are

A $60.00

—

whi h makes it

More people

read

Chicago and Northwestern company
two nearly parallel tracks crossing

A horned sea serpent, seventy feet in
was seen near the Azores by the
office is <d the British steamer BenclitY.
st

fit to

in The

M. A. of Y. 1\ C.

length,

The question
i}.out have the

of Uncle Sam’s

one

are not

was

before.

never

passing visit
ships. If they

secure even a

More

It is not many years since the region
known as North and South Dakota

to say nothing of those in attendance
the >. J. Court.
Our loss of Crosby

V.

from

that could be desired and the attendance
was very large.
It was estimated by good
judges that over 20.000 people attended durthe
three
ing
days of the fair, and it is adTown team—H. Black. 1stmitted by all that the fair just closed was
5 ox team—H. Black, 1st.
the largest and best in the history of the soFarm stock—H. Biack, 1st; F. Fogg, 2d; ciety. The usual side shows were to be
F. Ricker, 3d.
found in the Midway. In one we noticed
Dairy cows—F. Fogg, 1st; J. W. Nicker- the five-footed horse, four-footed hen, etc.,
F.
3d.
and
there were merry-go-rounds, shooting
son, 2d;
Ricker,
Dairy cows (not less than three years old) galleries and ball dodgers. In walking
F. Fogg, 1st; F. Ricker, 2d.
about the grounds the absence of any kind
AT
Milch cows—F. Fogg, 1st; F. Ricker, 2d.
OWN PRICE.
of gambling was noticeable, it having been
Stock cows (with stock) R. G. Weymouth, positively prohibited* by the
management.
1st; H. Black, 2d; D. D. Gould, 3d.
For so large a crowd it was the most order3-year-old heifer—F. Ricker, 1st.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
ly assemblage ever seen at the fair, and the
2-year-old heifer—J. W. Nickerson, 1st; Chief of Police, Mr. Tibbetts of Herman, says
W. W. Dolloff, 2d ; Henry Reynolds, 3d.
there was less drunkenness than he had ever
1-year-old heifer—D. D. Gould. 1st; F. seen for so large a gathering. There were no
rows on
the grounds—not one—and the
♦
Fogg, 2d ; M. L. Fogg, 3d.
;
Heifer calf—H. Black, 1st; D. Munsey, President, M. C. Chapmau of Newburg, has
♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
H.
L.
3d.
reason
to
feel
2d;
Leavitt, Newburg,
proud over the success of the
fair.
No liquor was sold outlie grounds, alSEE THE SHOW WINDOWS OF
SHEEP.
there was more than one hundred
Flock grade sheep—E. C. Felker, Monroe, though
or
tents
where refreshments were
1st; D. H. Perkins, Winterport; 2d: J. W. placesand all that was allowed
to be dissold,
Jewett, Jackson, 3d.
was a light beer labelled 1 per cent.
pensed
Flock thoroughbred sheep—Geo. O. HolThe show of cattle was the largest ever
mes, Citypoiut, 1st; I. G. Reynolds, Brooks, seen on these
* BELFAST.-^
grounds, including droves of
2d.
Flock ewe lambs—A. C. Fernald, Dix- Guernseys, Herefords, Durhams and JerThe
exhibit of sheep was very fine.
seys.
mout, 1st.
Hou. I. G. Reynolds of Brooks was a promFat sheep—F
W. Johnson, 1st; J. W.
inent exhibitor in this line. The show of
ABIIV Bookkeeping, etc., thorJewett, 2d.
was
I CnUUnHrn I 9 oughly taught BY MAIL
good and iucluded some
Thoroughbred bucks—I. G. Reynolds, F. poultrybreeds very
which
were much
admired.
or personally
Our system of teaching gives actual
fancy
W. Johnson, J. W. Jewett, A. C. Fernald,
The displays of vegetables and fruit were not
daily experience in every branch of business, including
each a 1st premium.
so large as in other years on account of the
South Dowrn—Geo. O. Holmes, 2d.
Banking. Merchandising. Commission. Insurance. Transporta
wet and generally unfavorable season.
The
tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
We
SWINE.
ladies’ department was above the standard
tram for Practical work and always secure situations for woathy
and their hall looked very nice.
There was
Boar—S. J. Glidden, Freedom, 1st.
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses. Students
enter any day
No vacations
Breeding sow—S. J. Glidden, 1st; F. Cof- a fine display of carpets, rugs and embroidExpenses moderate Don t throw awav time and
W*
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend th*- BEST
fin, Winterport, 2d; F. Ricker, Monroe, 3d. ery. The show of dairy products, butter
a number of students who have left incompetent teachers in disgust
and cheese, was excellent and there was also
Such prig
FOWLS.
tell us that six mouths here is equal to a year in any other school
a good display of preserves, pickles, etc.
Dark brahma—A. J. ivenmston, fcimpson s
The trotting was the main feature, and fast
t0 anT 0De for first information of a vacant \
Corner, 1st.
time was the rule.
It was very dusty, and
P\Af A ry pN
l \ CL W f\ l \ U for a Bookkeeper Stenographer Teach* r
Light Brahma—Geo. O. Holmes, 1st; A. J. unfortunately the water gave'out on the
3d.
E.
which
we successfully fill. Business houses sup;*;
Kenuistor., 2d;
Ramsey,
second day, which made it very uncomfortTelegraph operator
Buff cochin—A. J. Keuniston, 1st.
able; but no one regretted it more than the
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons in rv--v part of
American dominique—A. J. Keuniston,
The next best thing to attending tin- MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS SCHu"!.
managers of the fair, and this will be remeo
1st.
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
If you are uneiup;*-y.
w•:
died before another year comes around.
Beaut.Pd Un:
•end ten two cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand
Games—H. Robinson, Brewer, 1st; Geo. There were no accidents of
any kind except
mentiorHhis
Address
I
paptn CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeepsie Ne
O. Holmes, 2d; Chas. Page, Newburg, 3d.
the breaking down of one carriage, but no
Houdaus—A. J. Keuniston, 1st.
one was hurt.
Langsbaus—A. J. Keuniston, 1st.
n
The track officers were as follows: Judges, Rockland, died Sept. 17th, at his h ,r11•
Brown Leghorn—A. Ramsey, 1st, Geo. O.
Maverick street, aged 71 years. Mr. Y ;:;g
II. B. Grant, Boston; Dr, E. C. Newcomb,
2d.
Holmes,
Newburg; J. II. Stinson, Belfast. Starters, was born in Lincolnville and was the son of
White Leghorn—A. Ramsey, 1st: A. J. Capt. G. I).
ship
Pendleton, Islesboro: E. L. Mr. and Mrs. John Young, lit was
Keuniston, 2d.
carpenter by trade and was an honest ami
Bessey, Brooks.
Barred Ply month Rock—Geo. O. Holmes,
Music was furnished by the Monroe cor- upright man, and his loss will he greatly
mourned.
He leaves three children, Mrs.
1st; D. H. Perkins, 2d.
net Baud, Frank Fairbanks leader.
White Plymouth Rock—A. Ramsey, 1st
John II*'fibs sold his trotter, Abbie A., to Clias. Mars ton and Mrs Josie Barker of
and 2d.
Mr. Bean of Camden, and Frank Berry of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Jennie Yt ang
of Rockland.
Wyaudotts—A. J. Keuniston, 1st ; Geo. O' Rockland bought St. Patrick.
Holmes, 2d.
Mr
Young was a member of the party
White Wyaudotts—A. Ramsey, 1st; same
who left Belfast in lS4d for California in tlie
Obituary.
2d.
Geese—A. J. Keuniston, 1st; same 2d.
bark Win. 0. Alden, and took great interest
William W. Small died Sept.
1 at his
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.*
in the annual reunions of the survivors. IB
Collection of apples—F. Prescott, N ew home in Sandy point. He had reached the was the second of the number to pass away
burg, 1st; W. N. Robertson, Monroe, 2d; great age of 82 years, :> months and lb days, this year, Francis Whitmore having died a
James Bickford, Carmel, 3d.
but was one whose a cheerful, sunny dispo- few
weeks‘previously.
5 varieties fall apples— V. L. Croxford,
East Dixmont, 1st; Beuj. Fish. Winterport, sition made him a welcome addition to any
2d.
company, either old or young. He was the
The Churches.
5 varieties winter apples—E. A. Lawrence,
last survivor of a family of fourteen chilNewburg, 1st ; Mrs. L. M. King, South Etna, dren.
His early home was on Cape JelliMeetings will be held as usual at the Peo2d.
Best 10 specimens—E. A. Lawrence,*lst; : son, Stockton, and his long life had witness- ples’ Mission, f>s High street, t which all !
F. Prescott, 2d.
ed the many changes that have occurred are welcome.
Bellflowers—E. A. Lawrence, 1st; W. N.
in the last seventy-live years.
His memory
Robertson 2d.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
was perfect and his reminiscences and old
R. I. greenings—Mrs. L. M. King, 1st; E.
sermon by the pastor at 10:4~> a. m. : siihUcT.
;
A. Lawrence, 2d.
time auecdotes were a mine of wealth to his Aftermath.
Sunday school at 1 1 m.
Nodhead—R. L. Clement, Winterport, 1st.
friends.
His
musical
ability was wonderful.
Win’s, favorite—R. L. Clement, 1st ; Miss
If a sufficient number wish to go bucks- 1
He had inherited a passion for music from
Helen Nealley, Monroe, 2d.
boards will be provided to take passengers
B. L. greenings—E. A. Lawreuee, 1st; his
father, who was a music teacher, well to the Suud iv school e invention at
SearsBeuj. Fish, 2d.
known in this and surrounding towns, and
Kings—E. A. Lawrence, 1st; Benj. Fish,
mont to-morrow.
this ability lie had carefully cultivated. He
2d.
Rev. H. N. Pringle of E istport preach'd
Baldwius—E. A. Lawrence, 1st; A. L. enjoyed singing the old-time tunes and often
at the North church last Sunday foretm m'
Croxford, 2d.
got his friends to join with him in singing
E.
A.
L.
LawCroxford, 1st;
Spys—A.
them. His voice was a clear tenor, one rich and delivered a lecture on “The F Ttunate
rence, 2d.
Black oxford—L. P. Tootliaker, Dixmont, m quality. He was familiar figure on our Spectator" in the evening. He based his
1st; James Bickford, 2d.
streets and was loved by all. He was cheer- discourse on tlie story of Zaccheus.
Wine apple—E. A. Lawrence, 1st.
Rev. Henry Blodgett, 1). 1) of Bucks p rt,
Crab apples—Benj. Fish, 1st; J. W. Ad- ful, jolly aud happy, and from him we always looked for a pleasant word.
dliugton, 2d.
He was former missionary to China, will preach at
Pears—B. G. Snow, Newburg, 1st; Lev- an
upright, honest man; a kind neighbor, a tlie North church next Sunday forenoon.
Rich, Jackson, 2d.
faithful
friend, and his memory will live as The monthly consectation of the C. E. SoMrs.
Cranberries—W. T. Jones, 1st;
F. W.
long as his friends. He leaves a widow, ciety will be held at «>.lo, and the pastor will
Ritchie, 2d.
lecture in the evening. The weekly ThursGrapes—W. F. Leavitt, Newburg, 1st.
one son, W. A. Small, with whom lit* made
Tomatoes—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; H. F. Lea
his home, and a daughter, Mrs. Matilda day evening prayer meeting will be omitted
vitt, 2p.
Heath of Verona; also several grandchil- this week.
Wheat—James Bickford, 1st.
Oats—B. F. Harding, Troy, 1st; D. Libby, dren, to whom he was much attached. His
Services at the Universalist church next
Winteiport, 2d.
funeral occurred Sept. 5tli and was largely Sunday will l»e as follows; Morning worship
Barley—James Bickford, 1st.
attended. Remarks befitting the occasion with sermon at 10.45, followed by Sunday
Corn \S rowed)—Jeff. Nealley, 1st; TV. F.
were made by Mr. Fisher,
Leavitt, 2d.
pastor of the school. Young people’s monthly consecraCorn (12 rowed)—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; H.
church. The singing of his favorite tion meeting at <>.15 in the vestry, led by
Cong’l
F. Leavitt, 2d.
hymns was by a quartette. The interment Miss Ethel Barr; topic, “Lessons from the
Peas—B. G. Snow, 1st; E. B. Gould, Dixmont, 2d.
was in the family lot at Mt. Recluse,
Life of John Murray." Teachers’ meeting
[j.g f.
G.
J.
W.
AdWhite beans—B.
Snow, 1st;
with the pastor every Wednesday evening
2d.
dlington,
until further notice.
V. E. beans—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; A. W.
Died in Thorndike, Sept. 10th, of consumpHardy, 2d.
tion Mae I)., wife of Fred Rich,
The annual conventions ot the Maine
D.
Swau'■>'2
Nickerson,
Early potatoes—T.
aged
ville, 1st; W. F. Leavitt, 2d.
She was the Universalist Sunday Schools and Y. 1*. U
years, 2 months and Id days.
B.
1st.
White potatoes—W.
Goodwin,
only child of Mr. and Mrs. Benj. A. Goweu, U. will be hebl at Skowhegan. < totohrr 5, *'•
Colored potatoes—S. A. Tliurlough, 1st;
formerly of Freedom blit now of Thorndike. and 7. Tile programs arc now being preW. F. Leavitt, 2d.
Rutabaga turnips—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; A. Mrs. Rich had been in failing health for the pared and with the invitation of the skowW. Hardy, 2d.
past year or more, but was able to drive out liegau friends will soon be published. A;
Strap leaf turnips—M. S. Leavitt, 1st; B. on warm
pleasant days through the summer, interested in these departments of- work
G. Snow, 2 1,
Cattle beets—A. W. Hardy, 1st; W. F. and it was hoped by her many friends that should prepare to make the coming ■ nvt-nLeavitt, 2d.
she would soon regain her usual health.
tions interesting, instructive and help;' i.
Table beets—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; W. B.
But as the season advanced she failed more The railroads wll give the usual redi.«-,;
Goodwin, 2d.
Onions—W. T. Jones, 1st; E. C. Dow, 2d.
rapidly,and although everything that loving rates. Sunday schools which have n o sent
Hubbard squash—M, S. Leavitt, 1st; \V.
hearts and hands could do was done, their reports or quotas to the sei-n-tarv are
F. Leavitt, 2d.
Turban squash—M. S. Leavitt, 1st; W. F. and she had the aid of the best physicians, requested to attend to those matters v»-r\
all their efforts were futile and she passed soon.
Leavitt, 2d
Boston marrow squash— W. F. Leavitt,
on to the higher life.
Mrs. Rich was one of
Services at the Methodist Episc .p il
h
1st; G. H. Fisher, 2d.
RAOI ATO R S
Marblehead squash—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; Thorndike’s most lovely and amiable young next Sunday will be as follows. Si-nion bv
HOT WATER OR STEAM
M. S. Leavitt, 2d.
women, a favorite with all,and one who had
the pastor at lu 45 a. n:. ; Sunday soho.- at
Exhibit bf Bees—W. T. Jones, Hampden, many warm friends, both in her
FOR ECONOMY-EFFICIENCY-CtlRA3IUT
BEST
place of 12 m.; meeting of Junior League at 4 5op. no.2d.
1st; same,
s.'nU f.-.r h aII
}'.
1!
t.
residence and her native town,and those who
meeting of Epworth League at <• «.A-L.<*k
Honey—W. T. Jones, 1st; C. F. Cowan,
CURSEV HEATER MFC CO
knew her best loved her most. She leaves leader, F. P.
2d.
163 franklin Struct, corner Jongreas, Boston. Mase
Blodgett; topi--, Christ's Beto mourn her absence a husband, father,
Creamery butter—D. Dyer, 1st.
trayal, Crucifixion and Resurrection, 1 Cor.
Dairy butter—Levi Rich, 1st; Miss Nettie mother and more distant
relatives, with 11:23, Gal. 2:20, Rom. S;;»4, 1 Cor. 15; L>
Littlefield, Prospect, 2d.
Dairy Cheese—G. H. Clement, 1st; S. E. many friends, who deeply sympathize with Song and prayer service at 7. The weekly
the bereaved family in this,their great atliic- services are as follows:
Littlefield, 2d.
Tuesday evening,
Factory cheese—G. M. Whitcomb, New- tion. The funeral services were held at her at
7.45, lecture by the Hon. W. W. Stetson,
1st.
burg,
late home Sept. 21st, Rev. David Brackett State Superintendent of Schools;
THE RACES.
Thursday
officiating. The floral offerings were many evening, at 7.15, class meetings. The fol2.22 class. Purse, $200.
Bill P., Ch. m., F. H. Berrv, Rockland...4 1 1 1 and beautiful. The interment was in Freelowing music will be given next Sunday;
St. Patrick, Ch. G., W. W. Woodman... .3 4 4 4
dom cemetery.
Morning—Anthem, “Hark, Hark, My Soul,"
Duad, Ch. S., G. B. Ingraham, Rockport.5 2 2 2
Haroldson, B. S., L. L. Gentner, Belfast..2 5 3 3
Havens, quartette, trio, “Thou Art, O God,"
Camille, B. M.f W. A. Deering, Orland.. .13 5 5
Fred B. F. Young, a well known citizen of Brown. Evening—Chorus, Dens Miserateur,
Time, 2 26; 2.21 1-4; 2.21 3 4; 2.17 14.
Dunks.
2.40 class. Purse, $100
Services at the Baptist church next Sun- ( iraduate and Medalist Ontario Veteri
Silvia, G. M., C. R. Wellington, Albion-2 2 2
Blue Widces,
Gould, Prospect....1 1 1
day will he as usual. The subject of the
ary College,
Fred Miller. B.G..F. Alexander, Belfast....3 5 3
Abbie A., B.M., J. W. Hobbs, Winterport.. .5 4 5
morning sermon by the pastor will be “An Wishes toamiciiuiv t-- tin*
Belt i*
Christie Pachen, B.G.,L.T. Nash,Unity...4 3 4
Epitome of Christian Conduct" Eph. 4 ;-2. i vicinity that lie has opened an •*!>, c i;,
Time, 2.21 1-4; 2.30 1-2; 2.31 1 2.
The
will
be
sermon
on
“The
Value
evening
2.19 class. Purse, $275.
of the Belfast Liven Co.. uel is prepared u
of a True Man." 2 Sam. lv >. Nearly all all diseases of tin* d<.me<:a-at.-i animals
Luckv Strike, B. G., F. H. Berry, Rockland.1 3 3 3
the members of the chorus have returned soientilie and humane prim i> lt>*
Becker, B. G.,G. A. Bailev, Belfast-4 4 4 4
after their vacation and it is expected that
Erling, B. G.,C. R. Wellington. Albion..3 1 1 1
Duad, Ch. S., G. B. Ingraham, Rockport.2 2 2 2
there will be a full attendance Sunday evenOne-third of all the children
Time, 2.20 1-4; 2.21; 2.21 1 1; 2 21.

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than in any other preparation.
More kill is required, more care taken, more
expense incurred in its manufacture.
It costs the proprietor and the dealer
More hut It costs the consumer less, as he
gets more doses for las money.
More curative power is secured by its peculiar
combination, proportion an1 process,

now

Belfast has been full this week—full of

on

in every accessible port as often as practicable.
Now it requires a great deal of
“influence” to

Trained steers—D. Munsey, 1st ; Henry
Lane, 2d; J. Kimball, 3d.
Matched oxen—H. Black, 1st; D. Paul, 2d;
L. Kingsbury, 3d.

own.” This

no

ly sent to waters where they may be seen
by seafaring men who might be tempted
to enlist. They are kept for the most part
at Newport and other places where sumor where their
mer idlers congregate,”
officers can enjoy the gaieties of the large
The people
cities.
This is not right.
who pay for these ships, and for their
maintenance, should have an opportunity
of seeing them, and they should be shown

sometimes pretty.

are

our

doubt true, and that it is true we
believe is largely the fault of the powers
that be. The government vessels are rare-
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Republican

supply equal to

maritime
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2.32 class. Purse, $150.
Geo. H., B. G., F. Bowden, Monroe. ...3
Gilbert C., W. S. Reynolds, Brooks.. 2
5
Hector, Ch. G., Frank Jackson. Belfast
Aaron, Ro. G., W. A. Deering. Orland .7
Miss Day Dawn, B. M., I. F. Grant, Frank4
fort.
Von Hilbourn, B. G., H. L.Turner, Libertv.6
Lillie Wilkes, Bro. M., F. H. Beriy. Rockland.1
John L., 11. G., ,J. W. Leathers, E Exeter. .8
Stephen, G. G., G. B. Ingraham, W. Rock-

port.9
Time, 2.27 1-2; 2.29 1-4; 2.29 1-2.
3 minute class. Purse, $100.
Robin Bird, B. G., N. W. Weston, Skowliegan.... .l
Jenny F., B'k. M., Henry Davis, Old Town.4
Conneedraw, G. G., H. E. Haley, Monroe.. .2
Rocket, Bro. G., C. H. Reynolds, Brooks...3
.5
Hopeful, B. G., Chris Toole, Bangor
Ketchup, 111. M., E. R. Leach, E. Newpoi 1....8
Frank B., Ro. G., W. W. Blazo, Belfast... 6
Mollie R., Ch. M., Bay View Farm Belfast..7
Time, 2.32 3 4; 2.34; 2.37.
2.28 class. Purse, $175.
Maud Pitcher, B. M., L. L. Gentner, Belfast.4 5
Lillie Wilkes, Br. M., F. H. Berry, Rock...

2

4

7

2

0

7
6

3
8
5

3
5

1

1

4dis

they
cold,

dr

1
3

2

6

3
5

2
7

4

dr
4 7
5 6

8

4

4

3

2

3
land .3
Silver Spray, Ch. S., Bay View Farm Belfast. .5 4 5 5
Duster, B. M., F. G. White, Belfast.1 2 2 3
Erling, B. G., C. R. Wellington. Albion .2111
Time, 2.22 1-4; 2.2112; 2.22 3 4; 2.23 1-2.

Wagon race. Purse $25.
Newport Girl, B. M., C. F. Miller, N. New-

port.3

Ned H., B. G., I. V. Ricker, Monroe.4
Little Chick, B. M., H. B. Smalley, Belfast.1
Dandy Pet, B. S., E. Moulton, Unity.2
Time, 2.56 1-2; 2.511-2; 2.52 1-2.
2.37 class. Purse, $125.
Rocket, Bro. G.,C, H. Reynolds, Brooks....4
Blue Wilkes, B, S., I. T. Gould, Prospect.. 1
Aeolas, Blk. G., Henry Davis, Old Town —2
Normandie, Blk, M., C. H. Wellington, Al-

3

3

dr|
1

2

4

1
2

1
2

1
4
2

bion.3 3 3
Time, 2.31; 2.30 1 4; 2.29 3-4.

[Reported by Henry

R.

die before they are five years
d. Most of them die of some
wasting disease. They grow
very slowly; keep thin in flesh;
are fretful; food does not do
them much good. You can't
say they have any disease, yet
o

Dawson.J

The annual fair of the Waldo aud Penobscot

Agricultural Soc’ty opened on tlieir grounds
in Monroe Sept. 14th. The w eather was all

never

prosper.

A

slight

stomach and
bowel trouble takes them away
easily.
SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cod-liver Oil with Hypophosphites is just the remedy for
growing children. It makes
hard flesh; sound flesh; not
It makes
soft, flabby fat.
strong bones, healthy nerves.
It changes poor children to
children rich in prosperity.
or

some

Book about it free for the asking.
No substitute for Scott’s Emulsion will do for the children what we
know Scott’s Emulsion will do. Get
the

genuine.

For sale by all druggists

$1.00.

SCOTT &

PILES!

at

50c. and

BOWNE, New Yerk.

PILES!

PILES!

ing.

The

music will be

as

follows;

Morn-

Jesus’

Sacred

ing—Anthem, Come, Said

Providence Fur Compau

Voice, Holden ; Selection, Softly and Tenderly Jesus is Calling, Murray. FveningCliorus, The Loving Father Spcaket 1:, Macs
Duet, Forever with the Lord; Gounod, Mrs.
Howes and Mr. Pitcher.
A

rong. vgation

that

overflowing greeted

tilled

Rev. F. A.

the

house

Gilmor*

4i> Wcstniinstfr
Wants
Sc*, era
selec i.

A c
a

c

Sh |'i
Write for Lit.

tame.

Providence, !»

>t

kinds <,l K.i\\
Lull pi
a

u*

Tan*

na

-a

juice

!■' 11

S,,i ■•*.
a ut«
iinuacl a
r11;-},.•
l!"| os,
l.u
i'i'.u-

ua

~.

ua

u u,.*

to

>r.

to
on

his re-appearance in his old place in the pui]*it of the Unitarian church Sunday morn-

;

j

ing. The crime of Cain was the topic discussed, ami the speaker, in graphic and
vivid language, illustrated how Cain's misdeed, in the consequences it entailed upon
the offender, stood as the perfect type of the |
consequences of all sin in its re-action upon
the wrong-doer. The sermon was a very
able one in its clear and forcible perception
and application of the lessons t«» be deduced
from the text, ami in its exercise of Mr. Gilmore’s rare gifts of language, illustration
and faculty of simplifying and arranging
facts and principles so as to convey a moral
or spiritual truth to the minds of his hearers
The sermon
in clear ami vivid impression.
demonstrated that Mr. Gilmore has ripened
in ability and experience during the period
since he was here, and that both in fore** of
delivery, and the resources of wider study
and experience, he is stronger ami better
equipped for usefulness than ever. In the
evening he gave a lecture on Am lent Peru,
illustrated by views, which was very protitable and interesting. [Presque Isle Star
Herald.

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
ahsorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. W illiams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothJ. C. Durham
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug- I
gists, sent by mail, for 60c. and SI.00 per box. ! for egg cases to
Ohio.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,
Monday.
For sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

all
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BELFAST.

J

Dyer will lecture at the
Monday evening, Oct. 18th.

s

*he Universalist parish will
supper with entertainment in
!

Thursday, Sept. 30tli.

Admis-

Veteran Charitable Associad its annual meeting at their
rmere Park, Unity, Oct. 5th, at

[R.

m.

Berry,

M.

Sec.

of Seaside ChautauMrs. C. A. Hubbard,

meeting
i be witli

Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters
presented Mrs. Sarah Condon with a large
and handsome cake Sept. 21st, her 87th birthday. The Circle will meet with Mrs. Sumner
Bridges next Monday.
The police were called to a house on the
East Side Monday night, to quell a disturbance.
They found oue man and one woman
there, both very drunk, but the others had
decamped. In the Police Court next, day the
woman was sentenced to 90 days in
jail,
being au old offender, and the man was
given 80 days and lined §8. Both went to

jail.

The Martins.
The Martin family had
Monday, Sept. 27th, at 2
their reunion Sept. 2d at The Outlook, the
are requested to be pressummer home of Capt. 1). S. Martin, Lake
City, Camden, and enjoyed a very pleasant
timed letters remaining at the
day A system of investigation of the famoffice for the week ending Sept.
ily history was adopted and certain memMrs. Gertwood Kuowlton, Mrs.
bers were asked to
et.

'•v

tiers

n,

mher.

Gentlemen—Mr. W

S. !

Stetson, State Superinten''»s, will deliver his interesting

Mb
k1

lecture

‘‘Home Life” in
list Episcopal church Tuesday
Sept. 28th.
ve

on

Mills

and Union District
have a picnic and clam
.rs Island bar next Saturday. The
'dig" by hay ricks or such other
hey choose.

is

ns

‘•»ds will

trace
out different
branches and to report at the next meeting.
It was voted to meet with John Lovett of
Lincolnville next year. The following officers were elected: John Lovett, president;
Albert Young, Richard Martin, Charles D.

James T. Carney
knife with intent to kill and
,it upon

of

tt
mis

year's
all

«•'

a

s

quantity of
mer-

barrels which

perfectly

are

sewer

sound.

Congress

on

last

sent

perfect

crop in

lie has

B-n.

•mi

Bockport

Belfast

in

street

tics week, weather perinitFarrow, engineer of the work,
B from Aim. 4th to
Sept. 11th,
'St but one day and a half on
weather.
i

<

iggs of Amesbury, Mass., who
Belfast and vicinity, distinthe Monroe fair. Mountlie overtook and stopped a j
•ned runaway horse ou the
ist outside of M >nroe vil)

'••

at

>

•r

th

n.iies.

,l

a

t

1

6.

B.

t

Damariscotta
load of cedar
this is

small

a

the jou*
Jiat lumber is
Bike. At Damariseotta it is to
imiension stuff for boat building
1

taken to

-e

lots

Alaska, where the

brother who is

a

a

boat

interested in sports in this
ved a letter from Chris. Toole

man

iskiug if there is any building
play polo in and inquiring

in
as

prospect would be of Waterup a team into a league to be

ng

Bangor, Waterville, Skowbegan

<"t.

be known as the Eastern
Waterville Mail,
iieve that Belfast wants any

to

■

■

u

•-■

Belfast, who is visitMiss Ferguson’s millinery
;

mst

Mr.

uf

week and asked to

see

Beau, stating that he al-

hats of them when in Belmembers of the late hat firm
! many years and Miss Fera millinery store in their old
Issl, our former fellow citizen
<s

■

not

s

kept posted

on

matters

secretary.

Liquor Seizures. State Constable J. II.
Mears made two liquor seizures in Brooks
last week. Tuesday he took 3 barrels, each
containing 10 dozen bottles of lager, at the
depot, and Friday he seized a similar amount

and

was

I.arrabee of Monroe reeent"V "I Belfast to recover 810 for
„■■■.[ to have been destroyed in
g the election celebration last
-i.
claims that a young man
with the

tst

carriage

and

broke

before she could get it home
as fuel for a political bonfire.
is
heard in the Police Court
:i:
judgement for the city.
■>'

'•

the

:
r

plaintiff.

City Solicitor

the defendant.

policemen were the uncona little excitement on the
•
Friday evening. The two oft iking their annual vacation and
Deer Isle, making as much of
n

,»e

f

possible ou their bicycles,
wet roads they came from the
'■> Belfast
by rail and on arriving
as

duced

themselves to Policeman
i got permission to stand their
the lock-up wnile they took a
ct the town.
When the people on
saw Jipson go to the lock-up with
and two wheels the rumor rapidly
at the police had captured two
'eves and the officers both of Belli* >ston were kept busy for some
tming matters to the many inThe visitors took the steamer next
•r the East.
Notes. The steamer Rockland
:rawn last Saturday from the Beliirookliu route by the Boston &
chartered by Capt. Oscar
run during rthe winter ou the
■i
line” between Rockland
and
Capt. Crockett has been ou the
Katherine of the Rockland and
Capt. Abbott and his officers
f the Rockland will return home
i<\ except engineer Samuel Cobb
m Juhn Maddocks, who will rethe boat. The Rockland lias done
isiness this season aud it is probthe line will be continued next
".■I also that other eastern connecthe Boston boats will be made
The steamer C. P. Conners made
*|*s the past week from Castine to
t«»
tiring summer visitors to take the
r
their city homes-The little
Anodyne was in port last Thursday
f her regular cruises in the interest
Johnson & Co.’s remedies. Capt.
had a number cf ladies with him on
He was bound east-The BosI-.
Baugor steamers will enter upon their
oient of four trips per week next
The City of Bangor will arrive
B ston Tuesdays and Fridays, and the
ot Wednesdays and Saturdays. The
r
will leave for Boston Wednesdays
aud is

1

Saturdays;

the Penobscot, Mondays and
'■lays. Steamers will leave Bangor at
Belfast at 2 30 p. m-On her Sattrip from Portland steamer Salacia
oi direct to
Boothbay Harbor, thence
klaud and Camden, returning from
n on
Monday and calling at same

Codings.

bound

over

to

tluj S. J. Court. The

liquors have been libeled and hearings have

at 2 p.m. A full
there is business of importance.
Lost
Last week a Royal Arch
white
onyx keystone in plain gold
mounting, with
a Short piece of
gold chain attached, was
lost in this city. The finder will
be rewarded on leaving it with Mr.
Keating at the
office.
post

The cases of Webster Perkins vs. Freemont
C. Pendleton and D others, and Chas. E.
McNeil vs. the same defendants, were opened to the jury yesterday morning and will
The
probably continue through to-day.
plaintiffs claim that the defendants,members
of the National Granite Cutters’ Union,
by
intimidation and other uulawful means,
prevailed upon the Mt. Waldo Granite Co.
to

§3,503;

5215.

net’

discharge

plaintiffs from employment,
and suit is brought to recover tor time so
lost. Oillin of Bangor and Dunton for plaintiffs. Fogler of Rocklaud and Thompson

The official report shows the
gross earnings of the Georges Valley railroad for the
to
have been 510,(142;
past year
operating expensss, 50,8(1:1; total income, §3,779; interest
aud other deductions,

the

for defendants.

income

Probate and Insolvency Courts.

Accidents. Rev. L. M.
Burringtou cut
his left thumb
completely off while cutting
wood Monday. The member could
not be
replaced... .One of the Italians employed on
the sewers cut his left wrist
quite badly last
Friday on the sharp edge of a piece of rock.

ollowing is au abstract of the business in
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for Waldo County, September term, 1897:
Estate of Nathaniel Hall, Montville, first
and final account of executor presented.
Estate of John M. Wellington, Liberty,
first account of administrator presented.
Estate of Henry H. Cook, Liberty, first account of administrator presented; warrant
in insolvency issued.
Estate of James Page, Jackson, petition
for allowance presented ; inventory returned.
Estate of Gorham Clough. Unity, will preH

"Dodge's Trip to New York." The
Heusliaw-Tenbroeck Company, booked for the
Belfast Opera House
Wednesday

evening,

sented.

Estate of Isaac H and Ethelynd B. Havener, Searsport, petition for license to sell real
estate presented.
Estate of Sarah W. Newell, Searsmont,
petition for license to sell real estate presented ; letters testamentary issued to Enoch
Appleyard, East Braintree, Mass.; first and

boards. John E. Heusliaw, who heads the
company, is known all over the country as
a gifted and versatile
comedian, and others
ill the company are George
Ben F.

Some People we Know and we will
Profit by Hearing About Them.
This is

this season, aud it will be a treat for the
lovers of fun and good music. Prices will
be the same, as usual, and seats
may be sc(Mired in time, as the sale is now in
progress
at the City Drug Store.
North Belfast.* Mr. H. O.

Worthley

of

lett

j
1

I

administrator.
Estate of Charles L. Wardwell, Winterpetition presented for appointment of
James Wardwell, administrator.
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe, letters of
administration issued to Lizzie M. Ellis.
Estate of Horatio N. Woodcock, Searsmont, letters of administration issued to
Horatio N. Woodcock, Jr.
Estate of Milton I. Whitcomb, Islesboro,
representation of insolvency filed and warrant in
insolvency issued; inventory returned.
Estate of Mary E. Southworth, Belfast,
order of distribution issued.
Estate of Hannah B. Kuowlton, Liberty,
hearing ordered on petition for appointment
port,

You

street

yesterday afternoon.

Sunday Excursion, ltie steamer Castiue
started Sunday morning for an excursion to
Somes’ Sound, with nearly a hundred pasboard.
After passing Turtle
sengers on
Head the sea was decidedly rough, and as
the wind kept increasing it was decided not
to attempt the passage from Naskeag Point
to Bass Harbor Head, and the steamer was
put into Brooklin. Here the members of
party landed and each employed the time as
he thought best. A party of 20 went to
the Hotel Dority fgr dinner.
Although the

New

Advertisements.

Burkett announces a grand opening of ladies5 fall and
winter garments for to-morrow, Friday, (one
day only) when Mr, George L. Knight,
representative of the largest cloak ho ise
iu America, will exhibit an elegant assortment
of
capes,
jackets, Russian
blouse jackets, etc. Special measurements
will be
taken
for customers desiring
a garment.
Do not miss this opportunity.
Burkett will also open on this occasion a
tine line of novelty dress patterns, no two

Mathews.
Estate of Francis Whitmore, Belfast, will
approved, letters testamentary issued to
Sarah M. Whitmore.
Estate of Benjamin Libby, Belfast, letters
of administration issued to Mary A. Libby.
Estate of Eden. Arthur and Bessie. Clark,
minors, Belfast, resignation of Willey A.
Doe, guardian, accepted.
Estate of William Chase, Winterport,
first
and final account of administrator
allowed.
Estate
Sarah E. Doe, Burnham, certificate- of sale of real estate filed.
Estate of Levi Staples, Stockton Springs,
certificate of saie of real estate tiled.
Estate of Linda and Gertrude M. Parsons,
Stockton Springs, certificate of sale of real

asked to

are

...OF1..,

investigate it,

Asked to believe a citizen’s word,
To confirm a citizen’s statement.

Any article that is endorsed at home,
That obtains resident advocates.
Is more worthy of confidence
Than a far off foreign article.
Testified to by unknown people.
Mr. Benjamin Robinson of (5 Waldo avenue,
corner of Bridge street, says:
‘-I caught cold and
it settled in_my back and laid uie
up for several
weeks. The sharp pains were so severe at times
that I could not straighten up and
finally I sent
for a doctor. He said l had kidney
and

hour from the time the order was
who enjoyed her hospitality
their praises of the house and
its management. Leaving Brooklin the party
made a short stay at North Deer Isle and
another at the new summer resort, Eggchalf

an

Little Deer Isle, arriving home
Notwithstanding the rough
sea but very few of the excursionists were
seasick and all were well pleased with the
trip, but hope before cold weather sets iu to
make the full trip to Somes’ Sound and see
the bold scenery of that locality.
at

ou

»'..30 p.

m.

Shipping Items. Sch. P. M. Bonney arrived last Thursday with dry fish from Carver’s Harbor....Sch. Willie L. Newton was
taken on the marine railway last Thursday
for recalking.
Her rate is to be extended
A1 for 5 years-Sch. Charles E. Raymond
arrived last Thursday, light, from Islesboro.
She is to receive a new rail and other repairs-Sch. Maria Webster took a large
cargo of casks to Rockland last Saturday....
The steam whaler Navarch, recently lost
in the Arctic sea, was built in Bath by the
New England Shipbuilding Co., in 1892, for

Capt. Lewis and others of New Bedford.
The Alaskan steamer Portland, recently
docked at Seattle, was also built at Bath, in
1885, for use during a Haytien revolt, and
was christened the Haytien
Republic. The
Haytiens did not pay for her, and she went
out to

the Pacific coast, where she

was

final-

ly seized by the government for smuggling
opium and sold at marshal’s sale. She has
since been engaged in the Alaska trade_
Sch. Miautonomah arrived Sunday noon in
hours from Boston. She had corn and
Hour for L. T. Shales & Co....Sch. Geo. B.
Ferguson arrived Sunday with staves from
Bangor for Eddyville-Sch. Volant loaded
casks at Lane’s wharf Monday for Rockland.
:Carleton, Norwood & Co. of Rockport
have sold the bark J. H. Bowers to Boston

11*

...

parties. Capt.
Magune of Rockport
will retain command.Lord is making a
new foresail for sch. Chas. E Raymond and
Libby is making a set of hay covers for the
Odell.
Frank

The New Train Arrangements.
The
winter time table of the Maine Central has
been made up, but at this writing had not
been published. We received Tuesday from
Col. Booth by the following letter relative
to the arrangements for Belfast and which
should be very satisfactory:
Dear Sir:
I take great pleasure in informing you that you are to have the best
train arrangement this winter for Belfast
that you have ever had. B'or instance, trains
will leave Belfast at 7.15 a. in., 1 05 p. m. and
3 45 p. m., the first morning train, of course,
connecting at Burnham for Portland and
Boston as usual, while the train at 1.05 p.
m., you will note, not only connects at Burnham with the “Flying Yankee” for Portland
and Boston, but will also connect at Burnham with the “Provincial Express,” which
this season we are going to let run all winter, and will thus enable passengers from
Belfast to reach Bangor at 3 25 p. m., making
connections for Houlton, Caribou, St. John,
St Stephen, Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, etc.
Trains will arrive in Belfast at 10.05 a. m
12.40 p. m. and 6.20 p. in., the first morning
train bringing, of course, passengers from
Bangor and Waterville, while the second
train, as you will discover, does not leave
Burnham until arrival of the morning train
from Portland leaving at 7 00 a. in., and the
evening train, of course, brings Bangor,
Portland and Boston passengers as usual.
The new connections, then, must be very
gratifying to your people.
Yours verv truly,
F. E. Boothby, G. P. & T. A.

other presents you can find them at 21 Main
street-See cnt of the ladies’ walking boot
B. C. Dinsmore is offering for 32 50, and
read what is said of it. ...The attention of
pensioners is directed to the card of L. C.

son’s

drug store.

I used them

back has not troubled
worked

directed and my
since. I have always

me

as

trade, blacksmithing, shoeing and
general repairing, and it is very wearing on the
kidneys. In the future, owing to the nature of
my work, or perhaps from a cold, kidney trouble
may again come on. I now know that Doan’s
Kidney Pills will check it. I will tell my friends
what they did for me whenever an opportunity
at

Morse, Esq., pension attorney.

He will be
in Belfast Oct. 11th and the morning of the
12tb... .Chase A Doak, jewelers,have a specweek and, also call attlieir show windows.

ial announcement this
tention

to

Supreme
CHIEF JUSTICE

Judicial
PETERS

Court.
PRESIDING.

September term of Supreme Judicial
Court was opened in this city Tuesday morning by Chief Justice Peters. Heretofore the
The

of court in Waldo county have been
held in January, April and October, but the
Legislature last winter changed the date of
the last term of the year from October to
September. The official term of Chief Justice Peters expired Sept. 19th, and Governor
Powers reappointed him to the position. The
Governor and Council met in Augusta Monday afternoon and confirmed the appoint-

terms

my

To the Farmers
Of Waldo

County.

ment, and Councillors Elmer P. Spofford of
Deer Isle and Henry W. Mayo of Hampden
came to Belfast Tuesday morning and administered the oath of office in season for the
Chief Justice to open Court here at the usual
hour. Following is the list of officers, jurors,
etc., in attendance :
Justice presiding, John A. Peters, Bangor.
Stenographer, Reuel Smith, Bangor
Clerk, Tileston Wadliu, Belfast.
County Attorney, Ellery Bowden. Winterport.
Sheriff, S. G. Norton, Belfast.

Deputy Sheriffs, Isaac Leathers, Brooks,
crier; M. G. Norton, Belfast, messenger; F.
W. Carleton, Winterport; F. N. Vose, Thorndike; Geo. B. Ordvvay, Swanville.
The Grand Jurors for the coming court
and the Traverse Jurors for the present
are as follows:
Grand Jury.
Ivory II. Harmon, foreman, Belfast; L. C. Jones, clerk, Brooks;
Watson Blaisdell, Burnham; F. H. Brown,
Jackson; C. E. Carr, Palermo; Harry Connor, Unity; II. M. Chase, Swauville; Albine
H. Curtis, Winterport; Leslie C. Dean,
Northport; W. S. Foss, Belmont; Samuel
M. Grant, Stockton Springs; Edwaril L.
Meritbew, Searsport: Dennis .1 Moody,
Monroe; Allen S. Hollins, Troy; Joseph E.
Thomas, Lincolnville; Willard M. Whitcomb, Isles boro; Llewellyn Wood, Belfast;
Wilbert S. York, Frankfort.
H. Fisher,
First Traverse Jury. G.
foreman, Winterport; O. S. Adams, Searsmont; John T. Averill, Frankfort; James H.
Bartlett, Moutville; Henry J. Cliaples, Belfast; N. E. Clary, Waldo; Henry A. Conant-,

year
term

Monroe; Mauley Ellingwood, Winterport;
Luther C. Farnsworth, lslesburo; Clifford
N. Fletcher, Stockton Springs; David L.
Hawes, Prospect: J. II. Sparrow, Knox.
Second Traverse Jury. E. M. Jones,
foreman, Unity; Riley M. Jackson, Morrill;
Frank Johnson, Freedom; Henry Leman,
Palermo; Frank W. Limeburner, Belfast;
Robert D. MeOobb, Lincolnville; William
C. Pendleton, Searsport; Willis Philbriek,
Thorndike; Alpheus Hoberts, Brooks;(bias.
E. Robertson, Searsport; E. A. Robertsou,
Swauville; Claburn L. Stickney, Liberty.
Supernumerary, James A. Wilson, Bel-

fast.
Charles M. Craig of Belfast and Joseph E.
Heal'd of Northport were excused the first

day.
Prayer was offered at the opening
by Rev. J, M, Leighton of Belfast..

of

Court

INSOLVENCY

Mr. Geo.

COURT.

Colby Nickerson, Belfast, discharge granted, certificate issued.
Estate of James A. Curtis,' Belfast, discharge granted, certificate issued.
Estate of Edmund A. Hussey, Unity, first

meeting of creditors held, John R. Duuton

appointed assignee.

Estate of Wendell S. Reynolds, Brooks,
first meeting held, John R. Dunton appointed assignee.
Estate of Wellington R. Boodv, Brooks,
first meeting held, L. D. Jones, Jr., appointed assignee.
Estate of Joseph A Roberts, Brooks, first
meeting held, L. D. Jones, Jr., appointed

SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS will be taken for
customers desiring a garment.
An opportunity like this
rarely occurs. Remember the largest Dry Goods Houses of
New Yo.k and Boston purchase fiom this tirm. Whv not
buy of us and SAVE a big profit ?

We shall also open

-^Novelty Dress Goods Patterns,
No two alike, every customer controls
the pattern she may select.

Boot.1

B. C.

all are CORDIALLY INVITED 10 BE
PRESENT ON FRIDAY, SEPT. 24th.

Odd Fellows Block.
*

Vr

If you are looking for wedding presents,
presents of any kind.^^^

or

We made

early trip
already received

have

Belfast.

Beltnst opera House,

Wednesday,

Sept.

2oth,

APPEARANCE OF THE FAMOUS

In the latest

Mark Wood & Son recently sold a large
monument of
variegated Vermont
marble for the lot of George W. Crockett in

\ear

and

advance orders of

styles and decoration.

CARLE & JONES,

With

he greatest
Comediennes ever
Scats

non-

I

"a

,>n

i:,'

vast

of Comedians and

seen

in Belfast,

Or ay Store.

i

Z3

L

A

KNOWLTON, President

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

July 21,

Eel). 2', ISIM.

$00,052,00
July 11,1 $05.
jll 23,ttS5.5S

ISIM.

$50,IS0.20
Dec. 10,1 $05.
$lflO.S3S.17.

Dec.

lsoi.

_

,

_

—

1^oC» 1 /

*1 72,<>'.i:i. !.>

e,

5/Q

jp

5183,869.99

creased tlieir business from an output of
1,500 pairs of shoes daily to an output of
2,000 pairs. Some departments are obliged

Comptroller

abbreviates.

l.'HI’ AOrvlBVC pavable on deinm I. draw interest ,vable
P')nI;r1i'Stl,eI,^l'l5'lE3',r
Deposits «luriu>_c the Inst three (lavs of -v/-,/ month draw im.-vm ,,

Kt and Julj 1st.
nf that month. This

ai\

department infers mwh i/reo/.,- vvin-ilu

to

depositors than

sn'ii,

,»

■-

.Tami

ii-ud'

,s

..ftfeX*
Tins Hank beiim the latest established Hank in Waldo
Ormntv,
vault has all the latest
..—^to'^iSs
b!fnkSin',liisec.on.!tv "tf"-'*"’ W',rk‘ “**

time.

stock:"'

On account of his work at Thompson &
Foster’s clothing factory requiring all his

"

“

1 1,1

-e

our

"

,JS
locks,

time

so

«« DEPOSIT BOXES at $0, $5 an! $S per year. All
they may be taken tu and from the Hank if desired.

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
BeHast,

our

boxes

Cm 12

and old

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

or

made

ly

Belfast, Sept. 8. 1.897.—t!3o

Safe

$8
new

a

vault is

at

$3. $5. $6.50 and

By

practical Fur. .er
years'
experience.

UNEXCELLED

I vault.

a

with nineteen

SEAL and NAHLK

year.

unequaled
in security against fire
and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to ami from the

and

>„

Garments repaired
over to latest style

$33,000;

deposit boxes for rent

Our

e

!

Made to Order

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
The taxpayers of the city of Belfast arc hereby
notified that all poll taxes and trxes on personal
estate for 1807 are now due and immediate payment is requested.
A discount of two percent,
will be allowed on all taxes paid before dan. 1,
1898 1 shall be in my office in Menu riai building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m daily, until further otiee.
M. C. MILL, Tax Collector.

,ritu

are

pU

.SolejAgentNi

M. B.

A man appeared before the Grand Jury
Tuesday considerably intoxicated. He was j
put in jail and held until he sobered off | provements. W. W. Cates, who is in the
same building, will run by electric
power
enough to testify.
JTlie following attorneys from other coun- ami will increase his business considerably
ties are in attendance: W. H. Fogler, Rock- over last year.

V, 1 MU.
S'O.OT'.iO

March

$10.ISO.50
July 11, isoii.

These ft jures are t then front our
sworn\stat.ements to the
of the Currency, IVashinytnn, on the

in-

Lawrence started up his clothing
factory in the Coliseum last Thursday on
samples of bicycle suits for the season of
1898. He expects to double his last year’s
business and to employ 40 hands in the
shop. He recently enlarged his factory, put
in an electric motor and made other im-

21

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

jv

Wash-

W. J. Gordon has discontinued his
business of cleaning and repairing clothing.
W. F. Jacobs, who has had long and successful experience in the business, has started in that line, and for the present will receive orders at his home, No. 110 High street.

2?, and
who de-

one

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

v.

The Belfast Light & Power Co. have put in
a new bench of clay retorts, added f> feet to
the height of the chimney and made other

Critchett, Sibley & Co. have recently

Sept.

comedy

Prospect.

on

two

1 hese goods we will have displayed by
should be pleased to show them to anv
sires to see them.
Yours truly,

3

Dip's* Trip to Ntw York.

bad

to market this

an

China, Btic-a-Brac and Cut Class

DINSMORE,

33 Main Street,

Hutchins Bros, shipped a cottage monuOak Hill and Hallowed granite to
Bucksport Friday for Dennis Buckley.

run over

this occasion.

seen on

THEY ARE THE

COMPANY,

ment of

to

of^^^^^

GEO. W. BURKETT,

Industries.

the gas works

fine line

will be

Who will present their successful musical

at

a

BEAUTIFUL SILKS FOR WAISTS

Machine & Power Co. shipped
The
a number of car wheels to John Goss of
Deer Isle Monday.
Belfast

improvements
ington street.

ele-

ETC., EVER SEEN IN THIS CITY.

Our Ladies’

Walking

an

Capes, Jackets, Russian Blouse Jackets,

assignee.

Local

Knight,

Boston,

of Thomas

Concerning

L.

House in America, will be present and have on exhibition
gant assortment of the VERY LATEST styles of

Barnes. Waldo: Edward Greer. Belmont, and E.
B. Greeley. SwanviHe. (bumnunications to any
of the above parties, or F.
White, Belfast, will
receive prompt attention.
2in3d

F. G. WHITE.

0WE DAt m-

Friday, Sept. 24,1897,F0R

The time is fast approaching when the hay crop
of 185*7 will be put upon the market for sale. Reports from a section of the country show the

Estate of Samuel Otis, Belfast, inventory
returned.
Estate of Eliza M. Otis, Belfast, inventory returned.
Estate of Kate C. and Lizzie A. Quimby,
minors, Belfast, inventory returned.
Estate.of Aurelia S. Keen, Montville, first |
account of executor allowed.
Estate of Franklin Banks, Belfast, inventory returned.
Estate oi Benjamin C. Pendleton, Searsport, inventory returned.
This stylish hoot is made from the celebrated
Estate of George A. Peirce, Frankfort,
second account of guardian allowed.
White Bros,-- Bex Calf*
Estate of Joanna Cunningham, Montville,
first and final account of executor allowed. has the "English back stay, frill cork sole, and is
Estate of Sarah Farrow, Islesboro, first every way adapted for fall-wear. We ask a very
and final account of administratrix allowed. low price. Ladies who are in piesr. of fall-wear
Estate of Benjamin I. Hatch, Islesboro, should not fail to examine them.
inventory returned.
S*r*\ex: week we shall have something to say
Estate of Elijah W. Cram, Liberty, invenabout Men’s shoes.
tory returned.
Estate

rp

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S

trouble

allowed.
Estate of Achsa W. Glidden, Palermo,
final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Lida Jones, Minor, Palermo,
account of guardain allowed.
Estate of Frederick C Haraden,
account of trustee allowed.

/\

gave me some medicine but it did not help me
much.
My mother saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and got a box for me at Kilgore & Wil-

alike; also beautiful silks for waists. Remember the time and place—to-morrow, Fri- estate filed.
Estate of John Cain, Palermo, inventory
day, at Geo. W. Burkett's, Odd Fellow's
returned.
Block-Carle & Jones, 21 Main street,
Estate of John M. Getchell, Troy, invenhave returned from an early trip to market, tory returned.
Estate of Louisa H. Page, Monroe, invenand have already received two advance
\
returned.
orders of china, bric-a-brac and cut glass in tory
Estate of Isaac Walker, Swanville, inlandlady was taken by surprise, not expectthe latest styles and decorations. Call and ventory returned.
so
a
at
this
she
had
large
ing
party
season,
Estate, of Sabrina Tarbell, Lincolnville,
see them.
If you are looking for wedding or
an ample aud excellent dinner
prepared iu
first and final account of administratrix

given. Those
are profuse in

OPENING'*-

*

purely local event.

a

place in Belfast, Me..
Not in Buffalo or New York.

Bangor Seminary occupied the church pulargest crop of hay raised in many years, especialpit last Sunday morning and evening. Sunly through the middle and western Stares; in view
afternoon
three persons were received
of these facts it is essentially necessary in order
Chat. F L. Libby made a shipment of day
into church membership. Rev. Geo. S. Milia
to secure the highest prices for our product in the
cows and calves for the
Brighton market i>f
various markets of the country, that the preparal
Belfast officiating. There was a baptism
Saturday.... Otis Whitmore has put order
tion of the crop shall equal that of any other por‘
at the river bv Rev. J. F.
Tilton, Belfast_
slates for his public carriage at Wells & Co.'s
tiou >f the country.
This result can only be
Mr. Frank Griffin of
j
Dorchester, Mass., is of guardian.
and Stephenson & Coombs’... .1). W. CresEstate of Preston L. and Robert L. Hatch, obtained by using Dederick’s upright or an Ox
his sister, Mrs. C. A. Hopkins....
visiting
of
the
sey, formerly
Hayford stable, lias Mrs. M.
minors, Islesboro, license to sell real estate press. It seems at present as though the larger
E. Ferguson is spending two weeks
taken charge of the Commonwealth livery
issued; inventory returned.
part of our surplus hay must find a market on the
with her daughters, one of whom is iu
Estate of Benjamin Brown, Searsmont, cattle
and feed stable....A work train is
steamers, where space is an absolute neceslaying M
license to sell real estate issued.
the
altliam,
other
iu
Mass.,
New
Hampnew sleepers in the depot
Estate of Simon Cilley, Brooks, letters of sity, and hay put up in the old style lever presses
yard iu this city.
shire-The
will not be used for this purpose when a better
bridge near the cemetery, administration issued to F. W. Brown, Jr.
It would seem to be advisable to
change the which has
Estate of Warren B. Hathaway, Troy, pressed article can lie obtained, and even then
been in process of reconstruction
date of Conference or of the line storm_
license
to
sell
real
issued
estate
; inventory
must be sold at a discount.
It is of vital importfor several weeks, is nearing completion.
F. E. Littlefield has been appointed postreturned.
ance, especially in this year of low prices, that the
The eastern abutment, w Inch is over 20 feet
Estate of Muriel .T. and Lois P. Hutchins,
master at Vmalhaven_The track of the
farmers co-operate with the dealers and pressers
and 20 feet wide, had t<» he taken down minors, Belfast, license to sell real estate
Bangor, Hampden & Winterport electric high
in this matter and raise the standard of our hay.
and rebuilt and a new tie has been built issued; inventory returned.
railway is now laid nearly to Hampden LowEstate of James Page, Jackson, represen- Don’t use the old lever presses but have the best
the two spans. It is now a substantial tation of
er Corner aud cars are
insolvency filed and warrant in in- and obtain the highest prices, which can only be
running as far as the upon
done by producing a perfectly pressed bale of bay
Sowadabascook stream-Ripe held straw- structure ami reflects credit on the bui.ders. solvency issued.
Estate of Sanford H. Mathews, Belfast,
The Dederick presses in this section are operatberries were picked on the farm]of Howard ....Mr. Leslie Allen, who lias a situation in will
letter
issued
to
approved,
testamentary
ed by Freeman Ellis Pj Sou s,, Brooks; Charles
F. Mason of East Belfast Sept. 20th.
.There Boston, isspendinghis vacation at his home. Clarrie 3., Frank B., Mabel R., and Maud E.
was a heavy frost Tuesday
eight ...C. A.
Pipeaol Belfast took third money in the 2.33
class at the Blue Hill fair Tuesday.... Ageut
Gilkey began moving the American Express
office to its new quarters at No. 78 Main

-*-GRAND

It took

final account of guardian allowed.
presents itself. Y'ou may refer others to me.”
Mack,
Estate of Asa Hall, Montville, will preGrinuell, Tayior Williams, George Houson,
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on reMay Tenbroeck, Carlotta, the famous sented.
Estate of John Carr, Searsport, petition
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
dancer, Ella Gardiner, Clemeutiue St. Felix presented for
appointment of Minnie A. Bul- Y.. sole agents for the United States.
and nearly 20 others. The musical menu lard administratrix.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub
Estate of Elvira Heath, Troy, petition precomprises some 25 numbers, including all
stitute.
sented for appointment of O. I). Castner of
the up to date successes direct from
New Waldoboro administrator.
York and London. This will be the
Estate of Mary Mitchell, Unity, petition
only
appearance of this famous organization here ! presented for appointment of Frank A. Bart-

been ordered to be held iu the Police Court
October Otli.

moggin,

M.

Corps will meet at land; P. H. Gillen and A. L. Blanchard,
afteruooon, Sept, 24th, Bangor; O. R. Fellows, Bucksport; A. W.
attendance is desired, as King, Ellsworth.

Barnes, Joseph Maddocks, executive com- | Sept. 29th, comprises a picked lot of comedians and comediennes, and the
play they
rnittee; Mrs. S. E. Dunton, recording seerej are to present, "Dodge’s Trip to New York,"
tary; Mrs. Jennie Young, corresponding!
is said to be one of the
funniest on the

McCrillis, Register of Deeds, has
tlphabetical index of the maps,
bins on tile in his office, a work on a team iu transit. He arrested
George
’*«* highly appreciated by all who Miller of Brooks on search and seizure
proj
■n to use them.
cess and on charge of being a common seller.
Department lias finally changed The respondent was bound over by Judge
;r postoftice from Green's LandRogers to the S. J. Court on both. T. A.
ngton, to go into effect Oct. 1st,
Elliot of Brooks was found guilty on search
:ate maii matter should he adStonington. Maine. [Deer Isle and seizure process, was sentenced to a tine
of $100 and costs and 30 days in
jail, from
which lie appealed. On charge <>f being a
■supreme Court at Augusta Sept.
common seller and
keeping a drinking bouse
a
Bobbins, known as the “Belaud tippling shop be waived examination
e leaded not
guilty to an iudicti-"i

T. H. Marshall Relief
G. A. R. Hall, Friday

Garments

in Eastern Maine

redyed to look

All work warranted

a*

good

as new.

sattsfaetoiy.

Correspondence solicited.

H. G.
3m.il)

BARKER,

Gardiner, Maine.

Old Time Medicine.

Quackery of the Past.
“Boys,” lesumed Squire Ben, when
the old-timers again met, “1 think there
Old 1 liners Consider

is a line field for philosophy in the consideration of old methods of all kinds, for,
as a matter of fact, we build upon the
foundations of past experience—mistakes,
perhaps, 1 should say; for mankind are a
set of
blunderers, who rarely know
enough to profit by their experiences,
though in rare instances they do, and this
leads to reform and progress. Why, even
to-day, there are good people who, 1 am
convinced, would refuse to be saved (as
the conventional religious term is), unless
it were by the orthodox methods which
they had been taught were the only true
ones.
Orthodoxy, in such cases, means
simply an adherence to old customs aud
methods of belief.
Man is a strange animal, and what may seem strangest of all
in om consideration of him is that he is—
not simply,
but complexly—an animal,
subject to many, if not most, of the idi-

osyncrasies pertaining

to

a

complex

sysand inherited tendencies, modified, of course, by environment. aud what may be called adaptability to the conditions which dominate
his life.
tem

of inherited

intelligence

j
j
!

|

the caldron: Human fat, human blood,
mummy, the moss that grows in dead
men’s skulls or hog's brains, and the chief
schism among the great masters of the
sympathetic school arose from the question—whether it was necessary that the
moss should grow absolutely in the skull
of the thief who had hung on the gallows,
and whether the medicine, while compounding, was to be stirred with a murderer’s knife? Some, anxious to avoid the
strong charges which were urged against
this practice, defended it on philosophical
principles, and from the analogy of other
natural operations. Any lute, said they,
being tuned in unison with another, is affected when the other is struck; the magnet turns by sympathy to the pole; amber
attracts light bodies; loadstones hung to
the breast make us cheerful and merry,
and the wearing of jewels secures chastity. All acknowledged sympathetic cures
were successful, and the established surgeons of that day refused to practice the
treatment only because it was impious
and unlawful; for, said they, how can we
contradict matters of fact?

The Fourth Maine Regiment.

sistant

The annual reunion of the survivors of

to

March 13, 1862.
the regiment.

He

FIBROID TUMOR

this famous regiment was held at Windermere Park, Unity, Sept. 15th, and we rea year or two ago, the final record
of the field and staff, showing changes

zette of

has finished his labors and joined the
known army.

place while in the service, etc.,
the list being compiled from official data.
which took

Interview With Mrs. B. A.

un-

SERGEANT MAJORS.

Co. K.
William A. Barker; mustered sergeant
Co. B; sergeant major Sept. 10, 1801; promoted second lieutenant Co. (4, April 1,
1862, and captain Co. II, Sept. 1, 1803.
Chas. F. Sawyer promoted to adjutant.
Wm. H. Gardner, aged 18, Belfast, Me.
Enlisted April 27, 1801; mustered sergeant Co. K J line 15, 1861: promoted to
sergeant major March 1, 1863; taken prisoner J uly 2, 1863.

COLONELS.

Hiram G. Berry, aged JO, Rockland,
Me., joined May 8; mustered as colonel
June 14, 1801; promoted to brigadier gen-

eral March 17,’02; major general March
’03; killed at Cbancellorsville, May 3, ’03,
while leading his division in the engagement.

4'Among the more remarkable of the
old-time medical delusions were, the cure
by sympathy, royal touch, and animal
Sounder views of medical
magnetism.
practice wcie entertained by degrees: but
enough of the old leaven of folly and superstition has,at different times,shown it- !
self, to prove that human nature will
never be free from the imputation of lending itself, either from vanity, indolence, or
ignorance, to forward the views of ridiculous or unprincipled, empiricism, the disciples of which would, nevertheless, be
ULl thYA.M
UHU.YZJ.S.
the first to disbelieve or dispute similar
Thomas H. Marshall, aged 35, Belfast,
“Clovis 1., the liftli king of France,
assertions or arguments, when applied to
Joined May 11, 1801; mustered lieuthe exercise of other professions or ! who resigned about 500 years after the Me.
birth of Christ, is reported to have been tenant colonel June 15; resigned Sept. !),
trades.
the first who had the gift of curing this ’01, to accept colonelcy of the 7th Me. InWilliam of Malmesbury states fantry Regiment; died of disease the fol“The first medical delusion to be noted disease.
is the cure by sympathy.
What is now that Edward the Confessor was the first lowing Oct. 25th.
Frank S. Nickerson, aged 32, Searsport,
the common method of healing wounds, in England who healed strumous patients
appeared most unnatural to the surgeons by the touch. Dr. l’lott describes a piece Maine; joined May 10, 1801; mustered as
major June 15; promoted Lieut.-Colonel
at the end of the 17tli century: and their of gold of this monarch, found in i$t.
9; resigned Nov. 9, to accept colonellegiti mate and only cure proved such tor- Giles’ Fields, near Oxford, having ‘E. C.’ Sept.
ture to the unhappy patients, that, in over the head, as well as two small holes cy of 14th Regiment Infantry; promoted
to
brigadier general. Resides at Boston,
those days, nothing was to be heard in through it, by which it was hung ou a
the hospitals, at the time of dressing riband, and used at the ceremony of touch- Mass.
Silas M. Fuller, aged 42, Belfast, Me.
wounds, but howling and cries. A man ing for the evil. Some have considered
May 10, 1801; mustered captain
proposing the doctrine of adhesion of this gift as the most efficacious part of Joined
wounds by union of their edges, would the cure; others imagined that the success Co. K, June 15; promoted to major Sept.
have been despised; but if he were bold was principally owing to the sign of the 9, lieutenant colonel Nov. 29; Resignation
The power accepted on account of sickness Mar. 1,
and cunning enough to give an air of in- cross made on the swellings.
Resides at Somerville, Mass.
cantation to his cures, or declared that of healing by the royal touch does not 1802.
Lorenzo I). Carver, aged 35, Rockland,
they were performed by a secret philoso- seem to have been very frequently pracphical sympathy, he was sure of success. ticed till the time of Charles I. and II., Me. Joined April 25, 1801; mustered
No surgeon in Europe ventured to unite after which it almost ceased.
captain Co. D, June 15; promoted lieutenant colonel March 1; discharged on acwounds directly, without pretending to
Re“Mr. Evelyn gives a full description of count of disability Dec. 10, 1803.
have learned from some eastern sage, or to
have discovered by abstruse studies in the ceremony, which is not without in- sides at Rockland, Me.
G.
Davis,
Me.
as
how
a
bit of royal humGeorge
aged 25, Brooks,
showing
philosophy and alchemy, a sympathetic terest,
‘His majesty,’ Mustered sergeant Co. F, June 15, 1S01;
01 philosophical mode of cure.
The first buggery was perpetrated.
inventor of the sympathetic powder was says he, ’begau to touch for the evil ac- promoted lieutenant, Nov. 1; captain May
ilis majesty, 12, ’02; lieutenant colonel May 10, ’64;
the celebrated Paracelsus, aid the Paracel- cording to custom thus:
Was wounded in left leg
siau doctois flourished in England when sitting uuder his state in the Banqueting mustered out.
Dr. ( harletou wrote his ternary of para- House, the chirurgeons cause the sick to and arm Dec. 13, ’02; taken prisoner July
doxes. cliielly on the magnetic or attrac- be brought or led up to the throne, where, 2, ’03; escaped from Libby Prison by the
tive power of wounds.
they kneeling, the King strokes their tunuei Feb. 9, ’04. He has answered his
faces or cheeks with both his hands at last call.
">ir Kenelm Digby, secretary of Charles once, at which instant a chaplain, in his
MAJORS.
“He put his hands
].. was driven into exile during the civil formalities, says:
Frank S. Nickerson, promoted to lieuwars,
This tenant colonel.
in a discourse upon the cure by upon them, and he healed them.”
sympathy, pronounced at Montpelier be- is said to every one iu particular. When
Silas M. Fuller, promoted to lieutenant
have
all
been
touched
fore an
come
they
up colonel.
assembly of nobles and learned they
in
the
same
aud
the
other
he
order,
ien,
gave the curious case of Mr. again
Elijah Walker, promoted to colonel.
li 'Wr i. who, while endeavoring to part chaplain, kneeling, and having angels of
William 1,. Pitcher, aged 25, Bangor,
-vi> of his friends who were
on white ribands on his
gold
had
strung
arm, Me.
Mustered captain Co. 11, Nov. 9,
lighting,
his hand cut to the bom
.Sir Kenelm was delivers them one by one to his majesty, 1801; promoted major Nov. 1, '02: killed
applied to for assistance. ‘I told him,’ who puts them about the necks of the in battle, Dec. 13, ’02, at Fredericksburg,
>ay> he. T would willingly serve him: but touched as they pass, whilst the first Ya.
if. haply, he knew the manner how 1 chaplain repeats:
“That is the true
We left him not on that far-off plain,
'You,,.i rare
He sleeps to-day in the soil of Maine.
him, without touching or see- light who came into the world.” Then
ing him, it may be lie would not expose follows an epistle, with the liturgy, and
Ebenezer Whitcomb, aged 40, Searsport,
himseii to my manner of curing, because prayers for the sick, with some alteration; Maine.
Joined May 11, 1801; mustered
he would think it. peradvciiture, either lastly the blessing.
Then the lord chamCapt. Co. 1, June 15; promoted major
beilain
and
of
the
ineiiectu.il nr superstitious.’
household
lie replied:
comptroller
Dee. 14, ’02; wounded at Fredericksburg,
■Jhe wondeiiul tilings which many have bring a basin,ewer and tow 1 for his majesDec. 13,’02; wounded at Gettysburg, July
re. :te>, unto me of
to
John
wash.’
Bird
the
exof
ty
medicinesays
King
your way
2, ’03, which caused his death the followmen! makes me
nothing doubt at all of its presses his belief in the cure being effected ing Oct. 9, while at his home in Searsport.
ehi acy. and all ! have to
the
of
at
the
God,
to
is
through
grace
saying
say
you
Hubert If. Gray, aged 27, Stockton, Me.
comprehended in the .Spanish proverb: time of the ceremony: “I touch, God Joined and mustered
sergeant Co. 1, June
'ia
One ot the historians of the
the miracle be done,
heals.”
Mathough
15, 1801; promoted second lieutenant July
inunm do it.’
1 asked him then for royal touch gives a table of the number of 22.
’01; captain Dec. 14, '02; major, Jan.
anything that had the blood upon it: so persons touched by Charles II. from May, 15, ’04; mortally wounded in battle May
he presently sent foi his
garter, wliere- lor.O, to 1080, distinguishing the exact 5. ’04; died at Fredericksburg, Ya., the
his hand was first bound, and dis- number of each year.
The grand total
9th.
solving some vitriol in a basin of water, I amounts to the incredible number of 02,ADJUTANTS.
at
the
ot
12
in
the
in
pu;
the interim 107,
average
every day.
garter, observing
w hat Mr. Unwell did.
Jabez B. Greeuhalgh, aged 30, Bocklie suddenly startJoined May 9, 1861; mus“But iu time royally seems to have lost laud. Maine.
ed, as 1 he had found some strange alterin himself.
I asked him w.iat he the monopoly of healing by touch, and terec lieutenant Co. 1, and promoted to
ation
ailcdv* •! know not what ails
a number set
up the business of adjutant June 15; transferred to Co. K,
me, but 1 quite
mm that I feel no more
pain; metliinks healing by touch. The seventh sons of March 1, '02; detailed at Gen. Berry’s
tiiat a pleas.ng kind of
freshness, as it seventh sons were supposed to have more staff June 1, '02, where he served until
wen- a. wet cold
napkin, did spread over than usual virtue inherent in them. One the general’s death. Soon after the genmy band, which hath taken away the in- Valentine Ureatrakes, called ‘the strok- eral’s death,’ nut being able to do duty
'iammatiou that tormented me before.’ I eiy went from his native Ireland to Eng- with his company in the lield, his resignareplied, ‘>iuce then that you feel already land, and is said to have made great tion was accepted. Besides at Bockland,
•vo
good effect of my medicament, I advise cures. I think, however, that we have Maine.
Edwin Libby, aged 29, Bockland, Me.
ymi to cast away all your plaisters, only discussed the deeds of this magnetic healkeep the wound clean, and in a moderate er before. A Mr. Morley wrote on the Joined June 1, 1801; mustered June 15,
of the vervian root as an effectual first sergeant Co. 11; transferred to Co.
tempei betwixt heat and cold.’ To be
brief, there was no sense of pain after- cl
for scrofula.
‘I recommend,’ says D: promoted lieutenant and adjutant
ward: l ut within five or six days the he, ‘a piece of the root of the common March 1, ’02; promoted to Captain Co. D.
wound- were cicatrized and entirely heal* purple vervian, fresh, about three or four Dec. 13, ’02; severely wounded Dec. 13,
inches long, all the fibres to be cut off, ’02 at Fredericksburg; killed Mayo, ’04,
ed.
and it is to be always worn at the pit of at the Wilderness, Ya.
lie was truly a
“The King obtained from Sir Kenelm the stomach, tied with one yard of white patriotic, brave, noble and beloved solthis discovery of bis secret, which he pre- satin riband, half-inch wide; no other dier.
Clias. F. Sawyer, aged IS, Bockland,
tended had been taught him by a Carme- color is proper, because the dye may be
Me.
Joined April 25, 1801; mustered as
lite friar, who had learned it in Armenia prejudicial.”
or Persia.
The fact was, the sympathetprivate Co. B: promoted coporal, Nov. 11,
•‘It is the fate of all useful discoveries ’01; promoted sergeant major April 1, ’02;
ica.
physicians understood the cure of
w ounds
by adhesion more perfectly than or improvements to meet with bigoted or lieutenant and adjutant Feb. 20, ’03; seothers: but it was necessary to cheat the interested opposition from those who verely wounded in action Aug. 29, at Bull
world into this safe method of cure, and would willingly remain in the beaten path Bun, Ya.; mustered out with the regithey declined t<> use it altogether where of habit rather than acknowledge any ment. He again entered the service as
they foresaw, from the nature of the change to be profitable. That most im- captain 1st Me. sharpshooters; they were
wound, it could not succeed. The public portant discovery of the circulation of the transferred to the 20th Me., which was
He now
opinion would have been so strong against blood by Harvey was at first furiously op- mustered out June 2.’, ’05.
any open innovation, that the sympathetic posed, and was proved, according to the practices law in Wyoming.
doctors got credit for something like laws of hydraulics, to be both impossible
QUARTERMASTERS.
witchcraft, and condescended to dress and absurd; yet when it was vain to disIsaac C. Abbott, agec. 44, Bockland,
axes and swords that the wounds
might pute the fact, it was undervalued, as one Me. Joined May 9, 1801 mustered lieuhave leave to lie at rest till they healed. almost knows long before! Inoculation,
tenant and quartermaster July 8, ’03;
All cures by adhesion were mysteriously it is well known, as a means of rendering
served until close of war; since died at
performed, and one in particular, called smallpox less severe, was introduced into
Me.
the secret of dressing, in which great England by Lady Mary Wort ley Mon- Bockland,
Nathaniel B. Bobbins, aged 20, LTaion,
who
bad
weie
taken
before
of
tague,
frequent opportunities
pains
laying the lips of
Me.
Mustered June 15, ’01; promoted
the wound together to suck out all the seeing the operation performed when resecond
blood.
This was chiefly used by drum- siding in Constantinople with her hus- commissary sergeant; promoted
lieutenant Co. H; promoted first lieutenthe English ambassador there. She
mers in regiments to conceal the
band,
quarrels
ant and regular quartermaster July 18,
of the soldiers. The trick of this method was so thoroughly convinced of the safety
but being a prisoner was not mustered.
of cure consisted in making grimaces and of this practice, that she resolved to subBesides at Washington, D. C.
contortions, signing their patients with mit her only son to it, a boy about (i years
the cross, and muttering between their of age. The operation succeeded perfectSURGEONS.
This happened in 1717.
After her
teeth some unintelligible jargon.
Their ^ ly.
William A. Banks, aged 41, Bockland,
care was to keep this secret of treatment I return to England she set the first great
Me.
Mustered June 15, 1801; muster reamong themselves, and it was from the example by having her little girl, then .7 voked and he discharged July 1, ’01, order
also
inoculated.
So
of
the
a
of
the
years
old,
cross
I
that
A. G. O.
Died at Bockland.
profanation
great
sign
there arose a hot w ar between the priests novelty as |the inoculation of a disease
Seth G. Hunkins, Windham Me. Joined
and the suckers; the former refusing con- produced much .astonishment and dread,
at Washington and mustered July 18,
fession, extreme unction, or any sacra- and it was opposed professionally and 1801; taken prisoner July 21, ’01, and
Inoculation has its benement to those who had undergone the theologically.
again joined the regiment for duty about
magical or diabolical ceremonies of the fits, though it was in the nature of a he- May 30, ’03. Mustered out with the regiroic
but
it
was
a
in
the right ment.
remedy;
step
Since deceased.
suckers, who, ou the other hand, refused
to treat those connected in any way with direction, and
paved the way for the
Abial Libby, Richmond, Me.
Joined
the priests, being anxious to preserve their much milder and safer method of vaccin- at Alexandria as assistant surgeon Aug.
ation.
Dr.
Edward
the
discoverwhich
was
for
Jenner,
trade,
quite profitable,
0, 1801; promoted surgeon April 15, ’01;
Yerduc observes that they were still more er of vaccination, was born in Gloucester- resigned July 17, ’02.
Now atBichmond,
shire, Eng., in 1741). His inquiry into Me.
skilled in sucking gold than blood.
the nature of cow-pox began in 1776. His
W.
George
Martin, Houlton, Me. Joinhe V ulnerary l’owder and Tincture attention to this singular disease was first ed at Harrison’s
Landing July 18, 1862;
excited
of the Sulphur of Venus’ performed wonby observing that persons who commissioned and served as surgeon; apders, one of which Dr. Colebatch relates had had what was known as cow-pox pointment as surgeon revoked; relieved
of a Mr. Pool, who was run through the were not susceptible to inoculation, and and ordered to report to
surgeon general
body^ with a sword, and lost four quarts by experimenting with this animal virus of Maine by order A. G. U. S. A., May
he
found
that
it
a
was
sure
of blood.
The medicines being applied,
preventive 30, ’63. Now at Augusta, Me.
When he anthe bleeding stopped; on the following against the dread disease.
ASSISTANT SURGEONS.
nounced his discovery to the world he
he
‘was
ill-boiled
day
gnawing tough,
met the fiercest opposition.
Albion
howand
a
drank
of
and
in
Truth,
Cobb, Casco, Me. Joined at
mutton,’
quart
ale,
in the course of live days he returned to ever, prevailed, and vaccination obtained Falmouth, Va., as assistant surgeon Dec.
duty in the camp. ‘A Mr. Cherry also, a complete triumph. Honors to Dr. Jen- 17, 1862; served faithfully and mustered
sergeant of the grenadiers at the attack of ner succeeded abuse, and finally the Brit- out with the regiment; has since died
the castle of Namur, was wounded in 26 ish Parliament made him a grant of £10,- from an injury received in the service.
Elisha Hopkins, joined at Eockland and
places, 23 with bullets and three large 000. I regret to say, however, that oppocuts on the head with a sword. He lay 48 sition to vaccination is not yet entirely mustered as assistant surgeon June 15,
dead.
The
late
in
hours stripped naked upon the breach,
smallpox epidemic
1861; muster revoked and he discharged,
without a bit of bread or drop of drink, or Montreal grew out of the fact that the order A. G. O.
Canadians refused to be vaccinatWilliam E. Benson,
Newport, Me.
anything done to his wounds; yet this French
ed, and even in our own communities, on Joined at Fair Oaks, Ya., May 25, 1862;
man was cured by the vulnerary powder
this side of the border, there are to be commissioned assistant surgeon Apr. 15,
and tincture alone, and never had a fever.
The materials of the sympathetic powder found people who oppose vaccination.
1862, remained with the regiment four
Ignorance and superstition are unruly days; resigned Sept. 30, ’62.
were more heterogeneous and horrid than
Freeland S. Holmes, mustered as as[Boston Herald.
those which the witches used to drop into twins.”

COMMISSARY

Lombard.

I have reason to think that I would
not he here now if it had not been for
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. It cured me of a fibroid tumor
in my womb.
Doctors could do nothing forme, and
they could not cure me at the hospital.
I will tell you about it:
I had been in my usual health, but
had worked quite hard.
When my
monthly period came on, I flowed very
badly. The doctor gave me medicine,
but it did me no good, lie said the
flow must be stopped if possible, and
he must find the cause of my trouble.
Upon examination, he found there
was a Fibroid Tumor in
my womb, and
gave me treatment without any benefit
whatever. About that time a lady
called on me. and recommended Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
said she owed her life to it.
I
said I would try it, and did. Soon
after the flow became more natural and
regular. I still continued taking the
Compound for some time. Then the
doctor made an examination again,
and found everything all right.
The
tumor had passed away and that dull
ache was gone.—Mrs. B. A. Lombard,
Box 71. Westdale, Mass.

Stephen
Rockland, land, Me.

Infantry.

E.

Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.

H. Chapman, aged 35, RockJoined Co. B, May 9, ’61; musorganized at
tered
major June 15th; killed in
Maine, May 10, 1801; mustered in U. S. battle sergeant
July 21st. He was the first man
service June 15th, 1801, by Capt. Thos. in the
regiment to fall.
Elisha Bisbee; mustered sergeant Co.
Higbt, 2nd Infantry; mustered out July
June 15, 1861; sergeant major July
10, 1804, by Capt. C. J. Bailey, 17th U. K,
22d; promoted lieutenant and captain of
S.
was

Deep

SERGEANTS.

Lemuel C. Grant, aged 19, Frankfort,
Me.
Mustered private Co. I, June 15,

1801; promoted commissary sergeant Aug.
I, 1801; transferred to Co. I; re-enlisted
Jan. 1, 1804, transferred to 19th Me.
Julius S. Clark, aged 23, Bristol, Me.
Mustered commissary sergeant June 15,
1861; transferred to Go. E by his own request July 1, 1801.
Daniel Carley; joined and mustered at
Brandy Station, Va., Dec. 4, 1803; corporal Co. I; promoted commissary sergeant,
Dec. 11th; transferred to 19th M. V. I.,

J line 15, 1804.

QUARTERMASTER SERGEANTS.
John H. Crowell, aged 21, Searsport,
Me.
Mustered June 15, 1861 as quarter-

sergeant; discharged

master

accept

to

GEO. W. BURGESS,

a

commission in the 14th M. V. I. Xo. 20,
1801.
Xathaniel B.
Robbins; quartermaster
sergeant Xov. 29, 1801; promoted to second and first lieutenant and quartermaster,
Henry C. Tibbetts, aged 25, Rockland,
Me.
Joined and mustered Co. B, June
15, 1801; served with the band until it
was discharged; returned to his company

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Opera

House Block,

Belfast, Me.

BILL HEADS,

LETTER HEADS,

suffer in the sum=
?yi ANY
mer with headache,
caused by exposure to the
sun

«OB Iff
a

safe, speedy and

sure

SON, Druggists

POLAND

Spring

$2

Is used in

j

To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price 81 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the

in

subscriber should

state, as it is not sent
unless requested.
With The Journal furnisi ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science

our

Water

*

We also

spring

A. A.

have

water

this

mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at 82 a
year.
Subscriptions may begin at any time,

■»»►

for sale.

HOWES & CO.

(PERRY DAVIS’.)

Used

Internally and Externally.

Two

Impossible People:
walking with.

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULTON. Me.

GRAY’S B usTneSS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures
painful, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes
the sting out of eorns ami bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen’s FootEase makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all druggists and shoe stores. Hy mail for 25c.. in stamps
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
Le Roy, N. Y.
24

Grain-O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. GrainO is made of pure grains, and when properly pre-

more

TRUSSES.

0F

in the
throat.

HOREHOUND
AND

Neglect
is

pared tastes like the choice grades of coffee, but
costs about 1-4 as much. All grocers sell it. 15c.
and 25o

|)0||EY

TAR

dangerous.

Call

and

see

our

NEW

Trusses for the summer.
and comfortable.
and up-to-date

cool

and guarantee

fit in every case at the lowest

a

like

a

charm

on

the throat and bronchial tubes.
too late.
Sold by druggists.

Pike's Toothache Drops

TRY ALLEN’S
A

powder

season

to

cure

in

one

POOR & SON, Druggists.

minute.

FOOT-EASE,

be shaken into the shoes.

At this

your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
If you have smarting feet or tight shoes,

easily.
try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
burnsland bunions of all pain and gives rest and
Comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
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day -at October next,
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same.-lionld
true
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W id
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Ail.-:
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Court Inot \\ aim

o
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■,/
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Septen.'
! i!

praying

trix ot

i. 1. A

i;:

I

.lec-a-eil, b
that she mn>
he .-state » -‘

Waldo,

s

i:._

;(imereti, l'ini; he -aid
i! pe I's. >ns i u’.- n
orth.-r to be publi.-hed hi
t he Republican .I<
,..i.
;
they may appear aj a P.
*
at Reilast vv ii bin. and :*
>.:o
second Tuesday
clock bet ire n.M.u, and
have, why he prayer d -au. in
not ;>e grallied.
(.Id >. 1. ‘. u \
A true copv.
Attest
t il.'.-. P. Ha h.;

Edit-lr.”’

•..

At a Probate
the County

September.

yo just
’Nobody,

PROBATE NOTICES.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

on

<d
A.

r; in- da:

P..-! la.-:

\\i,
In 1 NdT.

'•
A
I H
dei ea-e,
seiited a petit i.,u pi ay un da; < >. !
Waldoboto tie appointed admii i-n.,i
tate ot said deet a.-e>t

(ASIA ER, Atiol :ie\ tor
ol E!.\ 1 RA R R Y

Creditor
Oh.
said

('ounty

in

1

W aiuo

Ordered, That said petitioner giw
persons inter»-.-ted by causing a
order to be published il-.:•••• week.iu the Republican J •nrual, print,
that they may appeal at a Pr.oaw
held at Relfast within and tor
Oc.tobei n
the second Tuesday
the clock be tore noon, an t -in"
they have, why the prayer t
should not be granted.
C.E< >. E. JOH NS
A true copv. Attest
IN'
Ciias. P. Hazi-i
At

a

Probate

Court

for the County ot
day of September.

The subscriber

A hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
HORATIO N. M OODCOCK, late of Searsmont.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto arc requested t<> make payment immediHORATIO N. WOODCOCK, Jr.
ately.
Searsmont, Sept. 14, 1SP7.

>

■■

You
“That’s what I suspected.
him at once.”
1 Detroit Jouru 1

1

j

tu-io at
\\ aid**,
A. h. I'-

.mn

'7

MAR
ANN ROE1J NS. -ister
A iate ot T'roy, in said (
eeased, having presented a p*-:n
l-'rank A. Harriett l.e appoii .lithe estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petition.-:
all persons mteiested by .-ansinu
order to be published three wee lithe Republican Journal. pmme-:
they may appear at a Pinnate Cm
Belfast, within and for -aid ( ouu1 y
Tuesday of October next, at ten
fore noon, ami show cause, it any
theipraver ot said pet itioner--h >u t
(iEO. E. JOHN'S.
ed.
Attest
A true copy.
C has. P. Hazi.i

NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
gives notice that they have been duly appoint- I At al’robateOurt held.-it Be;:..-ed Executors ot the last will and testament of
the County ot Wald*.. n t!u so
SANFORD H. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,
September, A. 1>. ISA?.
ill the County ot Waldo, deceased. All persons j TAMES WAKOW ELI..
W
•!
lathaving demands against the estate of said deceas- tJ WAKDWI I.I
ed are desired to present the same lor settlement, j County ot Waldo, deceased, ha'
are
and all indebted thereto
requested to make petition praying that; hr may la -ii• i••
istrator ot t he estate ot «ai-i *:«■••»
payment immediately.
I
CLAURIE S. MATHEWS
titi.-m
Ordered, That the said
1 KAN K B. MA’l'AhWs,
all persons interested !>y e.iusir.L. a
MABEL K. MATHEW >.
order t<* he published throe works
MAUDE E. MATHEWS
the Keputilieau .lout mo prm’eU
Belfast, Sept. 14, 18S7.
they may appeal at a Probate 1
< ''"i1.
Belfast, w itlnn and t " -o
olid Tuesday ol Oetnbcr next.ai :■
s notice. The suiwriiwr
betore noon, and show cause,
she
has
been only
hereby gives notice that
why the prayer ol said petit ioiau
ot the estate of

EXECUTORS'

■

J

BENJAMIN LIBBY

late of Beltast.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having demands against the estate ol sani deceased are dosited to present the same tor settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
.uARY a. LIBBY'.
immediately.
Belfast, bept. 14, 1897.

prices.

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar acts

Use it before it’s

eek-

1

v

ii.- i.t--

>•

Administratrix

We have the latest

styles,

M

|

*•

appointed'Administratrix

patterns of1

Easy,

a:

CARR.
MINNIEA.Pl

IITALDO SS —!n Court of Probate, held at 1 id
fast, on the second Tuesday ot September,
Li c it SC. MDluSt, Administrate! >>n i!.c.
estate ol JOHN M. WKl.l.IM.TUN, late of Liberty, 111 said County, deceased, having presented
his first account ot administration ot said estate
for allowance.
ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County. that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot October
next, and show cause, il any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
<;K<>. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain-O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee The

and heat

plildislh il
apj-eat

At a Probate
the Count v

1SU7.

new

HALES

must

Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks anp
stenographers furnished to business men. office
practice for beginners. Free catalouge. 3m30
F. L. SHAW, Prin., Portland, Me.

Don’t

sensation
of dryness

I-

i; V

At a Probate Court In-1.! at
the Count'
f Waldo.
September. A. h. 1 .v.17
ertain in-', emeu:.
A will and tc-lauc
iate ot I'nity, in. -.mi <
having been presented f.■
Ordered, I li.-.t imti, ,-i,

Balt;- I

ly>
“Whom

now

WHAT DOTHE CHILDREN BRINK?

breath—a

more

*

I

A
from

..

= .*

Ii \V Hopkins, Iliohhorn, arrive-: it Boston Sept 10 from Pm 1 tdelphii!.
Sallie I’On, W li West, sailed b m New
York Aug ‘_’s for IVrnambu. o.
Tola, A S Wilson, <b-ured from N w \ ok
Aug P for St Pierre and Fort <ie Fran- «•.
Willie 1. Newton, E Ci*01
Belfast Aug >1 from Philadelplua.

mamma.”

Sizes, "5c. and 50c. bottles

shortness of

>

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York Sept is ir.an Bruiiswi. k, Git.
Henry Claus-ii, Jr, Appleby, .0 Parima- I
nbo Aug lib lor Boston.
John G Smith, Kneelaud, Havana for,
Brunswick, Ga., at TorUigns .|narantim-.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
Perth Amboy Sept 4 for Marblehead.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Pascagoula Aug 1 from Tampico.
Mary A Hall, Haskell at Swan’s Island

w

4 certain instrument,
purporting to
A "ill and testatuenr of ASA HA
.Monrville, in saiil County
Wain
having been presented for'prohatc.

Ordered. That notice U- given t,
terested by causing a -*.p\
m1:ilisbed three weeks succe.-sivelv i.i r!
Journal, printe*! at Belfast, that tie
at a Probate Court, to Pc held ;>t
I
in and for said County, u the
of October next, at ten oi the
noon, and show cause, it any tin y
same should not be proved, r. pi,.
«!Eo. E. JOHNS*
Atrueeopv. Attest:

Aug 20 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 1<> from Garoutolo for Rajaifg and
back to l’. lv.
St Lucie, J T Erskme, arrived at Barbadoes Sept 11 from Bahia.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grinin, sailed
from Rosario Aug 12 for Boston.
W Li lard Mudgett* AC Colc< >rd, sa
Port Spain Aug 27 for New York.

Belfast, Me.

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

PainKiUev.

j

Distressing Kidney and Biadder disease
relieved in six hours by‘‘New Guea S-u m
It is a great surprise -1
A.meko an C ke.”
account of its exceeding promptness m rein
kidneys and back,
blailder,
lieving pain
Relieves retention of
in male or female.
If you want
water almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,

famous

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

and all BO WEE COMPLAINTS.
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
troubles is

At a Probate Court lield at Belfast,
for the County of Wain,
>n tinof September, A. D. is*.*7.

•••-

Address FRANK L. GRAY, PORTLAND, ME.

diarrhcea, dysentery,

>

Keilcf In Six Hours.

and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
TT

lished three weeks successive^ in tl
at Belfast, that the\
at a Probate
ourt, to be held at Bed
and for said County, on the second !
October next, at ten of the clock in *
and snow cause, if any they have.
i:
should not be proved, approved and a!
CE( >. E. JOHNS* *N
A true copy. Attest
C-HAS. i’. ilAZl’LTt.vj

Journal, printed

tos

loading lor New York.
Pettigrew, Morse, cleared
Sept > for Portland

v

■,

Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken Aug 10, lat 37 N, Ion 01 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
New York Sept 7 from Port Spain.
Rose Innis, Melvin Coleord, arrived at San-

S
K F

-.ICC')

<

having presented a petition' pra>im: :
of the personal estat e >t sai
Ordered, That notice be given to a 1:
terested by causing a ropy of this oro,

York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Cape
Town, Aug 21 for Barbadoes.
Harvard, Coleord, at lquique May 10 for

Sept

!

S1

a

so

and

Otl id

1 iO

<l

anee out

prescription de-

partment ami in all preparations requiring pure water...

j

Y ear for The Journal and Tribune.

a

from New

8CHUON Etta.

cure for this and ail other
Chas.
S.
McCobb, Rockland,
Me.
Mustered June 15, 1801; discharged, ac- forms of nervous headache.
cepted, promoted second lieutenant Co. E,
April 11, ‘03; killed in action at Gettys- Price 15 cents.
burg, July 2, ’03.
Samuel S. Hersey, aged 25, Belfast, Me.,
promoted from Co. K, April 1, *03 to hospital steward.
Mustered as Regimental Baud—Thomas
J. Woods, aged 31: Francis M. Tillman,
aged 20, Geo. E. Dyer,8,1, John R. Teague,
20, Yenora Whittier, 18, Samuel Davis,
22, Samuel J. Wells, 21, Geo. 11. Teague,
21, Fifield X. Berry, 20, George Hall, Jr.,
27, Judson Hall, 25.
Discharged August !
15, 1802, by order of War Department.
The secret of happiness, ‘‘Keep your liver
Burdock Blood Bitters is nature's
right
remedy fur complaints of the liver or bowels,

vannah Sept 4 from New York.
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed
Y'or Aug 3 for Port Elizabeth.
Edward May, sailed from New

for Havana.

is

ii-J.wS

L

At a Probate Court held at Bel Hist, u
the County of Waldo, mi the seei.nu r
September, A. I) 181*7.
4 LICE PACE, widow oi .JAMES I A'
A Jaekson. in said Couni> .*f 'A

Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong July 20 for New York.
Mabel l Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanzas, cleared from New York Sept 2

I

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

STKWARDS.

I

TOBACCOS

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July
12 for Hong Kong.

POSTERS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

The Line to Take

York June 20 for Hong Kong.
8 I) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 20 for Shaughae; passed Anjer
Aug 7.
St, Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, II G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Til lie E Starbuck. Eben Curtis, sa.ied
from Newcastle Sept S for Honolulu.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury. sailed from Honolulu May 25 for New \ ork.
Wm II Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghai July 28 Irom New York.
W J Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 10 for San Francises ;
spoken July 2, lat 3d N, Ion 38 W.

Hampton Roads, Idg.

CARDS,

POOR &

j

Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 12 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston; passed St
Heieua prior to Aug 7.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Captain, A L Carver, from Baltimore !
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Mom.
tevideo Sept 11.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater,
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Iiobie, Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong July 5 from Newcastle; in port 15th.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghai July
Id from New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, ED P Nieliols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo ; spoken Aug
24, lat. 30 25, N, Ion 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 tor New York.
U K Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong.
Sachem, Sevvall Nichols, sailed from New

BARKS.

MUSICIANS.

L

Vessels.

Alice Reed, A Sanson Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York ; in port Aug
is.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Sa-

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

Isaac Prince, Belfast, Me., drum major.
Mustered June 15, 1801; discharged April
22, 1803, for disability.
Henry Burkmar, Belfast, Me., life major; left without notice.
Fred J. Lowe, Winterport, Me., drum
major, Jan. 1, 1804; promoted from musician.
John F. Singhi, aged 30, Rockland, Me.
Mustered June 15, 1801; transferred from
Co. U, to principal musician and baud
master of the band, where he served until
the band was mustered out.
By the
order of the division commander, he ora
division
which
he
took
ganized
band,
charge of until the expiration of his term
of service, and was mustered out with
the regiment.
Detailed from Companies who served
with the band—John F. .Singhi, from 1st
Sgt. Co. D, Henry G. Tibbetts, 0<>. B,
John R. Burpee, Co. B, Hollis M. A.
Poor, Co. K, George \V. Burgess, Co. K,
John Grenno, Co. D, Sullivan K. Whiting, Co. D, John R. skinner, Co. E,
Mark L. Knowlton, Co. F.
Returned to
their original companies by order of the
War Department.
HOSPITA

l

JOB PRINTER,

:

B; promoted quartermaster sergeant April
II, 1S03.
PRINCIPAL

Water

SHIPS.

Expelled by Lydia

Benjamin A. Chase, Unity, Me. Joined at Rockland; mustered June 15, 1861;
mustered out of service July 19, '64.
He
was a faithful servant, loved
by all. He

print here, from the Rockland Courier-Ga-

The regiment

Register of

CHAPLAIN.

“The second of the great medical delu- |
Elijah Walker, aged 42, Rockland, Me.
sions in question was that which attrib- I Enlisted and appointed
captain April 24,
1
uted to the royal touch a sanative power
1801; mustered captain Co. B, June 15,
in scrofulous cases.
This is supposed to !
’01; promoted to major, Nov. 29, ’01;
have been a monkish invention to increase j colonel March 17,
'02; mustered out July
the reverence for kings, and was practiced
19, ’04; took partin all the engagements
in England and France.
Becket, a writer the regimeut participated in except Wapin the time of Charles 11., fully describes
ping Heights; horse badly wounded at
the royal gift of touching for the evil, Bull
Run, Aug. 29, ’02; horse shot and
which gift had been confirmed and con- killed at
Chantilla, Sept. 1, ’02; horse
tinued for 050 years.
(Scrofula was thus wounded at Fredericksburg, Dec. 13, '02;
known by the name of king's evil.)
is
It
self severely wounded and horse killed at
proved, he tells us, out of the Corinthians Gettysburg, July 2, ’03; wounded May 5
xii.
ver.
l>:
‘To
another
the
1., chap.
gift and 0, ’04, at the Wilderness, Va., and
to healing by the same spirit,’ and they
again wounded the 23d at North Anna
must needs be allowed no good subjects
River; mustered out with the regimeut
who dare deny this sanative faculty, when
July 19, ’04. Resides at Somerville, Mass.
so many thousands had received benetit!

vj'it’es

surgeon,

reported

never

The ART AMATEUR
Largest Practical Art Magazine.
only A.rt Periodical awarded a Medal at the
World’s Fair.)
Invaluable to all who wish to make their living by
art or to make their homes beautiful
Best and

NOTICE. The subscriber
has been duly apestate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby give notice that he
Administrator of the
pointed

SIMON

CILLEY', late

ot

Brooks,

iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against t he estate of said deceased are desired to
same
for
the
settlement, and all iuitebted
present
thereto are requested to make payment immediF. W. BROWN, Jr.
ately.

Brooks, Sept. 14,1897.

granted.
A

true

t.la

>.

E.

1011X

>

Attest

cop\

C'll AS. P. H

AZt t

■'1TAEDOSS. -In Court ot Proi .o
W last, on the second Tuesday
1897. ,11’DSON E. HALL. E\.
will and testament ot NATHAMI
of Montville, in said County ue<
presented his tirst and tinal aeeoum
tration of said estate for allow,mo
ordered, That notice thereot
weeks successively, in the Kepnu 1
printed in Belfast, in said county,
interested may attend at a l’robao
held at Belfast, on the second l ot
her next, anil show cause.it any t!i<
the sail! account should not be allow*
GEO. E. .lOH N>- *N
A true copv. Attest
(.'HAS. T. Ha/,ki.tim I

The

we
send to any one M
CAR
p
run 1Ap
lUls, mentioning this publi- A m ■
cation a specimen copy, writh superb III"
color plates (for copying or framing) A
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
PAR IAa price, 35c). Or we will send also
run lULi “Painting for beginners”(90pages

MONTAGUE MARKS, 23 Union Square, N. T.

NOTICE. The subscriber
that she has been duly
Administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice

appointed

JOHN L.

ELLIS, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LIZZIE M. ELLIS.
immediately.
Monroe, Sept. 14, 1897.

TRIX

S

NOTICE. The subs.

ijCXECl
gives notice that she has been
Executor of the last will and

testam*

WHITMORE, late ot »>c
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
demands
against the estate
having
ceased are desired to present the same
FRANCIS

ment, and all indebted thereto are r«
make payment immediately.
SARAH M. WIUI'-I
Belfast, Sept. 14, 1897.

t

Remington and Smedley.
lie

use

process
reproducing
alamity-hnwlers raised
it the profession of the
ot

•»

The

of the camera revoludrawtheir
artist

lined, and that the mechanical
ould

«'

•ns.

destroy the artistic value
As usual, there was a

truth.

The wood and steel

found

ive

their

occupation

and the majority have had
her lines of work.
The cheap
has flooded the daily press
eriodii als with

quantity

Illinois

Apple Belt.

The apple crop is

a fine
but uo «
barrels which
go
of
money which wm
the belt.
From ei*ht to

it will

a

Fishing

a

Failure.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

perhaps he news to many of our
wil?
The salt mackerel catch of the entire
readers that apple growing has attained
come into
Xew England fleet to date is 7,887 barrels,
such large proportions in tile West, notayears after planting the
against 38,010 barrels in 1890, 10,076 bar"
begins
bly in the Mate of Illinois. Time was to make glad the heart orchard
of Us own
rels in 1897, 30,934 barrels in 1894, 26,619
when Xew England and Xew York were 1 here are thousands of acres
which w lV barrels in
for
the
first
1893, and 40,438 barrels in 1892.
count
time,
to
this
looked
for a supply of this standard
year iu the
gains of the Illinois apple men. a v,m ,! I By these figures it will be seen that the
fruit, hut we doubt if apple growing was orchard, with its Hist
good crop ripenii,-" I season's catch is decidedly small, and the
ever so profitable here as it now
season is far euougli advanced, it may be
appears belongs iu the first class of
attractive
to

l»e in Illinois.

sights

A correspondent of the

stated with certainty, that the catch for

On any of the railroads

much

extiacts:

apples'critically.

j

I
!

i-v

said

“Ba,*^

*’

Trices at

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

“1 guess 1 know
made in heaven.
It
wouldn’t be safe makin’ 'em in the other

"hy matches

Willie,

are

■

>

|

i,
►

!

1

put

in

Ki:g and
(irate.

(in barrels).$(>

iu »“mP c“rts>.5 sr.
Wharf,.
5.(50
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL.

I

5 (55
5.40

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight,
quality and delivery
Sar'Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.

i

85 SO

A

f

Telephone
( ...

] s-4

place."

The
Cruel Knife!

The alarming increase in the number
deaths which

occur as

surgical operation
I

I

is

the result of

a

attracting general

attention, and a strong
sentiment
against such methods of treatment is
fast

developing

among the most intelliIt seems that in almost
every case for which the doctors’ treatment is
unsuccessful, the learned physicians decide at once that
an operation
must be
performed, and the keen blade
of the surgeon is
recklessly resorted to.
Doctors are human, and of course are
liable to make mistakes, but their mistakes are too fatal to be
indulged in
promiscuously, and as so many lives are
sacrificed in this manner, it is but natural
for the public to believe that half the
operations are unnecessary, besides being a fearful risk to human life, even if
successful.
j
Manula.et.urer of The
It is a positive fact, however, that all
Celei
operations are not necessary, and that a
brated Halter, also dealer in all kinds
; majority ol them are absolutely
underof
taken without the slightest chance of
Cursuccess.
The doctors have never been j
able to cure a blood disease, and a surj
gical operation is their only method of Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and
treating deep-seated ca^-es, such as can- vicinity that he is out of the,postoflio.' with 2700 other fourthcer and scrofulous
class Democratic postmasters, but sii li! still continue to run a.
affections.
Aside
from the great danger, an operation
never did and never will ''ure
cancer, as ;
the disease never fails to return. Can- ! A (iooct
I’liing for Women to Remj cer is in the blood, and common sense
ember.
! teaches
1
anyone that no disease can be
That in addle,'.sing Mrs. Piukham they
cut from the blood.
j
are
communicating with a woman a !
woman
whose experience iu treating j
woman's ills is giea’ei than that of any j
living physician —male «u .•■male
A woman can talk reeiy to a woman
when it is revolting
n late her piivate
troubles to a man besides, a man docs
not understand
simply because he is a

j
I

gent classes.

L.

STAPLES,

Staples’

Harnesses, Blankets, Cards,

ry-Combs, Brushes, Etc,

j

first-el ass harness store, keeping all kinds d goods <■ mm-eied
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast tot M<! I am
selling: for *s.o0. You will ask why I can sell them eheaper
than they ran in Belfast. I pa\ for them in
Maples’ pa'etit halters and it gives me a ehanee t«• u ike a
proli on h th ends. \ls >
a full line «»f trunks and valises.
K •pairing clone wit!: neatness
and dispatch.
Please* give me a call.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE
high sikm i:i.

Opposite Windsor Hote

D. B. SOUTHW0RTH & SON.
PROPRIETORS.^--

man.

women sutler in silence and drift
from bail to worse, knowing full
well that they should have immediate as- i
istance, but a natural modesty impells i
them to shrink from exposing themselves |
to the questions and probably examinaFURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
tions of even their own family physician.
It is unnecessary.
Without ruouey or
or Blackboards.
price they can consult a woman, whose
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROIP I LYPILLH D.
knowledge from actual experience is greater than any local
physician living.
The following invitation is freely offered; accept it iu the same spirit.
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to freely communicate with Mrs. Piukham at Lynn,
All letters are received, opened,
Mass.
read and answered by women only, thus
has been established the eternal eontidente between Mrs. Piukham aud the
women of America which has never been
broken and has induced more than lOu.OOU
sufferers to write her tor advice during
the last four months.
Out of tin vast
volume of experience which she has to
draw f*om, it is more than possible that
(HOVERS BROS.)
she has gained the very knowledge that
will help your case.
She asks nothing iu
All kinds of Silver nnd| Plated Ware
return except yom good-will. >■ i hm* advice has rMieved thousands.
Surely any
woman rich or poor, is very foolish if she
does not take advantage of this generous
offer of assistance.
Lydia L. Piukham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Many

I
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-mm uf TURNOUTS, eysry description,^

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

Fine Silver Plated Seasonable
KNIVES,

>
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this br inch of the business.
So
are the masters
and owners
with the outlook that many of the fleet
have abandoned the hunt for mackerel,
and have refitted their craft for haddock
and codfish.
on

disgusted

j

Company.

Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Lattinor Lehigh.

l.ouis

rations, of which there are
that public taste is growing

F. G. White

the

traversing lM'7 will be a
complete failure for this
Globe-Democrat, writes an in- the belt one rules mile after mile throu-h branch of the fisheries.
The failure of
orchards which stretch on either
side
as
letter
from
the
teresting
apple belt of this far as the vision comprehends
the mackerel fishery is a bitter disappointthe roll in*
ment to Gloucester, which depends so
Mate, from which we make the following landscape. Aud the young orchards
oufi
M.

number far the old.
Gov. Tanner is one of the most
extenl'lie apple belt of Illinois is well defined.
sile apple raisers of this
region, but as
Gov. John U. Tanner, who is strictly in
well posted as he is, he hesitated to
give
e othei
hand, there was never it. with all tliose words imply, says, “The figures on the extent which the
industry
apple counties of Illinois are Clay, Mar- has reached. lie estimated
at a field foi good illustrators,
the
acreage
ion. Wayne and Kiehlaud.
Orchards do in
the
county of Clay at 20,00t> to
ny of the process of repro- fairly in Jefferson.
Effingham, Fayette 25,000, single
and after a little further convent*anil
a> made it possible for
in
are
the
of
the
belt."
Jasper
edge
publishtiou, thought the figures had better be
themselves much more exten- Congressman Campbell adds Hamilton to scaled down, because of the
large number
the belt.
The orchard men of the Cenof failures.
At least three-fourths of
llustrations, and by careful tralia
region include a strip of Clinton. those who start to become
apple raisers
p at the hands of skilful artists All agree that Clay and Wayne led off in
drop out. It takes patience to wait ten
"inings of the mechanical re- the discovery of the peculiar adaptability years, and at the same time
keep up the
of the group of counties to apple grows are largely counteracted. The
culture.
ing. This adaptability is partly soil and
“From eight to eighteen years,” the
therefore, is a distinct gain, not partly climate. It does not mean that an
Governor said, “the Ben Davis bears well,
«■
artists but also to the reader, orchard can be made by the mere act of
while the Jonathan will keep going from
illustrations are more than a sticking a sprout in the ground, according the time it is
eight to thirty years old.
to Johnny Appleseed's creed.
It does
essorv to the text;
they bring mean that where the plautiug is properly The varieties which are really profitable
in the Illinois belt are four. I should conoticularly close personal inti- done and the right culture is bestowed, fine
planting to the Ben Davis, the Jonathe characters.
To most of us there are conditions in this Illinois belt
than, the winesap aud the duchess. The
ieture of Pickwick is rather which guarantee such returns as may he
willotwig would be a great favorite, but
obtained in few other places.
it bitter-rots iu our locality.”
hew than what Dickens
“Governor, it is claimed by some that
'.um- cases, indeed, the artist
Congressman Campbell lives at Me- the Ben Davis originated in this natural
'•-'ter the conception of the auLeansboro.
He represents more acres of apple belt of Illinois?”
Weller. f*»r instance, was rep- apple orchards than any other member of
“It did.
1 lie lieu Davis was discover1 M kens' <«wn
readings of his ilie present House of Representatives. He ed at Burnt Prairie. Old Pres. Funklie doesn't know much about the houser got it from a seedling.
In the
■■iw.ing lout, whereas Phiz de- saysH’s of the
pi'
apple business, having been books you will tind the Ben Davis, the
the smart, alert, cockney
pretty closely employed with cares of Funk houser and the Baltimore red classed as the same.
The Futikliouser is the
'•very I ondoner recognizes as statesmanship.
“Hut,*' ontinued the Congressman, “1 true name of the apple. Some nursery
can give
y-m an actual occurrence which man propagated it and called it the Ben
a
ivantage, however, of will all lid
One of my Davis. Baltimore red was the name given
y.iu s-.me idea.
ess
is
nowhere
more
poet
ap- constituents i- an old farmer who set out somewhere else.”
an
A question that suggests itself when
tlu case of Harper's Week-;
of-considerable size which is
His cliil- the magnitude of the Illinois orchards
nahlt'd that periodical to old enough now to bear well.
drei nave been marrying otf, and 1 suppose liist impresses itself, is whether there is
'•f artistic excellence that the
farm bouse seems lonely.
Any way, not danger that the industry may be overmse
have been impossible. the *• 11i farmer was in town awhile
done.
Gov. Tanner believes there is no
ago,
an-1 to].I one of the business men that lie danger, for several reasons.
some of the best artists of
“In the first place,” he said, “the belt
believed he would sell the farm and take j
'daily employed, and their life easy.
can not be extended much
beyond present
•ilueed with a fidelity and
U is a natural apple district, just
‘If you see any farm buyers coming limits.
'.'tail fully equal to that of along, send them out to mv place,’ lie as there are regions which favor broom
corn or some special product.
said.
There is
“When the apple-buying time came something in the soil and climate which
round, the ‘own man met one of the bin- gives the best results of proper culture.
ds Horn ;h
Cast, and in the course of a i Further, the apple crop is very uncertain.
conversation remarked to him that lie It is almost never the case that there are
thought he knew wbeie he could buy an two good crops in succession, or that
then* is a good crop the country over.
orchard m-.p a few miles out.
The buyer
was ready to go and
look, and the town The fact is curious that in the Illinois
man accompanied h m.
They went to this 1 belt, up to four years ago, the largest
oid fanner's place. They walked through ! crops commanded the highest prices.
the orchard carefully, and the
buyer ex- 1 hat was because when we had great
amined the
The old crops <>:' apples there were failures in the
tanner was pretty hard of hearing, and it Fast or in Michigan.
And. finally, the
wn> impossible to
small proportion of those who start
carry on much conversation with him.
orchards
to those who maintain them
As they came back to
the house the apple buyer asked:
removes
all fear
of
overproduction.
An
Well, what do you want for your
apple crop depends largely on
the
sun
and
the
crop?’
temperature for the
■Six thousand dollars,*
replied the old few days of bloom. 1 have a large orman.
chard. in which the trees of one-half are
lull and those of the other side have no
"The buyer ligured a little, and said:
‘All right 1 i’ll take it.**
apples at all. Sometimes the forest along‘‘The old farmer seemed a little sur- side of the orchard is a protection from
prised at the promptness with which the frost and sometimes it operates the rebargain was struck, but turning to the verse by preventing free circulation of air.
When we do get a good crop it means
town man he said promptly:
‘Me and my wife wifi be in to-mor- three barrels to the tree.
There are fifty
FREDERIC' REMINUTUH
row to sign the deeds.
trees to the acre.
That would be 150
barrels
to
the
■Thunder!* said the town man.
which
would give at
‘He
acre,
tvs magazine.
Frederic lieming- isn't buying your farm.
lie's giving you $1.50, the minimum price this year $225
an
that for your apple crop.’
acre, or $0,000 for a forty-acre ori-Mple. is a constant contribuchard.”
not know and enjoy his
The belt is already swarmed with buy
An Indian Legend Verified.
of western life, which
:_•»
ers.
There are four or live of them in
1
>urh marvellous vividevery town.
They visit the orchards and “Enchanted Mesa” ol \ew Mexico Successfully
has lived among cow- bid on the crop as it
Scaled.
hangs on the trees,
Washington, D. <_., Sept. 12, 1807.
Indians, and cavalrymen, guessing at what the trees will yield, takOne
of
the
savants
of the bureau of
all chances on the brief period be_i"i ious intoxication of the ing
tween the date of the contract and pickethnology of Smithsonian Institution, Mr.
O
air of the plains'.' Carl- ing time.
When he is ready to harvest, F. W. Hodge, has just returned from an
.an's sea scenes, again, are the buyer makes his appearance on the expedition to the “Enchanted Mesa" of
New Mexico, which has excited the in: k
f a man who has known farm, bringing his own pickers and gather'and barrels the apples with skilled i terest of scientists and the daring of exvan both in its slumber
It was brought
into
labor.
Nine-tenths of the crop in the II- | ploring parties.
•nent: while there are few
limns apple belt will be disposed of in- prominence a few months ago by the exthis way the present season.
The king of j pedition of Prof. William Libbey of Princethe apple buyers of the Illinois belt will ton University, who took rope-throwing
j
buy outright between thirty and forty [ mortars, huge kites, balloons and tons of
orchards and will gather his fruit with ! apparatus to scale this hitherto inaccessible tableland.
10b practiced pickers.
The purpose of the investigations has
been to determine whether the summit of
liven the experts are at sea about the
the mesa was at one time inhabited by
amount that will be realized from this
j the prehistoric Acoma Indians. Pro!
year's crop, but they are all exceedingly I
no evidences of early occheerful.
Two years ago apples sold at Libbey reported
Ceutralia for 30 cents a bushel, and some cupancy.
Mr. Hodge's explorations have brought
This year’s crop is
money was made.
results, however, f >r. after scaling
not as large, to the tree, as usual, but it is i good
the mesa, he spent sometime on the sumline.
The
connoisseurs
phenomenally
mit. found a number of fragments of potbold up the smooth, well-rounded fruit,
shell bracelets, stone axes,
and stake their reputations as judges that tery, arrows,
etc., establishing conclusively that the
more perfect apples never blushed.
The
top ot the mesa was ato.ie time inhabited.
news of the shortage iu New York and
Mr. Hodge was sent by the bureau of
Michigan orchards, the early aud active
ethnology, and directed to proceed to the
appearance of the foreign buyers, aud Mesa Escanada and scale its
precipitous
some of the lump
prices already paid for walls in
any way he saw lit.
orchards, show that prices are to he good.
He procured an extension ladder, comThen there are other iudications.
Oue
six sections of six feet each, today last week a representative of a can- prising with an
gether
ample supply of rope, and
in
made
his
in
nery
Michigan
appearance
to the mesa on Sept. 3d, acCentralia, and proceeded to make up a proceeded
companied by Maj. George II. Pradt,
car of windfalls and
green fruit with such
United States surveyor at Laguw. T. SMIDLIT
industry that the local fruit men wonder- deputy
na, X. M., who is familiar with that seced at an unprecedented demand.
A New
tion, Mr. A. C. Vroman of Pasadena,
s of our modern
ships and York company has gone through the ap- Cal., who acted as photographer of the
ple belt establishing evaporators until
h have escaped the alert obMr. II. C. Hayt of Chicago
these establishments to care for the early expedition,
and two Laguna Indians.
it- F. Zogbaum.
aud imperfect apples are as numerous as
The
mesa was determined to be 431 feet
t
this close touch with life, elevators in the wheat and corn belts.
from the western plain to the top of the
hnical skill, that makes the There isn’t a town of any considerable
and the talus at the base
size in the apple belt that' hasn’t got an highest piunacle,
itor such a power in art toof the cleft 224 feet above the plain.
The
It dawns upon the farmers
evaporator.
.«•
attaining a proficiency at that every apple that drops this year will climb was without any serious difficulty
until the party reached a great cleft in the
■••that of his brethren of the have a price.
Some sales of orchards
sandstone.
The ladders were hauled sechave been made and farmer are
•
factor
in
the
appearing
tion by section to this point by means of
living
progress
at the bank windows all through the dismaintaining with it a quick trict asking to “have that note canceled.” the ropes, then lilted together and raised
the cleft.
Mr. Hodge ascended to
v lifts his work high above
The same, inclination that has shown it- against
the top, and climbing over the top imself
the
wheat
at ion.
The student of the
country—the desire to he
mediately above succeeded in lashing
out of debt—is m anifesting itself here.
seeks to learn what the men
the top of the ladder t<> a huge bowlder that had fallen from above and lodged
of our time were, how they
cave for canning, the apple crop lias on the terrace some 20 feet from the summasures and their pains, will
not beguu to move, but the finest
peach mit. The ladder was than ascended by
'<>
overlook the drawings of crop ever known at Centralia is now going I the remainder of the
party, and the top
to
market
at
the
rate
of
three
anrl
four easily reached.
The ascent took exactly
dley. If he wishes to learn cars
a day.
The Southern Illinois peach ‘^1-4 hours.
gical condition of our body- raisers tiiiuk
they are doing very well i The explorers had not been on the sumA. Rogers, who, among other when they get 00 cents and To cents a i
mit of mesa five minutes before Maj. Pradt
The prices being paid now are #1 !
o-eps a linger always on the bushel.
picked up a fragment of ancient pottery,
and #1.10.
Dollar wheat is an old story, I which indicated
clearly that the mesa had
idse, may supply the diagnosis, hut it is
something of a surprise to find been visited, at any rate, in former times,
’he drawings are subjects of how all of the farm and orchard
products and that Prof. Libbey was mistaken in his
those of Edwin Lord Weeks; are appreciating in
Southern Illinois. conclusions.
The
of
these towns pay 50
hotel-keepers
blossoms upon an author’s
During the afternoon and the next day
cents a bushel
for the maidenblushes, Mr.
the illustrations of W. H. Ilyde,
Hodge examined the ground carefully,
with which they construct the table cen- while
Maj. Pradt made a survey of the
her, and Peter Newell: such ter-pieces, and they are not sure that they mesa and
Mr. Vroman secured a number
the day as sketches of H. M. will not pay more than that for good eat- of
photographs. Several potslieads, two
A minimum price stone axes
1 W. McNair, or have the varied ing apples next week.
(broken), a fragment of a shell
ou
winter apples this season is guess- bracelet and a stone arrow point were the
'■vhieli belongs to the work of T. ed good
at #1.50 a barrel, but it is probable chief evidences of former occupancy found
’"ip, G. W. Peters and A. B. most of the Southern Illinois crop will on the narrow, storm swept crest, but
The abundant potsherds, etc., were found in
form a continuous panorama change hands at prices above that.
tendency is upward, and not many farm- the talus, swept down from the summit.
nt art and vivid human interest.
ers can be caught
the
smart All vestiges of the ancient trail ascendnapping by
»f Harper’s Weekly is to be a fellows in town.
Crane, the stock buyer ing the talus and continuing thence to the
journal, and one of which the at Anna, went out into the country about summit by hand and foot holds in the solid
ten days ago and bought some steers. He rock have been
ilv be
obliterated, but some
proud.
paid #50 a head. The farmers laughed traces of the holes remain.
at him until the news got back from St.
This verification of an Indian tradition,
play: “It may be true that, all Louis that Crane had cleared #21.50 a notable for inherent evidence of accuracy,
“'I s a
said
the
stage,”
gloomy head ou the shipment.
A merchant is pecularly gratifying to students of an'!<t the statement that the men
named Kent, in Williamson county, who
thropology.
,:'en are players is gross
flattery in forecasted the signs of the times a little
Prof. Libbey1 s ladder was discovered,
'is.”
“What would you call earlier than his
neighbors, slipped out still lashed in place above the crevasse.
“Supes. About 000 in every into the country and bought cattle and
Mr. Hodge’s researches will arouse great
just plain, ordinary, every-day hogs right and left and
shipped to St. interest among American ethnolologists
‘'ho are not even entitled to be Louis.
He made more money than he and
archaeologists, inasmuch as they are
“ d
among the members of the ever did at dry goods, while the harvest said to show that Indian tradition should
the
star.”
supporting
[Chicago lasted: but the news spread, and the not be dismissed as merely mythical after
host.
farmers are stiffening prices ou ail things.
only casual exploration.
;

Mackerel

prices are assured,
mate the number of
out or the amount

Here is

where the

pain inflicted
on a six-year-old
boy was especially
and
after
cruel,
undergoing the tortures
produced by the surgeon’s knife he rapidly grew worse. Mr. J. N. Murdoch,
the father of the boy, residing at 279
a ca9e

i

wh ch did not yield to the usual treatment, but before long began to grow. It i
gave him a great deal of pain, and continued to spread. He was treated by
j several good doctors, who said he had |
j cancer, and advised that an operation

SPOONS,

containing
potash, or

a

particle

of mercury,

mineral ingredient,
which are so injurious to the system.
S.S.S. is sold by all druggists.
Books on Cancer and Blood Diseases
will be mailed free to any address by the
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
other

Before submit-

ting to
j knife, try y|yl2|
j
the only real blood remedy.

pUNY

CHILDREN

Half the children die before the
age of five years; the result in
many cases of being left to outgrow” a puny, emaciated, bloodless condition.

ANCIER’S

ETROLEUM
EMULSION
feeds the starved tissues, restores
plump and vigorous bodily conditions and helps the stomach and
bowels to digest other food. Unlike Cod-Liver Oil it is
perfectly
agreeable to take. Invaluable in
casesof scrofula,wasting diseases
and impoverished blood.

Druggists
free.

50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR^^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Sm* russets.

Gold Filled Watches

was necessary.
“After much reluctance, weconsented,
After serious il'ness Hood's Sarsaparilla
and they cut down to the jaw bone,
lias wonderful building up p iwi-r.
ir puriwhich they scraped. The operation war
ties tile blood and restores perfect iualth.
a severe one, but I thought it was the
j Bobby (admiring the india-ink :atooing
only hope for my hoy. before a great i on Dickey's arm
"Did
t
hurt uiiicli'.'"
while the cancer returned, and began to !
Dickey : “N >t til! my mother saw t. [Boston Transcript.
grow rapidly. We gave him many remedies without relief, and finally upon the
For Over Fifty tears.
advice of a friend, decided to try S.S.S.
An Old and \Y kll-Thikd Kkmkuy.—Mrs.
the
and
with
second
(Swift’s Specific),
Winslows Soothing Syrup has been, used for
bottle he began to improve. After twenty
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
bottles had been taken, the cancer distheir children while teething, with perfect
success.
It. soothes the child, softens the
appeared entirely and he wras cured.
The cure was a permanent one, for he is
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is
the best remedy for Diarrluea
Is pleasnow seventeen years old, and has never
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
had a sign of the dreadful disease to reof the world.
cents
a botpart
Twenty-live
turn.”
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
S.S.S. is far ahead of all other blood
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
remedies, because it is the only one
take no other kind.
which cures deep-seated obstinate blood
Overdoing It; The Absent-Minded Prodiseases such as
Cancer,
Scrofula,
fessor: “Do you know, my dear, I was so
Eczema, Catarrh, Rheumatism, etc.
busy remembering what you asked me to
It is the only blocd remedy guaranteed
buy you, that I forgot to stop and get it.

not

;>

FORKS,

1
Snodgrass street, Dallas, Texas,"writes :
When my son, Will, was six years j
old, a small sore appeared on his lip,

Purely Vegetable

Shoes.

[Truth.

Who can fail to take advantage of this
offer? Send 10 cents to us for a generous
trial size or ask your druggist. Ask for

Ely's

Cream Balm, the most positive catarrh
cure.
Full size 50 cents.
ELY BROS., 5b Warren St., N. Y. City.
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
ever since a hoy, and I never hoped for
cure,
but Ely’s Cream seems to do even that.
Many acqua.ntances have used it with excellent results. Oscar Ostrum, 45 Warren
A\ e., Chicago, 111,

McLubberta (who has picked up part of a
“Phawat’s this quare mark
this paice av paper?”
Officer O’Haggerty : “A Choinase characther, oi belave."
Me Lubberly
“Thot’s a dum loi. Tlr Chinase liov no characters,
begorra. [.Judge.

laundry check)

For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.

CLOCKS.
Have

your

LAD|ES_ OXFORDS,
ALL IX THE I .1 TEST s /' 1 / /•;>’
AM) ton 1ST PRICES

Eyes Fitted

for

STEVENS BROS.,

*

Spectacles,

We can save you Money.

A Fine Line of

Sterling Silver.

H. J, LOCKE &

SON,

Xo. 5!) Main Street,

SWAN S SIBLEY CO
.(OISHKKS OK

National Bank
P. O. Square.

Building,
BELFAST

CRAIN,
FEED,

Newton S. Lord & Co.,
SAIL
And Successors

to

SEEDS and

GRDCERIE9,
of

MAKERS,
J. W. Frederick & Co.,

as

l)ealtjr> in tin- tinnst <fn;ilit\

..f

Anthracite and

-

Blacksmith

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

ThiLEPIiONt; 1-2.

Aunt Ada was trying to teach her fouryear-old nephew the value of patience and
the futility of crying on the slightest provocation or without any provocation at all.
“Herbert,” she said, “once there was a little
hoy who cried and cried until there was
nothing left of him hut a tear drop, and
presently that drop dried up, and there was
nothing left of that little hoy.” The small

listener looked at the narrator of the story
with large round eyes, and asked in a solemn
voice
What became of his soul'.’” [Pitts-

burg Chronicle-Telegraph.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

ill

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

FOI! MAP

Duck, Cordage, Taints, <fr.
No. 31Front St

,

Belfast,

The finely located oiliee in
opera lh«n>e Block,
occupied tor the past year hv tie- t’.-iit Manan

Me.

Laud to., will he

$100.
to you more than $100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from iucontenence of water during sleep. Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28

L03,lS«

»^ORDERS PROMPTLY TILLED.

Al l,lv

Dr. E. Deletion's Anti Diuretic

May be worth

^ulf.

55, 55, 57 Eront St., Re! fust. Me.

Iy28
One day, at the late Dean of Ely’s table, a
legal gentleman was lamenting the gaps
which death had recently made in his profession. “We have lost.,” he said solemnly,
“not less than six eminent lawyers in as
many mouths.” The Dean, who was quite
deaf, at once rose and repeated grace: “For
this and all His mercies,” etc. [Tit-Bits.

HelfaM.

...THE...

on

Itch on human, mange cm horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in JO minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
I A. A. Howes and Co.,Druggists, Belfast, Me.

SHOES.

t‘»

30tf

Comfort lor»«Feel

Notice

lead'd lor husinos< purposes
C. W FREDERICK. Atty.,

Belfast, Maine.

of Assitjness of
pointment,

His

Ap-

At Belfast, in the
Maine, the Loth

County ot Waldo and State of
day of September. A. D. 1S'J7.
undersigned hereby gives notice of Ins appointment as Assignee of the estate ot EDMOND A. Ill’SSEY of I'nity. in said County of

TILE

Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared
an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court
of Insolvency for said Countv <d Waldo.
2w3S
JOHN R. DI NTON, Assignee.

Allen’s Foot Ease

Notice
and many other new remedies to

relieving distress
corns or

caused

by

bunions.

POOR & SON, Druggists

j

of Assignee of
pointment.

His

Ap-

At Belfast, in the County I Waldo and State of
Maine, the loth day «*i September. A. D 1S'.»7.
'1IE undersigned hereby gives notice of Ins appointment as As,ignee of the estate of WELLINGTON K BOODY of Brooks, in said County
of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been deelared an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court
of Insolvency for said Countv ot Waldo.
2w28
LORENZO D. JONES, Jr., Assignee.

[

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Northport. The Head of the Pond
Morrill. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Payson
Mrs. Isaac Goodchilds of Providence, : (Swanville) Sunday school had a picnic at
R. I., are spending a few days with Mr. ! the Camp Ground, Saturday-Mr. Flood
Paysons parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Payson. came to the Camp Ground Saturday to put
Miss Medora Payson came with them from a his cottage in condition for winter.
three months visit to Rhode Island-Mrs.
Centre Montville. Frank Cushman, of
Adeline Laballister is visiting her sister, the firm of Cushman & Clements, has sold
Mrs. Laballister returnMrs. J. R. Mears.
out to his partner, J. J. Clements. They
ed from California last July... .After his
keep a general merchandise store.... Eight
sermon last Sunday, Rev. Geo. Hill gave the
scholars from the Frye school are conveyed
Leonard
Arthur
to
hand
of
fellowship
right
to the Centre by John Bean. Twenty-five
and Mrs. Payson, who were duly received pupils are attending the Centre school. Lucy
Mr. George Cushman teaches the Vose school, Miss
the Baptist church.
into
Clark and family return to New Haven, Getchell at Halldale, Miss Moody at White’s
Conn., this week.
Corner and Mrs. Lutie Bennett Norton of
Unity. S. H. Bagley and wife of Lewis- Albion at the Kingdom... .The town of
ton were the guests of A. R. Myrick and Montville was well represented at the Monwife last week_Charles Taylor and wife roe fair, quite a number remaining two
went to Aroostook couuty last week on a days-There will be a dance at Grange
pleasure trip. They stopped in Bangor a hall Wednesday evening, Sept. 29th.

|

and

Gilkey arrived home Sunday.
Fred Whitcomb spent Sunday at Islesboro.
Capt.

W. R.

Mrs. J. C. Nickels returned from Trenton

Monday.
Wright

Walter

visiting

is

at

Tyler

Crockett’s.

|

Fred Sawyer has gone to Boston to seek

employment.
Capt. A. B. Colson arrived by train Tues-

Capt. I). S. Goode 11
trip to Boston.

is

absent

on a

business

Miss Mabel Turner of Bangor is visiting
Mrs. W. E. Grinnell.

Photographer Tuttle will
here, this, Thursday.

open his

studio

Mrs. Alice Smith arrived home from
visit to Dixfield Monday.

Herbert Staples, wife and two children
returned to Philadelphia Friday.
Harriet Marie Erskiue visited her sister
Bucksport last week.

Fast net at

Capt. Clifton Curtis left Friday to place
son in a private school at Boston.
Mrs. Desire Buck and daughter Albertina
arrived by steamer Penobscot Sunday.

his

Edward K. Cunningham
for tlmir home at

wife

and

Berlin,

left

Wiscon-

sin.
Mr
E. S. Cpham and Obie Treat, who
spent the season here, return- d borne Fri-

day.
week
Capt. Nelson Smart is spending the
with his son, H. N. Smart, in Medford,
Mass.

days to visit friends-Jessie Whitney
and Sadie Pilsbury went to Waterville last
week, where they have employment in a

few

Absolutely Pure.

a

Jeanette A. Rice is attending the Stat'
Normal school at Castine.

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures

publishing house_Ur. Thomas is improving slowly_The W. R. C. is doing good
work and new members are coming inThe corn shop is booming. The corn is nice
The Waldo County Veteran Association and farmers are happily disappointedwill meet with Geo. Davis Post, Brooks, Mrs. Mary Blair of Boston is visiting her old
Oct. 7th. Due notice wili be given by the home at her brother’s, Frank Bartlett s....
secretary.
Mrs. Albert Chase of Dixmont was the guest
A. Stiiuon ami C. O. Fernald attended i of Mrs. Mary Watson 'ast. week.Silas
the reunion of the lbtli Maine Regiment at Adams and wife of Waterville were in town
Windermere Park, Unity, and Mr. Fernald I Sept. 14tli_Benj. Fogg has been quite
stopped over to attend the reunion of the sick.... Windermere Park is almost deserted.
4th Maine the following day at the same There were two picnics there last weekRev. E. S. Burrill and wife went to Troy
place.
!
Sept, lllth to attend a series of meetings and
Mrs. Betsey Fernald of Winterport, 8b
a week.J. L. Merrick was
years of age, lias spun and knit. twenty pairs I will be absent
of compass-work mittens, besides doing a I in town Sept. 14th.
Thorndike. Mr. Thomas Gornforth, an
great deal of plain knitting within the last
year. Her mittens took the first premium old resident of this town, was buried Sept.
18th.. ..Mr, and Mrs. Daniel Wagner of Belat the late Monroe fair.
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common r<> the cheap
brands,
royal rakinc fowdek t:o.,
(5
NEW YORK.

Marcellos, Capt. Larrabee, lumber
laden from Bangor, sailed from here Monday
Sell.

fur

Charn-s Treat and Lin Sargent have just
from a two iveeks camping trip to

vet .rn-. e

Toddy puiid
Capt. B. F. Colcord has gone to New York
t*. superintend the discharging of schooner

Georgia Gilkey.
v
1't. John Aver ill and Arthur Sawyer
after a mm* weeks fishing trio arrived Tuesday with a full fare.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE,

Islesboko

Building operations

are

in

Dr. Trail
will erect the finest cottage in the place,
and Lincoln Gilkey and Roderick Pendleton are
now preparing
the foundations.
William R. Dupee of Boston will also build
be
summer residence, which will
a fine
ready for next season. The Windsor, the
Howe and the Dixon cottages, will be enprogress

Dark

at

Harbor.

Rev.

larged.

Jennie Turner, who lias been the
left,
gu- -t of her cousin, Capt. Clifton Curtis,
for her 1 me Tuesday.

Angie Allenwood and
son Le Forest were in Lincolnvilie Sunday
visiting Mr. ami Mrs. L. H. lvnight-Mrs

was found near the tenuis
court
eutly. The owner will find it in the
B. x B. S S Co's office.

to work in

A

ss

goiu jpiurter

Belmont.

Mrs.

Sadie Lamb has gone to Providence, R. I.

hospital... .Mystic Grange w il
hold a fair Thursday, Oct. 14th-There
will be a dance at Mystic Grange Hall, Tues
More than three hundred people have left
28th-Lend a Ham
here w.-.hm the past four weeks, and now is day evening, Sept.
Circle, Order of Kings Sons and Daughters
the winter of < iir discontent.
re.

Edward Blake of Swauvilie has bought
the Lairabee farm, formerly the Porter
place, and will reside there.

a

Mrs
Thomas Churchill,
Sunday, Sept. 20 th
Topic, “Integrity;” Bible word, “World.”
meet at

will

the

home

of

Mr.

and

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. N J. Heagan left
steamer City of Bangor last Saturday for
Massachusetts, where she will visit relatives
for several weeks.... M. C. Procter left here
Sept. Hitli for his home in Dorchester, Mass,
lie will drive over the road and visit several
places on his way.George Avery and
wife .ire visiting in Hallowell this week....
Rev K. G. Harbutt and a large delegation
from here are attending the State Congrega- Mrs. Orriu Luke moved to Hallowell last
week, accompanied by Mrs. Emma Luke....
.onai Convention in Belfast this week.
Mrs. Meda Avery is visiting her husband in
Tic- Congregational society is preparing
Hallowell this week.... Mariam Grindle is
t.-r a harvest supper and entertainment, the
sick with pneumonia. At this writing she
*iat»* f which wi'l be announced later.
j is thought to he improving. She is attended
J P. P>:i kmore has shown uf a pumpk’n
Several from
i by Dr. Towle of Bucksport.
gr< v.,!_ .a his garden planted July 1st that this
place attended the Monroe fair last
f
feet and four inches.
That is
g: vt
week.Martha Harriman arrived home
s. *me jtumpkins.
from Seal Harbor Sept. 18th.
There are il'i scholars in attendance at
Brooks. Mr. arul Mrs. John C. Lane of
Tiii- scl:< h..;:s in Union district.
A dozen or
Orouo have been visiting friends in Brooks.
uuu•«mi'* fr« in the Harbor to attend the
AbisLia Evans has moved into their house
High school.
winter_Mrs. Nathaniel Evans is

Henry Partridge, wife and sister of Willimanti' arrived by steamer Monday and will
spend several weeks in town.
Mrs Geo. W. Hicliborn and daughter
Emma who have been a voyage with Capt.
Hichborn, returned home this week.

<>n

■

Fred M. Harris of Boston, accompanied by
s S''iis, Warren and
Walter, students from
Harvard, arrived Wednesday and after a
sit to friends here will try the fish in Swan
Lake.
Nelson Eames of New York city and son
Wiihr-rforce are visiting Loomis Eames.
n is a librarian of the Lenox Library,
The
He has the genealogy of the
New YorkEames family back to their English ancestors.

E. L. Emerson received notice last
of her brother, Simon R.
Lufkin at Worcester, Mass., and of tlie death
of her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Skinner at
Medford, Mass. Mrs. Emerson left at once
Mrs.

week uf Tim death

by

train.

J. A. Clement, F. E. Whitcomb, W. B.
Trundy and F. E. Curtis are the lake and
will be joined by J. H. Sullivan, E. A. Buker
and several others. Frank Gross is high
line at this writing,having taken three trout
That averaged three pounds.
Elder Win. P. Israel of Portsmouth, N. H.,
will give a course of lectures from his illustrated chart, from “Paradise Lost to Paradise Restored,” at the Advent Chapel,

Searsport, beginning Saturday
Sept. 25th. All are invited.

evening,

connected with them.
NORTH

Mrs.

SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

Harriet Reed returned to Belfast last

week.
at

this place

Miss Minnie Reed of Belfast visited here
last Sunday.
Miss May Fernald
Medway, Mass.

is

visiting friends

in

Miss Jennie Carter, who is in Boston for
treatment, is improving.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moore of Glenburn
visited at Fred Black’s last week.
Lorenzo Jones and wife of South Brooks
visited at A. Stinson’s last Sunday.
The new iron fence for the cemetery is up
and adds much to the looks of the place.
W. J. Mathews and wife and Mrs. Hills
and daughters have gone to Union on a
visit.

her

sisters

Capt. George E. Chapin is repairing his
barn, and A. H. Ellis is putting extensive
repairs on his.
Some one attempted to rob Capt. T. D.
Nickerson’s beehives last Friday night, but
a to

it_

Levenseller and mother of Waldo visited at
Joseph Gordon’s last Saturday and Sunday.
..Ross C. Higgins and Mrs. Addie Higgins
visited friends in Troy last ThursdayBert Dixon, Scott Adams and Herbert
Littlefield returned to their work in Massachusetts, Sept. 18tli... .Several members of
Hillside Grange are at work on their new
Grange ball_Jack Frost has been very
lenient with the farmers this fall. Up to
..

the present writing he lias done but little
damage to the gardens and crops in this vicinity. .Many of the farmers are now picking and hauling their sweet corn to the fac..

tory

at

Unity.

North Stockton Springs. Mr. Charles
Swett and daughter Eva of Hampden and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moore of Glenburn
visited at Mr. Freeman Partridge’s last
week....Mr. Isaac W. Partridge returned
to Bangor Saturday after a short visit at
home_The little child of Henry McCaslin
has been quite ill... .The schools began here
Sept. 6th. The Robert’s is taught by Miss
Viola Berry of Sandy point, the Turner by
Miss Bertha Partridge. Miss Addie Crockett of this place teaches the fall school at
Sandy point_Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clifford visited friends in Comma recentlyMr. John Littlefield has arrived home from

which the late James G.
Morse lived for many years, and it will
then be rented, as it is in a good location.
We are all glad to see this job doue-Wil-

_H. H. Harriman of Portland made O.
W. Ripley a short call Sunday.
Monroe.
Mrs. Collins (Edw. Billings
mother) Jrorn Rockland and Ellie Weed
have been visiting here the past two weeks.

cemetery where her father and members of
his family lie buried. The Eaton family
were well known residents of this towrn

fifty years ago. Joseph Ellis, Sr.,
married Mrs'. Carver’s mother for his second
wife, and Mrs. Carver improved this occasion to call upon young Joe, as lie used to
be called. Mrs. Carver is a regular subscriber to The Journal, which she values
highly, especially for the Waldo county
new's... .Mamie McTaggart is attending the
High school at Waterville, where she boards
writh her father, William McTaggart of the
Belfast freight train.. .Eben Miller is attending the business college

in

Augusta-

Mrs. Geo. B. Roberts has been very dangerously ill. She has been obliged to submit to
severe surgical treatment and it is thought
she may recover....Mrs. Clias. Bessey is
still very sick and lias suffered greatly. Her
daughter, Mrs. Berry of Thorndike, spends
much of her time here with her... .The death
Simon Cilley leaves James M. Clary the
oldest man in Brooks. Mr. Clary is 84 years
of age, and is well with the exception of
rheumatism in his limbs, which for some
years has
prevented active exercise... .If
you want to see some nice stock call at the
farm of Frank Fogg in the edge of Jackson.
.John M. Dow, who is one of our largest
farmers, has gathered his hay and grain harvest and closed his farm home for the season.
.Potatoes are almost a total failure
here. Many pieces are not worth digging.
...

..

Prospect. Mr. Albert Morse and wife of
Glenburn visited relatives in Prospect last
week-Miss Eva Swett of Hermon Pond
visited Miss Bertha Partridge last week....
Nearly all the farms were left desolate the
second day of the Monroe fair, and all can
tell something about what they saw at the
fair. But strange to say nearly all of the visitors did not go to the hall to see what the
farmer raises, while all could give a glowing account of the merry-go-round, the wonderful Rocky mountain lamb and other
strange shows. I. F. Gould of Prospect won
in the races in which he entered his trotter.
_The Prospect Grange voted to re-consider the vote whereby they voted to have a
fair_N. L. Littlefield took to Monroe fair
his young Jersey stock and bull... .The potato crop is coming in below the lowest estimates and the end is not yet, for the partly
grown tubers after careful sorting are rotting in the cellar-The time is at hand for
the threshing machine. The Nickerson machine from Swanville and the Fred Eames
machine are coming_H. R. Dawson held
a meeting at the Roberts schoolhouse last
week, and last Sunday Charles Colcord of

Searsport and others held a meeting-Josiah Colson lost a valuable two-years-old
colt, Wednesday. She was in the pasture
with several other horses. Mr. Colson missed her and a search being made he found
her dead. He was offered $150 for the colt
the day before_C. C. Ridley is hauling
lumber and will at once commence extensive repairs on his dwelling....Mrs. Nettie
Cousins of Hallowell is in town visiting
relatives... .John H. Littlefield of Kingman,
Mass., is visiting bis father, S. B. Littlefield.
.George Furbish of Newburyport, Mass.,
is at Josiah Colson’s this week-Miss Ida
Gray has in her possession a pair of silver
knee buckles worn by her great grandfather,
Lieut. Thomas Cummings, in the French
and Indian war....H. G. Cummings has
disposed of his fast filly and purchased a
...

large work horse.

1

_Dr. Sewall and wife and friends will return to Roxbury this week....Mrs. Sadie
Chapin Holmes, who has been quite sick at
her parents, is improving under the treatment of Dr. Holt-School began in this
village last Monday under the instruction of
The Centre
Miss Delia Stimpson of Brooks.
school is taught by Miss Phebe Snow of
Etna....The fair brought to town many
former residents and many of our young
people who have employment iu other States.

Darien, (ia., Sept. D‘- Ar. sch. Chari
miiiiIis. Chariest-m
Perth Amboy. July IS. < ;-i, -ch <
Slmte, Boston.
t !-i. «•!
Ro. kport, Me., Sept. 1 7
New \ ork.
<
IS.
;d
.irk Can
Savannah. Sept.
New York.

'ey.

_Farmers

are
discouraged about their
Some will not have enough for
family use, on account of rot, where they expected a large crop to sell.

I

<

potatoes.

Barbadoes, Sept. L. Sid. bark He
Nash, Apalachicola and Boston
Pas-eo. srh
Dihralter, Sept. 8.
New s f<
Ward, New ; <
Black River, Ja .Sept. B. (Id, seh
Lot k. Murphy, ihester. Pa.
Rosario, Aug. 21. Sid. sell. Heorge

Palermo.
Last Friday Allen Goodwin
wife attended the funeral of Miss Lila

and

Mardenin East Vassalboro-Harry Hinckley and James Knowles, Jr., were badly
burned last week by powder.

They had
ground and after

spilled some powder on the
saving what they could touched

a match to
the rest. Their hands and face were burned.
Harry wore a full beard which was burned
close to his face. James clothes caught fire
and his shirt was torn off to save him. It is
feared Mr. Hinckley’s eyes are seriously injured and Saturday his wife went with him
to Portland for treatment at the Maine General Hospital. Mr. Hinckley is pastor of
the first Baptist church and the desk was

not

supplied last Sunday-Amos Brown

at work last week for Allen Goodwin
Hannah Cain, building their chimneys
over-Fred Jordan has torn down his shed
ami is preparing to build a new house.
was

and

Troy. The Club of Eight met with Mr.
and Mrs. T. W. Hawes last Saturday and an

Mr.

of her son, Charles Conant, at the advanced age of 82 years, 11 months and 23
days-Miss Christian of Bangor is the
guest of Ada L. Walker.... Ada Littlefield
has returned to her school iu New Jersey.

1

well attended-Mrs. Cushman, while
passing from the church yard Saturday, was j
run o\ er by two ladies and quite badly hurt.
She was taken iu by G. F. Randall and wife j
and cared for....A. IJ. Bagley, who has
been laid up with a sore baud, is improving.

The next
enjoyable time was reported.
Hingham, Mass., where he has been emmeeting will be with Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
...Mr.
Herbert
time.
for
some
Staples,
ployed
Harding in December-Quite a number of
wife and two daughters of Philadelphia,
cur citizens attended the fair at Monroe....
last
weekvisited Mr. N. W. Staples
Mrs. Ida ltollins has returned from a two
Mr. Truman Lathrop and Misses Addie and
weeks visit iu Boston... .Mr. and Mrs. T.' F.
Mattie Littlefield have arrived home from
Heal of Lagrange have been the guests of
Fort Point Hotel, where they were employ-

home

History.

wras

and

Mrs.

William

Knowles_Mrs.

in Now

the house in

over

of

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black of Boston are
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
N
Black.

Spring Farm.”-Charles

the

visit

some

Gray and wife visited
last Sunday.
O. B.

at the “Mineral

Blood and Nerve Remedy that were Ever
Given to any Medicine in the World’s

White is in rather poor health-Miss
Mehitable Hall is visitiug her sister in
Thorndike, Mrs. A. H. Monroe.Miss
Alice Rowell returned to her work iu Waterville last week_Mrs. M. B. Small of
Thorndike is stopping with Mrs. M. W.
White_Charles Stevenson is at work in
Freedom.
Sandy point.

Forest

Berry ot

steamer

City of Bangor has been at home for a few
(lays’ vacation_Mrs. Annie Goff of New
Hampshire is visiting her mother aud sisters

Santos.
MEMBER OF CONGRESS H. HENRY ROWERS.

was appointed postmaster several weeks ago,
has had new boxes aud an office made in his
store and moved from C. F. Snow’s store
Sept. 18th....George Small has returned to
his work in Massachusetts, having been called here by the death of his grandfather, Wil-

liam Small.

COURT.

Valparaiso. Aug. IP Ar, hark Port
>
W
tin
McLeod. Newcastle,
tofagasta
Singapore, Aug. 1 c Ar. ark Ac
Auislmry. Hin H«a.
Montevideo, Sept. l.l. Ar. bark I.

other medicine in the world is recommended so highly, so strongly and so earnestly
and by so many well-known and prominent
people as Pr. Greene's Nervnra blood and nerve
remedy. It is recommended to the sick by alNo

most

everybody,

as

the

surest
as the

cure,

Here, for instance. is the roeommendati--n
for the people to use Dr. Greene's Nervura 1 v
one of our irreatest statesmen, lion. 11. llenrv
Powers. Mornsviiie, Vt.. Member of Comirds
and Chairman of the Committee on Pacilic
Railroads. Member of the C ommittee on elecit is tion of President and Vice-President, and who

recommended everywhere
greatest of ail for sixteen years before takim: his .vat in C* uIt invariably gives strength trress was
health restorers.
of the Supreme Court, Ibto the tired, over work l and worn-out body. has also been State Senator and >pcaker of
It makes pure, rich,vitalized blood and strength- Vernumt House of Representative'. Suit "
ens and invigorates the nerves of those who are there can be n » higher testimony in favor*-: a
nervous, nerve-weakened and nerve-exhausted. remedy than the personal words of so distinl a statesman and eminent a jtidue, and
Then, too, look at the standing of the people
who recommend Dr. Greene's Nervnra blood we doubt not that his testimonial and eueourand nerve remedy as the greatest and grandest aifimr recommendation to those w ho are out of
of medicines. They are our foremost chi/ens. 11 i’111 to us Dr. Greene's Nervura. v ..j r. -u t
men and woinenoecunymg high places of honor in the cure of evervum- who pads the.-e dm
and trust and kmcvn to everybody, peop'e for his advice wad certainly influence ad to imwhose word is always th verv essence of tru’h med'atelv use Dr. Gieeue’s Nervura.
( on .T‘'ssiiinn 1 hiwers say<
and who recommend t’
weak, nervous and
“I lave found that Dr. Givnn-'s Nervura
suffering to use Dr. Greene's Xervura been:: e
it cured to -m. h-wan-e th v have absolute p.-:
blood and lur.e remedy i.-> a m*-t vaiuaMe
sonnl kno\vl-»Pr» that it i- a sure iv-torer of tonic, t m in it up the svt.-m ami producin'; a
health and streu rth. and P •cause t! v v i-h the condition of redv-nment and bine. a my after
: th.strike !-umr continued inmtal stiam*.
I have heard it
public to ha vc th_• fu'i a I uta :
wonderful medi .t! dx-.c. ■tv.
■'poi-eii of in terms of lima appreciation l-v
Tliey desire tli.it la tii. strength and vigor many responsible witm-sse.', and fully com nr
shall take the phuv* of uoikur.--, ] : xrat ai m their opinion.
and despair among th |.
a and tii y puM.-h
If. HENRY POWERS.”
the marvelous facts of t:
r own cures, on
Get I)r. GreenNervura .Mood an
i.erv*
<•
>:iimo'i
t.heirown signatures, that the
reim. dy at om
and 1- cured.
p
Remember tnat tins worderfill cure is a
everywhere may know tiiat to take Dr. Greene's
Nervnra Mood and tier’, e remedy means to !•_• plivsieian's prescription, the discovers of the
re-to red to health, reinvigorated, rejuumat d.
well-known Dr. Greene, -1 ! m;
1
Mass., who
revitalized, with new hope, renewed powers,
’?ne people, personally or by letter.
energies and ambitious.
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Centre.
The Sunday school
will have a harvest concert at the church
September 2(>tli.... Mrs. Ella Roach of Boston is visiting W. S. Parker and wife....
Messrs C. C. Hamm and L. O. Robinson
were in Houlton recently and while there
were the guests of Edgar Hamm... .The fall
terui of school here began Sept. 20th, Phebe
Shaw, teacher-Hiram Parker is at home
from Boston visiting his parents.
Monroe
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wife of
Henry McLain
Haverhill, Mass., are visiting Mrs. McLain’s mother, Mrs. William Graham. Mr.
Appleton.

and

McLain is in poor health-David Crawford of South Weymouth, Mass., is visiting
John Gurney and wife and assisting Rev.
C. E. Harding in his meetings in the Baptist Church... .Albert Davis and Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Griffin of Somerville, Mass are
spending their vacation in town, guests of
A. R. Davis and wife-Leroy Jackson and
family have again moved from their farm in
Hope and are living in their house on Canal
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Camden last week, visiting relatives.
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-Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes is confined to
KKTIKXX. TO BELFAST.
From Boston. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
the house by sickness-Mrs. S. J. Gusliee
|
m
i and Fridays at f>.<*0 c
and daughter Mary recently visited friends
From Rockland, via Camden, luesdays. Wrd.M A Itl-KN
I
t..
15. Mardeti
in Liueolnville.
nesdavs, Fridays and Saturdays at from
1

Camden.
Miss Marian L. Kelley, local
editor of the Camden Herald for the past
three years, soon leaves for Hartford, Ct.,
where she will till the position of private
secretary and stenographer to Hon. T. W.
Russell, President of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Co_Henry Evans has
entered

Bowdoin

and

Sherman

College,
Perry Colby University.Mrs. A. E.
here_Mr. and Mrs. James E. Harriman Waldron, who has been the guest of her
of Lawrence, Mass., have been here for a sister, Mrs. J. B. Stearns of Norumbega,
visit_J. W. Richards of Boston has been has gone to Chicago to spend the winter....
here for a week, returning to Boston by boat Edith Knight has returned to her studies at
Miss Norton’s Kindergarten, Portland....
Monday-Miss Ida Danielson left by boat
Friday for Boston-Capt. aud Mrs. J. P. The remains of Mrs. Lucy Hall, widow of
Stowers have returned from their wedding the late Simon Hall, formerly of this place
were brought here for burial last week....
trip to Kineo and are at their cottage for a
The village schools began last Monday with
few weeks. Capt. Stowers has been ill sev
eral days with malaria-The Story Tellers’
Club met Saturday evening with Miss Emma
Black. There was a large attendance-F.
L. French has been down river on a fishing
trip_Grace Emma, the year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black, has been very
sick for two weeks. She is attended by Dr.
Durgin of Searsport... .The six-months-old
son of Herman Grant of Penobscot died last
week from cholera infantum.
Mr. Grant
moved to Penobscot several months ago from
Sandypoint.Miss Caro Perkins has returned to her home in Penobscot, having
been here several months-The Christian
Endeavor rally here Sept. 10th was largely
attended and very interesting. It will long
be remembered, as it was a day of intense
heat. The thermometer registered 96° rnostof the day and was 90° at G p. m-Sch. H.
A. Tilton is discharging coal here for Ross
& Co_Sch. Mentora, Capt. Manley Grant,
lately arrived with grain for C. F. Snow_
We acknowledge the wedding cards of Capt.
and Mrs. J. P. Stowers. .F. S. Harriman, who

EX-JUDGE OF SUPREME

the same corps of teachers as last year, with
the exception of Miss Simmons filling the
position of High school assistant.

0.00 A.
From

M.

j

■
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Highest Endorsements by Prominent
People Given to Dr. Greene’s Nervura

The

Sooth Montville. Mrs. Geo. Young of
is the guest of Mrs. D. C.
Gilman-Several from this place attended
the fair at Monroe and report good exhibits
and good trots_L. C. Morse of Pittsfield
was in this place this week-Mr. C. N.
Cram and wife of Howard, R. I., are calling
ou their many friends here.... Hattie and
Etta Gilman have spent adav with friends in
Belmont_Mrs. Eunice Quigg, who has
been very sick, is convalescing-The Advent Quarterly meeting, held here this week,

York....E. (J.
Holbrook, commercial agent, is at home
with his family for a short time....Dr. A.

to

lis Morse of Lowell, Mass., made a business
to Brooks a short time since.
He is a
Beginning Monday,Sept. 20th, the steamers trip
of the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co. will busy hian and owns and reuts several
make four trips each way, touching at Sears- houses in that city. He built four new ones
this season-Joseph R. Mears, State Conport from Boston Tuesday, Wednesday. Friseized quite a quantity of liquor at
day and Saturday, and from Bangor Mon- stable,
our depot during the Monroe fair_Rev.
day, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Salem Towne assisted Rev. F. S. Dolliff in
E. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass., who came
his services last Sunday afternoon and deto Waterville to attend the reunion of the
livered an excellent sermon. In the evening
2nd Maine Cavalry, spent Sunday iu town.
he gave his illustrated lecture on the life ot
Mr. Billings left here thirty-one years ago,
Christ. He is to give another on the Work
but has always kept in touch with his old
in Maine to-morrow, Friday, evening....
associates, visiting Searsport occasionally.
Mrs. Geo. A. Carver of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Upon the least mention of those lie knew in who with her
family spends her summers in
the old days lie always has some reminisSearsport, called here last week to visit the
cence

Supreme Court, Pronounces Dr. Greene’s
Nervura a Most Valuable Remedy.

Haverhill, Mass.,

ed_Henry R. Dawson of Monroe had a
Robert Knowles has returned from a visit
meeting at the Robert's schoolhouse last
to Lewiston..
Mr. Harry Pollard of WaterMonday_Simon Littlefield, Jr., has inville was in town a few days last week...
vented a machine similar to a bicycle which
Misses Edith and Myrtie Forbes of Brooks
W. Rich is doing some business as a general
he has named a trielosipede. He has a pa- j
were the guests of Mrs. Inez Harding SunMrs.
for
a
fertilizer
Clias.
is
tent brake adjusted and the trielosipede
company...
agent
day-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey of AuJohnson of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting her a success as far as speed is concerned.
burn are spending a few days in town with
mother, Mrs. Moses Gilley, of Monroe....
Winterport.
Mrs. Walter Smith and their
parents-Mr. Rufus Gross <*f ThornMiss Alice Li Dow, who is at work in the little
of
Baston
daughter Hazel, Gertrude
dike was iu town Sunday and attended sertrimming department of C. A. Browning & Levant and Mrs. Win. Holt of Bangor were
vices at the church-Mr. L. B. Harding
Co.'s millinery store in Boston, visited last, the
guests of Mrs. H. P. Simpson recently. made a business
trip to Waterville Monday.
of
A.
formerJ.
week the family
Robertson,
....The village schools began Sepr. loth.
I
Halldale. Mrs. Nellie Nichols, who has
I !y of Monroe, but now of Billerica, Mass. The teachers
are
Misses Carroll, Pitts,
The week before she visited the family of Travis and Micha ls. They are all boardiug been spending the summer with her parents,
of this town, but at Miss Abbie Coffren’s... .Mr. John Stokell Mr. and Mrs. E. Poland, returned to her
| Charles Poland, formerly
Lnnw of West Medford, Mass-James Jew- is gradually failing... .Mrs. Kelley, an aged home iu Lowell, Mass., last week....Mr.
'"ell, who has been at work at his trade as woman, fell down stairs Sept 12th and dis- Richard Rayues of Bangor is visitiug his
; house carpenter in Lowell the past season,
located her shoulder-Mrs. Eaton, who is brother, A. F. Rayues_Mr. S. S. Emery
and daughter of Lowell, Mass., are visiting
is at home for a few days to look after his staying with her sister, Mrs. Moses Snow is
Davis moved to
property here....E. R. Billington of Dix- dangerously ill....Dr. Sewall and wife of friends here_Miss Ellen
F. Hazel has movrnont, the veteran who, it will be remem- Boston, accompanied by a friend, visited Dr. Freedom last week-J.
ed into the house vacated by Miss Davisbered, married Miss Bertha Chase of Jack- Atwood recently and the gentlemen went on
Mrs. Lizzie Sweetland of Boston is visiting
a pleasant fishing excursion-Herbert E.
son, was in town on business last weekDr. P. E. Luce has rented of C. E. Lane the Gregory, formerly of Chadron Academy, her brother, Turner Whitten.Newell
residence of the late A. J. Roberts and after Neb., now of Yale, where he is taking a White of Searsport called on friends here
a thorough renovation it will be opeued as a
post-graduate course, visited Ins former last week_Elberton I. Hall of Lowell,
hospital... .C. A. Lane, the new postmaster pupil, Katherine Thompson, last week.... Mass., is visitiug his father, Elias B. Hall.
....Several from this place attended the
Mrs. T. J. Thompson has returned from her
has moved his family to the village, which
outli Jefferson last
saves him a half mile of travel several times
visit to Kineo, Bangor, and other places- quarterly meeting in
Mrs. Hannah Conant died Sept. 12th at the Friday, Saturday and Sunday.Geo.
a day... .Shadrack Hall & Sons are building
for

Capt. William M. Tupper was called home
Ti
Brunswick, Ga., by a strike of tlie employees of the Metropolitan S. S. Co., of
wiii» 1: he is superintendent.

visited Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick
Sept lhth.... Freeman Roberts and wife of
Newport visited Mr.and Mrs. Joseph Higgins
Sept. 16th... Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bucklin of Kockport visited at Charles Hogan’s
last week. Bert Hogan of Massachusetts,
and Mrs. Maud Hogau of Thorndike passed
last Friday evening with Ross C. Higgin’s
fast

Boston.

>J

Member of Congress Powers, Formerly Judge of the

•••

day evening

Thursday

Nervura! King at Medicines.

H. Blake, Fernandiua; 15, ar, sch. Sea Ip
erson, Bangor; 16, ar, sch. Odell, M
Bangor via Bticksport; 17,ar, hark Wili
ett. Tort Spain; cld, sch. Nimbus, IP
Janeiro; sld, schs. Emma S. Briggs, Bln
Eliza J IVndleton, Carteret for Bain
ar, sch. Kit ( arson, Bangor; 19, ar.
Maey, Honolulu; sell. Isaac oberton, lb.
Boston, Sept. 14. Ar, sch. Isaiah li
liams, Philadelphia ; old, sch. Jose Oku.
Kennebec and Washington; 15, ar. sc!
Palmer, Haskell, Newport News; 16, at
Holmes, Byan, Belfast ; 17, cld, R. W.
Philadelphia; 18, ar. sch. .Mabel J■ -r-...
born. Baltimore; 19, ar, sell. Hattie li
Port Johnson ; 20, ar, schs. Nightengah
Colin C. Baker, Slmte, Perth Amho\
Gurney, Closson, Hoboken (at Meetsch. Young Brothers, Kennebec and Was!
bark J. H. Bowers, Magona, Buenos a
orders.
Philadelphia, Sept.. 14. Cld, schs.
Pickering, Haskell, Camden, Me.; El«-.
Thurston, Roxbury, 16, ar, sch August
Haskell, Bangor; Thos. W. Hyde, ( a;
land: W. H. Sumner, Pendleton, New
eld, ship Iroquois, San Francisco, is
Wm. H. Sumner, Portland, Henry
gor; 19, ar, schs. Sarah E. Palmer, M hi
gor; Emma S. Briggs, New York.
Baltimore, Sept. 16. Ar, sell. J M
Haynes, Matthews. Kennebec. 17, ar.
gunticook, Turk’s Island; 19, ar, sell,
dleton, Carteret.
Portland, Sept. 17. Ar, sch. S. G H
ardson, Wiscasset, to complete lnadin.
erara ;19, ar, sch. E. I, Warren, Rondsch. R. F. Pettigrew, Baltimore.
Vineyard Haven. Sept. 19 Ar.
Hart, Dodge, Port Reading for V v
George (iurnev, Closson, Hoboken
lost flying jib.. Mattie Holmes.
Amboy for Bangor (last two sailed 19
Bangor, Sept. !5. Ar, sell. Nat
-hi. schs. Winslow Morse, Newton, II
Pendleton, Collins, New York; lb, .n
L Davis. Pattei sba
Bel
A. Lewis. Marblehead;
id. schs t-.it
New York; George B. Fergusoi;, Kc
York I.illian, Grind;*-. Boston
H.
do.; IS. cld, sch. Marcellas, I.ai i.kite*
at. schs. Mary Ann Mc< anti, iiuit-s, 1*
charity. Mi (iee, Portland, 19. a
Richardson, Nickerson, Bosi n \\
Marshall, do.: Mary !. Crosby, l:
2", -id. sch Nat Ayer. Hodukin-. V
ar. sell. 1- h-ra Cond-m. sellers, Per:
I sells. Isaiah K. Stetson and Am
New Yotk.
A
Bruuswick, Ga., Sept. 14
Willey Cape I’-un, ia Barbados
John C. Smith. Havana, ia T ■rtucaApalaehicola, Sept 2i». Ar. sch !
son, Havana.
New-Bedford, Sept 14. Ar. sch 11
lev
Holt. Newport News; 17. a
chase. Ellis. Bangor, 19. -Id.
Si
Nor! oik.
Bath. Sept. 15. Ar, schs. Day1,
lose «ilaverri, Arey do.
!
Carteret. Sept. 15. Sld. sell. 15i,v J
! 1* letchei, Baltimore
.Jacksonville, Sept. 15. Cld. sch. «
H iske
New Y
Portland.
;• 1.
Washington, l>. (k, Sept, lb.

j

N
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M 1
and Ines I.
!■ KKUSOS C»i:<-K..1

! n
v, A
Stevens,
In So.-.i -. •: r.
N;
Sumnei .1
lioth .f Se..

Bangor, touching at way-landings. Mon- ! A. F. Mathews, E.s.p,
days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at j MiSsC’lytle 1>. tieor^e
11*00 A M.
S.Ml t ii Wkli'II
In Bell <•
Sep:
f t h*
resident*
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast
Rev.
<».
(».
Witishu
Boston.
by
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen'l Supt..
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen l Manager, Boston Annie N\ekli. both ot Bedasr
I-

DIED.

DR- MOTT’S

In .Morrill. Sept. 21. On
Black
in oiith.- ami 2■"> da>s
Hakiek. In Minneupoii-. Mint. St:
\Vi lliam Harter, former!v t Yin.oh.i.
!
( i*iunis.
In Camden, Sept. P
widow "t Arphaxad Co
I months ami 28. days.
v
(IKEEM.aw. In' Deer Isle, SepThey overcome Weakness, irGreenlaw. aged 85 \eat
regularity and omissions, inS.• j•:
In ilo!\.»ke, .Mass
Mali.
crease vitror and banish "pains
| of menstruation.”
"
They are ! widow of t he late Simeon 11a I
| tien, aged 74 years.
Hu.mss. in North K'isw..t t k, Se,
I
cilia, wile ••! Albert 1
Higgins,
10 months.
!
and
to girls at worn an no >d. aiding
Johnson. In Brooksv die. Sej
5, \\
body. No known remedy i"r women equals son.
\
I’aini:.
In
Camden,
Sept
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleasPaine, aged 88 years. 8 mon« h> and 2
ure.
#1 per box by mail.
Sold bv druggists.
I
Rich. In Thorndike. Sept 1.- M.t
Ohio. 32 years, 2 months ami 18 da w
STKAKNs.
In Hrooksville, Sej 1
8.. >
I
FOR SALK BY R. II. MOODY.
Iyr38
! Stevens.
j Ti lTKti. In Ohlt.iwn, Sept 14. (
A Tupper, formerly oj Ko k .-.i d .1.
years.

j

aged 34 years,

I

“Life Savers’

j

DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland,

Swanville. Capt. T. D. Nickerson took a
bushel of Queen of the Valley potatoes to
the Monroe Fair last week. Last spring he
gave his nephew, Albert T. Nickerson,one of
the Queen of the Valley potatoes, which he
Belfast
Price lurri-n
planted the 12th of June and raised from it ! Having purchased the original records of the
one and one-half pecks of good
saleable estate of ,1. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
)<
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR ill!
pensioners having c laims pending, and of those
potatoes.A. Eugene Nickerson spent who may wish to present claims for additional or
Price Pa
j Prod 'id Market.
i
of
I
will
be
at
C
F.Cobbett’s
increase
I
pensions,
Sunday with his father, Hon. A. E. Nicker5o« 75 thiA f* ton.
l*u,
127 Maine street, opposite the post 1 Apples, p
shoe
4 u
Hides. t> It..
It,
dried,
son-Miss Mary Stevens is teaching at the I office, shop,
Oct. 11 and 12, 18117, but only the morning
1 dOa 1 4"! Laud'. V tt..
Beans, pea.
Porter school house in Searsport; Miss Julia of the 12th.
medium, 1 dO a 1 4o: Lamb Skins.
*•
vel'w eyes l 50a 1 7"! Mutton, L tt
3w
L. C. MORSE.
Chase at the head of the lake; Miss Ethelyn
bu. :*■15a Id i)ats.
Butter, 1;) lb,
in
KnowlDistrict
No.
Miss
Maude
5'a0 1-2) Potatoes.
Beef. t> It.
Moody
1;
SHIP NKVVS.
40 a 45; Round Hog.
bu,
Barley,
ton in No. 8, and Miss Martha Mathews in
0 1-2 a 1 oj Straw, {:> toi.
Cheese, f tb.
No. 9....Mr. Jewell Dowling has returned
PORT OF BELFAST.
lO.a 12 rurkev, fc* It
Chicken, l> tb,
50 a 75 fallow.
CalfSkins,
ARRIVED.
from a hunting trip and is again spending a
14a Id Vial, \< It.
lb,
Duck,
Sept. 10. Sens. Chas. E. Raymond, Pendleton, Eggs, |> doz,
few days in town....Mrs. Martha M. NickIS Wool, uuw.i.'
lslesboro; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
dale Wood, hard.
Fowl, C tb.
erson has returned to Whitman, Mass., via
10.
Schs.
Miantonomah.
Ryan, Boston; Geese, fc* lb,
Sept.
id a 15 Wood, soft.
Lewiston_The Monroe Fair was no bene- Geo. B. Ferguson. Ferguson, Bangor for EddyRetail M
Pet ait Price.
vi’le; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland
Mr. Anson
fit to some of our citizens.
bbl.
Sept. 22. Seh. Jennie Howard, Emery, Bangor. Beef, corned, |d lb, 7 ad Lime,
!;
Id
Hat
Meal,
Butter salt, 14 tb bag.
SAILED
Ellingwood’s house was broken into during
47 inions.
tt
Corn,
bu,
Sept. 15. Seh. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall. Ban- Cracked Corn,
his absence and $50 in money taken and his
47
Itil,kerosene.
bu,
gor.
47 Pollock,It.
Corn Meal,
bu,
wife’s jewelry. Mr. Murphy found an overSept. 18. Sell. Maria Webster, Turner, Rock- ! Cheese,
Id Pork, *> lb.
fc> tb.
land.
coat and razor missing, and Mrs. Henry
Cotton Seed, p cwt, l 25 Plaster, f* bb
B.
21.
Seh.
Geo.
Ferguson, Ferguson, Codfish,
Sept.
5ad
lb
dry,
fc*
Rye Meal, V V
Beals lost $7.00 on the fair ground-Rev. Eddyville.
ev.'
5«d Shorts,
Cranberries,
(jt,
AMERICAN PORTS.
C. H. Wells of Belfast will preach in the
Clover Seed, %> if., 11 a t*2 Sugar, $> It'.
50
T.
OoOab
Salt,
1.,
V
Flour,
bbl,
New York, Sept. 14. Ar, schs. Melissa Trask,
church next Sunday at half past two, standBangor; Fannie & Edith, Rockland, via New H.G.Seed, bu, l 75,a2 00 Sweet Potatoes
ard time.
Wheat Meal.
Haven; cld, schs. Sadie Corey, Bangor; Edward Lard, ^ lb
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